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Introduction. 
In the year 1949 a Finnish-Swedish biological expedition, supported by 
the Arctic I nstitute of North America, visited Newfoundland . During the 
time from June 1 to September 1 a !arge collection of terrestrial arthropods 
was obtained from numerous places in the country. The spiders were collected. 
mainly by Dr. ERN"ST PALMEN" but also by Prof. CARL H. LrN"DROTH. The 
whole spider material, more than 300 samples, many of them containing 
numerous species, was handed over to me for determination in December, 
1949 . Later I received additionalspidermaterial from Newfoundland collected. 
by Prof. LINDROTH in summer, 1951. 
The spider fauna of Newfoundland has been very little studied before. 
Only a few scattered records aretobe found in the literature. This also applies 
to other groups of arthropods of the country. The main purpose of the expedi-
tion was not only to fill a gap in the knowledge of the fauna of a nearctic 
area, but also to make a comparison with the arthropod fauna of Northern 
Europe. 
In the detemlination work I have encountered many difficulties . It has 
not been easy to obtain access to all the American spider Iiterature necessary. 
I am much indebted to Dr. WILLIS J . GERTSCH (the American Museum of 
Natural History, New York), who has kindly sent me specimens of American 
spiders for comparison and determined certain difficult species. The large 
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file of reprints which I have received from him has aided me greatly in the 
work. I wish also to acknowledge my thanks to Dr. RALPH V. CHAMBERLIX 
(Utah University), Dr. ALLAN F. AReHER (Alabama University), Prof. BE:'<JA-
:MIN H. KAsTON (Teachers College, Connecticut) and Prof. HERBERT W. LEvr 
(Wisconsin University) for their help with literature on American spiders. 
Further thanks are due to Dr. AKE HOLM (Uppsala, Sweden), who has lent 
me material of several spider species for comparison. 
The types of the species described in this paper as new to the science are 
going to be deposited in the Canadian National Collections, Departm. of 
Agriculture, Ottawa. 
I. Check list. 
In the material from Newfoundland collected m 1949 and 1951 I have 
found 218 species. To these the following two species are to be added: A raneus 
diadematus Clerck mentioned by WIEHLE (1931) from ewfoundland and 
Dietrichia hesperia Crosby & Bisbop (?) from the collection of the American 
Museum of Natural History, New York and taken by R. Traub in New-
foundland in 1947. In the following list of species from ewfoundland 
I have put in only some of the synonymic names. 
Theridiidae 
Ctenium riparium (Keyserling) 1886 
banksi Kaston 1946 
boreale Kaston 1946 
fuscum (Emerton) '1894 
Crustulina b orealis Banks 1900 = ? C. sticta (O .P.-Cambridge) '1861 
Steatoda bipunctata (Linne) 1758 
Theridula sphaerula (Emerton) 1882 = ? T. opulmta (Walckenaer ) 1841 
Theridion teeturn (Keyser!ing) 1884 = Enoplog11atha puritana Chamberlin & hie 194 2 
aurantium Emerton 1915 
sexpunctatum Emerton 1882 
(Allotheridion) montanum Emerton 1882 
Nesticidae 
glaucescens Becker 1879 = T. spirale Emerton 1882 
murarium Emerton 1882 (?) 
Nesticus pallidus Emerton 1875 
Linyphiidae 
Stemonyphantes blauveltae Gertsch 1951 
Pityohyphantes costatus (Hentz) 1850 
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Linyphia marginata C. L. Koch 1834 
waldea Chamberlin & Ivie 1943 
Pusillia mandibulata (Emerton) 1882 = ? P. pusilla ssp. m. 
Estrandia grandaeva (Keyserling) 1886 = E. nearctica (Banks) 1910 
Helophora insignis (Blackwall) 1841 
ontariensis (Emerton) 1925 
Lepthyphantes leprosus (Ohlert) 1865 
ze bra (Emerton) 1 8 8 2 
= Linyphia tridens Schenkel 1930 
alpinus (Emerton) 1882 
subalpinus (Emerton) 1882 
calcaratus (Emerton) 1909 
bihamatus (Emerton) 1882 
triraruns Chamberlin & Ivi e 194 I 
nigriventris (L. Koch) 18 79 (?) 
umbraticola (Keyserling) 18 86 = L. audax Soerensen 1898 
Bathyphantes pullatus (0. P.-Cambridge) 1863 = B. kuratai Chamberlin & I vie 19'•7 
concolor (Wider) 1831, 
brevipes (Emerton) 1917 
pallidus (Banks) 1892 
sp (pr. reprobus (Kulczinsky) 1916) 
brevis (Emerton) ·1911 = Bathyphantoides b. 
gracilis (Blackwall) 1841 
» rufulus n.sp. 
Oreonetides vaginatus (Thorell) 1872 = Aigola crassimana (Emerton) 1882 
= Congylidium tuberamm Emerton cJ (non <f>) 1916 
flavescens (Crosby) 1937 = Aigola f. 
l\[eioneta sp. (pr. rurestris C. L. Koch) 
Argyneta cauta (0. P .-Cambridge) 1902 = A. olivacea (Emerton) "1882 
decora (0. P.-Cambridge) 187 1 (?) 
Centromerus bicolor (Blackwall) 1833 
sylvaticus (Blackwall) 1841 = C. qui11quede11tata (Emerton) 1 88~ 
persolutus (0. P.-Cambridge) 1875 
cornupalpis (0. P.-Cambridge) 18/5 
longibulbus (Emerton) 1882 
latidens (Emerton) 1882 
Micryphantidae 
Seiastes truncatus (Emerton) 1882 
Eulaira concava (Emerton) 1882 
mircotarsa (Emerton) 1882 
Diplocentria bidentata (Emerton) 1882 = Scotoussa b. = Diploce11tria rivalis (0. P.-
Cambridge 1905) 
corynetes Chamberlin & Ivie 1945 
Scironis tarsalis (Emerton) 1911 
Scylaceus obtusus (Emerton) 1911 
Tapinocyba simplex (Emerton) 1882 
scopulifera (Emerton) 1882 
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Tapinocyba lindrothi n.sp. 
exigua n .sp. 
Dietrichia h esperia Crosby & Bishop 1933 (?) 
Thyreosthenius parasiticus (Westring) 1 851 = H ormathion linmatmn Crosby & Bishop 1933 
Islandiana alata (Emerton) 1919 
Erigone atra (Blackwall) 1833 
dentigera 0. P.-Cambridge 1874. 
blaesa Crosby & Bishop 1928 
aletris Crosby & Bishop 1928 
whymperi 0. P.-Chambridge 18 77 (?) 
ephala Crosby & Bishop 1928 
Eperigone maculata (Banks) 1892 
contorta (Emerton) 1882 
trilobata (Emerton) 1882 
Collinsia pertinens (0. P.-Cambridge) 1875 = Catabrithorax p. 
clypiella (Chamberlin) 1920 = Catabrithorax c. 
stylifera (Chamber!in) 1848 = Catabrithorax s. 
palmeni n.sp. 
Hilaira h erniosa (Thorell) 1875 = Utop-iellum nzirabile (L. Koch) 1879 
mentasta (Chamberlin & h-ie ) 194 7 = ;Erigone~ 111. 
algida n .sp. 
dubia n.sp. 
aquilonia n.sp. 
Spirembolus oreinoides Chamberlin 1948 (?) 
Soudinus canaliculatus (Emerton) 1915 
Tunagyna debilis (Banks) 1892 
Sisicottus montanus (Emerton) 1882 
Trachynella nudipalpis (Westring) ·18 5 1 
Walckenaera vigilax (Blackwall) 1853 = Spiropalptcs spiralis Emerton 1882 
Cornicularia minuta Emerton ·1882 
cuspidata (Blackwall) 1833 = C. brevimla Crosby & Bishop 1931 
karpinskii (0. P .- Cambridge) 1873 
unicornis (0. P . - Cambridge) 1861 
auranticeps Emerton 1882 
Tigellinus tricornis Emerton 1882 (?) 
Enteleeara abrupta (Emerton) 1909 = Mythoplastoides a. 
exigua (Banks) 1892 = Mythoplastoides e. 
Minyriolus castaneus (Emerton) 1882 
Eridantes erigonoides (Emerton) 1882 
Diplocephalus ,cuneatus (Emerton) 1909 = Chocorua c. 
~ cristatus (Blackwall) 1833 
Dismodicus bifrons ssp. decemoculatus (Emerton) 1882 = D. 11ariegatus Jackson 193'i 
= D . modictts Chamberlin & h;e 191, 7 
alticeps Chamberlin & I vie 194 7 
Hypomma marxii (Keyserling) 1886 
Hybocoptus denticulatus (Emerton) 1915 = GongyZ.idium tuberosum ~ (non d') Emerton 
1915 
Zornella cultrigera (L. Koch) 18?9 
Oedothorax montiferus (Emerton) 1882 
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Gramm one t a pictilis (0. P. - Cambridge) 18/5 
gigas (Banks) 1896 
maritima Emerton 1915 
Souessa spinifera (0. P .- Cambridge) 18/4 
Trichopterna mengei (Simon) 1884. = Pelecopsis excavatum (Emerton) 191t 
Ceraticelus similis (Banks) 1892 
Jaetabilis (0. P. - Cambrigde) 18/ !, 
fissiceps (0. P. - Cambridge) lS/4 
atriceps (0. P. - Cambridge) 18 /4 
Ceratinella brunnea (Emerton ) 1882 
Maso sundevalli (Westring) 1851 = Caseola herbicola Emerton 1909 
Porrhomma gertschi n.sp. 
Araneidae 
1\1eta menardi (Latreille) 1804 
Metepeira palustris Chamberlin & I \·ie -I 94 2 
Cyclosa conica (Pallas) 1 772 
S inga variabilis Emerton 1884 
Zygiella montana (C. L. Koch) 183!, = Zilla m . 
Araneus diadematus (Clerck) 1/57 
solitarius (Emerton) 188 !o 
corticarius (Emerton) 18 8 \ 
cornutus Clerck 1757 
patagiatus Clerck 1 7 5 i 
scolopetarius Clerck 1/5 i = A. sericatus Clerck 1 7 57 
trifolium (Hentz) 184? 
displicatus (H entz) 184. i 
T heridiosomatidae 
Theridiosoma radiosum (Emerton) 1884 
T etragnathidae 
Pachygnatha brevis K eyserling I 88 3 
Tetragnatha laboriosa Hentz 1850 
extensa (Linne) 1758 
elongat a Walckenaer 1805 
vermiformis Emerton 1884. (?) 
caudat a Emerton 1884 
lvlimetidae 
Ero canionis Chamberlin & Ivie 1935 
A gelenidae 
Coras montanus (Ernerton) 1890 
' T. gemmosum (L. Koch) 1 877 
Agelenopsis utahana (Chamberlin & Ivie) 1933 
Cryphoeca montana Emerton 1890 
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HaJmiidae 
Hahnia cinerea Emerton 1890 
Antistea brunnea (Emerton) 1890 
Neoantistea agilis (Keyserling) 188 7 
riparia ssp. radula (Emerton) 1890 
Pisaul'idae 
Dolomedes fulv(i)atronotatus Bisbop 1924 
scopularis C. L. Koch 1848 = D. triton sexpunctatus Hentz 1845 
vittatus Walckenaer 18 37 
Lycosidae 
Pirata minutus Emerton 1885 
montanus Emerton 1885 
bryantae Kurata 194.4 
piraticus (Clerck) 17 57 
insularis Emerton 1885 = piccolo Dahl1908 
Alopecosa aculeata (Clerck) 1757 = Lycosa beat,ii Emerton 1894 
Arctosa quinaria (Emerton) 1885 
emertoni Gertsch 1934 
virgo (Chamberlin) 1925 
alpigena (Doleschall) 1852 
Trochosa terricola ssp. pratensis (Emerton) '1885 
Pardosa moesta Banks 1892 
lapidicina Emerton 1885 
furcifera (Thorell) 18 7 5 
concinna (Thorell) 1877 
fuscula (Thorell) 187 5 
groenlandica (Thorell) 1872 
mackenziana (Keyserling) 1876 
xerampelina (Keyserling) 1876 
saltuaria (L. Koch) 1870 
Gnaphosidae 
Gnaphosa muscorum (L. Koch) 1866 = G. gigantea Petrunkewitch 1911 
parvula Banks 1896 
Haplodrassus signifer (C. L. Koch) 1839 
hiemalis (Emerton) 1909 
Orodrassus vastus Chamberlin & Ivie 1922 
Drassodes neglectus (Keyserling) 188 7 
Zelotes subterraneus (C. L. Koch) 1839 = Prosthesima atra Emerton 1890 
Clubionidae 
Clubiona riparia L. Koch 1866 
bryantae Gertsch 1941 
obesa Hentz 1847 
• mi..'!:ta Emerton 1890 
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Clubiona canadensis Emerton 1890 
norvegica Strand 1 900 
kulczynskii De Lessert 1905 = intermontana Gertsch 1933 
abbotii L . Koch 1866 
furc ata Emerton 191 9 
Agroeca ornata Banks 1892 
9 
Micaria pulicaria (Sundevall) 1832 = M. gentilis Banks 1896 = M. montana E muton I 890 
longispin a Emerton 1911 
Xysticidae 
Misumena vatia (Clerck) 1757 
Coriarachne versicolor K eyserling 1880 
Oxyptila americana Banks 1895 
bryantae Gertsch 1939 (?) 
Xysticus triguttatus Keyserling 1880 
diseursans K eyserling 1880 
e!egans Keyserling 1880 
emertoni K eyserling 1880 
canadensis Gertsch 1934 
Philodromidae 
Philodremus pernix Blackwall1846 
rufus Walckenaer 1825 
Thanatus formicinus (Clerck) 17 57 (?) = T. lycosoides Emerton 1 B!l2 
= canadensis Gertsch 1933 
Tibellus maritimus (Menge) 1874 
Salticidae 
Salticus scenicus (Clerck) 1757 
Neon nellii Peckham 1883 
Sitticus palustris (Peckham) 1883 
striatus Emerton 191 1 
Evarcha hoyi (Peckham 1883) 
Metaphidippus montanus (Emerton) 1891 
flavipedes (P eckham) 1888 
Phidippus purpuratus Keyserling 1884 
princeps (Peckham) 1883 
whitmanii Peckham 1888 
Dictynidae 
Argenna obesa Emerton 1911 
Dictyna annulipes Blackwall 1846 = D. muraria Emerton 1888 
bostoniensis Emerton 1888 
brevitarsa Emerton 1915 
phylax Gertsch & I vie 1936 (?) 
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A maurob-iidae 
Callobius bennetti (Blackwall) 184 6 
Walmus borealis (Emerton) 1909 
Callioplus tibialis (Em erton ) 1888 
euoplus Bishop & Crosby 1935. 
II. T axonomic remarks and descriptions of new species. 
Crustulina borealis Banks 
This species is probably identical with C. sticta Cambr., described from 
Europe. The matter is not, however, definitely settled, as no actual comparison 
of American and European material has been made (see GERTSCH & AReHER 
1942, K.I\STON 1948) . As I have no material available of C. sticta I must leave 
this question open, but I have used the name C. borealis for the Newfoundland 
speCimens. 
Theridula S.{>haerula Hentz 
This species has been regarded by several arachnologists as identical with 
T. opulenta Walck. which is widely distributed in the southern parts of the 
Palearctic region. ARCHER (1940), on the other band, declares that the genitalia 
of these two species are different but mentions no details. I have followed 
him and considered them as distinct species. 
The genus Theridion 
ARCHER (1950) has split up the old genus Theridion in to several new 
genera mainly based on differences in the embolic division of the male palpus. 
I have prefered to use the name Theridion in the old wider sence, but like 
ARCHER (op.c.) I have included the genus Enoplognatha in Theridion as a 
synonym. ARCHER's new generic names are mentioned in parentheses for 
the species in question. 
Linyphia waldea Chamb. & Ivie , Pityohyphantes costatus H entz and 
Pusillia mandibulata Emerton. 
Until the last ten years these three species bave been regarded as identical 
wi.th the respective European species Linyphia clathrata Cl. , Pityohyphantes 
phrygianus C. L . Koch and Linyphia pusilla Sund. I n these three pairs of 
closely related species clear distinguishing palpal characters are to be found , 
at least in a comparison between material from ewfoundland and Northern 
Europe (see, for example, figs. 120, 121). Linyphia waldea is an eastern spe-
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cies in North America and there is a considerable gap between the ranges 
of this species and clathrata of the Old world. The other two pairs of species 
constitute a somewhat different case. Pityohyphantes costatus is replaced in 
\Yestern North America by 4 allopatric species, one of which, P . subarcticus 
Chamb. & Ivie (Manitoba, Alaska), comes very close to P. phrygianus of 
the Old world. The American )>Linyphia pusilla )> of BLAUVELT (1936) and 
other earlier authors has been split by CHAMBERLIX and IviE (1943) into 
three species, mandibulata Emert., dana Chamb. & Ivie and bonita Chamb. 
& Ivie. In addition to this mandibulata is divided in to three subspecies, 
mandibulata, provoana Chamb. & Ivie and ptmctata Chamb. & Ivie. The 
whole species group is considered as a genus, Pusillia, including a more dis-
tinct species, cayuga Emerton. The western species, P. bonita comes very 
close toP. pusilla from Asia and Europe. It may be mentioned that SCHENKEL 
(1950) uses the names Pityohyphantes phrygianus and Linyphia pusilla for 
specirr';ens from Western North America. It seems to me not unlikely that 
at least in the latter case we have to do with polytypic holarctic species form-. 
ing geographical races. The species of the Pusillia pusilla - mandibulata 
group do not much overlap each other's hitherto known ranges. A second 
fact to be noted is that the differences in the male palpus of pusilla, bonita 
and mandibulata are more quantitative than qualitative and may have 
something to do with allometric growth. The material of mandibulata from 
Newfoundland is, however, too small for a biometric analysis. 
Estrandia grandaeva Keys. 
This species, also described under the names Linyphia humilis Emerton 
18911 (nom. praeocc. ) and L. nearctica Bankes 1910, is not a purely nearctic 
one. I have found that Lt"nyphia tridens Schenkel, described from Kam-
chatka and also known from Northern Fennoscandia, is identical with this 
species. The male palpus and the epigynum of E. grandaeva from Newfound-
land show no significant difference from these organs in E. · tridens as figured 
by SCHENKEL (1930). I have also had a tridens female from Kuusamo (NE 
Fennoscandia) for comparison with females from Newfoundland. 
Leptbypbantes triramus Chamberlin & Ivie . (figs. 1-3). 
In tbe material from Newfoundland there are two female specimens 
which I have identified as Lepthyphantes triramus Chamb. & Ivie. This species 
has hitherto been known only from NW Canada and Alaska (CILUIBERLTh" 
& IviE 1947). I have figured the epigynum of one of the specimens (Bur-
g e o - La Po i 1 e: Recontre West, leg. C. H. Lindroth) in figs. 1-3. 
:Measurements: 










11 12 1] 
Fig. 1-3 L epthyphantes triramus Chamb. & Ivie, epigynum. Fig. 1 ventral, fig. 2 caudal 
and fig. 3 lateral view. Fig. 4-5 Bathyphantes sp. pr. reprobttS Kulcz. Fig. 4 ventral, 
fig. 5 lateral view. Fig. 6-13 Bathyphantes rufttltlS n.sp. Fig. 6 epigynum ventrocaudal 
view, fig. 7 the same, lateral view, fig. 8 female carapace, dorsal view, fig. 9 ocular area. 
front al view, fig. 10 female cephalothorax, lateral view, fig. 11 paracymbium, fig. 12 male 
palpus, lateral view, fig. 13 embolic dh~sion. 
Carapace, length .. .. ........ ................. . 
width ....... . . .. ..... . . .. ......... . 
First leg, tibia - patella 











2 , 15 mm. 
1,84 mm. 
The measurements are the same for both ewfoundland specimen 
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Bathyphantes sp. pr. reprobus Kulczynski (figs 4 and 5). 
In the ewfoundland material there are 3 specimens of a Bathyphantes 
which is in epigynal characteres very similar to reprobus KuLCZYNSKI (1916, 
Siberia) but differens remarkably in size and also in some minor characters. 
The carapace length in the specimens from ewfoundland is 1,2 mm. in re-
probus from Siberia 1,s mm. It is possible that the specimens from New-
foundland belong to a new species. 
The genus Bathyphantoides Kaston. 
KASTOX (1948) has created this genus for Bathyphantes brevis Emerton, 
because he has found in his specimens an unusual position of the spiracles 
(removed from the base of the spinnerets a distance of about one third that 
between spinnerets and epigastric furrow). I have, however, failed to find in 
the specimens from Newfoundland (determination controlled by Dr. GERTSCH) 
any spiracle in the position mentioned by KASTON. If the position of the 
spiracle is a variable character, there is no reason eise to keep up Bathyp-
hantoides as aseparate genus. I have used here the genus name Bathyphantes 
for brevis Emerton. 
Bathyphantes gracilis Bl. (figs. 14-18). 
This species is hitherto not known from the Nearctic region. The two 
female specimens in the material from Newfoundland do not differ from 
the North European specimens I have had for comparison. The epigynum 
of one of the specimens from Newfoundland (G rand Fa 11 s : Badger, 
leg. Lindroth) is shown in fig . 16-18. 
Bathyphantes rufulus n.sp. (figs. 6-13). 
~ - Total length 2 mm. Carapace bright orange without any markings. 
The shape of the carapace and size and position of the eyes are demonstrated 
in figs. &-10. Sternum and labium orange-yellow, endites and chelicerae of 
the same colour. Front margin of the fang groove with three teeth, hind margin 
with three denticles. Legs and palpi orange-yellow. Femora I - II with one 
dorsal spine. Femur I has, in addition to this, a mesal spine. Femora III-IV 
without such spines. Tibiae I - IV with 2 dorsal spines. Tibia I - II also 
with a lateral spine. Metatarsi without spines. Abdomen light brown (in the 
two specimens from Springdale darker greyish). Spinnerets of the same colour 
as the abdomen. Epigynum yellow to orange-brown (more chitinised parts). 
Its structure is shown in figs. 6 and 7. 
~ - Total length about 2 mm. Structure and colour of carapace as in 
the female. Chaetotaxy of legs as in the female. Front teeth of the fang groove 








Fig. 14- 18 Bathyphantes gracil-is BI. Fig. 14.-1 5 cephalothorax, dorsal and lateral d ew, 
fig. 16-·17 epigynum, ventral and latera l aspect, fig. 18 the left internal parts of the 
epigynum. Fig. ·19-23 Nieioneta sp. (fr . Port Saunders). Fig. 19 cephalothorax, fig. 20-22 
epigynum, yentral, caudal and lateral view, fig. 23 the internal parts of the epigynum. 
Fig. 24-29 Argyneta cattta Cambr. Fig. 24 paracymbium (1 ewfoundland specimen), 
fig. 25 the same (Finnish Lapland) , fig. 26 lamella characteristica (. ewfoundland). fig. 
27-28 epigynum (Newfoundland), ventral and caudal aspect, fig . 29 epigynum (Finnish 
Lapland) caudal aspect, fig. 3Q-31 the internal epigynal organs, fig . 30 Newfoundland 
specimen, fig. 31 Finnish speci.men. 
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somewhat stronger than in the female. The structure of the male palpus 
1s demonstrated in figs. 11-13. 
Measurements: 
Holotype, ~ Allotype, <J Paratypes, 3'i'<jl Paratype " 0 
Carapace 
length ............... 0,95 mm. 0.93 mm. 0,89-0,93 mm. 0,91 mm. 
width ...... .. .. ..... 0,70 mm. 0,69 mm. 0,69-0,74 mm. 0,71 llllli . 
Tibia - patella 
I ... ..... .... .. .. .. 1,17 mm. • 1.05-1,12 mm . * 
IV .. ........... .... . 1,05 mm. 0,86 mm. 0,99-1,01 mm . 0,86 mm. 
Holotype, ~ NEWFOUNDLAND: F o r tu n e-H e r m i tage : Push-
through 24.6.1949 leg. E. Palmen. 
Allotype, <1 S t. Barbe: Eddies Cove West 30.7.1949 leg. E. Palmen. 
Paratypes from S t. B a r b e: Lomond and G r e e n B a y : Springdale. 
Meioneta sp. pr. rurestris C. L. Koch. (figs. 19-21) 
Two females of a Meioneta sp. unknown to me are taken in NE New-
foundland by Dr. PALMEN'. The internal epigynum parts are somewhat similar 
to those of M. rurestris C. L. Koch from Europe. The internal epigynum 
parts of the many North American species of this genus are not figured in 
the literatme and I have not taken the risk to describe the species from 
Newfoundland as new. 
The Argyneta species (figs. 24-36) 
There are two species of this genus from Newfoundland. One of them 
corresponds weil with the description and figures of A. olivacea Emert. I 
have compaired this species with Argyneta cauta Cambr. from Europe (speci-
mens from Finnish Lapland) and found them so similar that I have regarded 
them as conspecific and used the name cauta, which has priority. It must 
be stated that I have had only a single male specimen of olivacea (New-
foundland) an one of cauta for comparison and only a few females. The male 
specimen from Newfoundland is slightly bigger (carapace length 0,9o mm.) 
than the spec.imen from Lapland (carapace 0,78 mm.). 
The other species I have, with some hesitation, identified as A. decora 
Cambr. The median lobe of the epigynum is much narrower than in cauta 
(see figs. 27 , 32, 33). The female palpus is tumescent (fig. 34). In my spider 
material from Finnish Lapland (Utsjoki) I have a female Argyneta specimen 
very similar to the specimens from Jewfoundland. The inner epigynal parts 
of the Finnish one show some minor differences. In the figures (35, 36) these 
* In both males the first legs are unfortunately broken at the patella and distal joints 
lost. 
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differences look greater than they really are becauce the median parts have 
not been fixed in quite the same position in the two preparations. 
Tapinocyba lindrothi n.sp. (figs. 42-46) 
















\::Y-~ clo a~ 
50 49 45 46 
F ig. 32-36. Meioneta decora Cambr. Fig. 32 epigynum (1 ewfoundland), fig. 33 epigynum 
(Fiunish Lapland), fig . 34 female palpus (Newfoundland), Fig. 35 internal epigynal organs, 
Newfoundland specimen, fig . 36 the same, Finnish specimen. Fig. 3?-41 Tapinocyba 
exigua n.sp. Fig. 3? carapace, dorsal view, fig. 38 ocular area, fig. 39 carapace, latera l 
view, fig. 40 epigynum, fig. 41 its internal parts. Fig. 42-46 Tapinocyba lindrothi n.sp. 
Fig. 42 carapace, dorsal aspect, fig. 43 ocular area, fig. 44 carapace, lateral view, fig. 45 
epigynum, fig. 46 its internal parts. Fig. 4?-50 Collinsia palmeni n .sp. Fig. 4? carapace, 
dorsal view, fig. 48 the same, lateral view, fig. 49 ocular area, fig. 50 epigynum. 
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relative size and position of the eyes are shown in figs. 42-44. Sternum 
and labium greyish yellow. Endites orange, chelicerae yellow. Fang groove 
in front with 5 small teeth, hind margin with 4, also very small, teeth. Palpi 
yellow, legs also yellow. Spines and trichobothria of the legs situated as usual 
in the genus T apinocyba sensu MILLIDGE (1951). Abdomen grey, epigynum 
yellow. The orange-brown receptacula show through. This species is readily 
distinguished by the epigynal structures (fig. 45, 46) from other species of 
T apinocyba known to me. 
Measurements: Carapace, length 0,70 mm. Tibia-patella I 0,55 mm., II 
O,öo mm., III 0,40 mm., IV 0,55 mm. 
Holotype: NEWFOUNDLAND: S t. Ge o r g e- Port a u Port: 
South Branch 3.7.1949, ~ leg. E. Palmen. 
Tapinocyba exigua n.sp. (figs. 37-41) 
~- Totallength 1,4 mm. Carapace red-brown with suffuse dark pigment. 
Height of clypeus 0,13 mm. The relative size and position of the eyes is seen 
in figs. 37-39). Sternum dusky orange-brown, polished. Labium of the 
same colour as the sternum but paler at the margin. Endites dusky yellow 
Chelicerae dusky yellow. Fang groove in front with 5 denticles, on the hind 
margin also with 5 very small teeth. Palpi and legs pale orange-yellow. Chaeto-
ta.""y of legs as usual in the genus. Abdomendark grey, on the dorsum, with 
two pairs of small red-brown impressed spots. The middle lobes of the epi-
gynum (see fig. 40) yellow. The lateral parts of the epigynum dusky yellow. 
The red-brown receptacula show through. 
Measurements: Carapace, length 0,65 mm., width 0,55 mm. Tibia-patella I 
0,50 mm., II 0,65 mm. 
Type locality: NEWFOUNDLAND: G r an d F a 11 s : Millertown 
Junction, 1 female taken 22.8.1949 by E. Palmen. 
I have placed this species in the genus Tapinocyba, but as long as the 
male is un.known it is somewhat uncertain if the species really belongs here. 
The impressed red-brown dots on the abdomen indicate a relation to the genus 
Troxochrus (sensu MILLIDGE 1951), but on the other hand the sternum is 
not rugose as in the species of the latter genus (see MILLIDGE's key, point 
37 op.c. p. 553). 
Dietrichia hesperia Crosby & Bishop (?). (figs. 51-57) 
Among the spiders collected in ewfoundland before 1949 there is a 
Dietrichia species from S t. G e o r g e - P o r t a u P o r t : Stephenville, 
1 ~ taken 29. 10. 1947 by Robert Traub. Dr. GERTSCH kindly sent me 
this specimen and also paratypes of Dietrichia hesperia Crosby & Bishop 
from California, the only species previously described in this genus. 
2 
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Dr. GERTSCH suggested in a letter that the specimen from rewfoundland 
might belong to a new species. I have compared the two spiders thoroughly 
but found very few differences and those small (see figs. 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57). 
The main difference is in the tibia of t he male palpus. I n the specimen from 
~ 55 
58 
56 57 ~ 
59 
Fig. 51-57 Dietrichia hesperia Crosby & Bishop. Fig. 5 1 ~Iale carapace of Newfoundlan d 
sp ecimen, fig. 52 the same of Californian specimen, fig. 53 t ibia of male palpus ( rew-
foundland), dorsal aspect, fig. 54. the sam e, California, fig. 55 male p alpus, la t eral view, 
Newfoundland sp ecimen , fig. 56 m ale palpus, ecta l view, Ne,vfoundland, fig. 57 the 
same, California. Fig. 58-59 T apinocyba scopulifera Emert., epigynum, fig. 58 vent ra l 
asp ect, fig. 59 the internal p arts. Fig. 60-62 Eperigone trilobata Emert. Fig . 60-61 
epigynum covered by a chitinous m ass, v entral and lateral ,;ew, fig. 62 the mass removed 
and epigynum, m ad e transparent. Fig. 63-64. Spirembolus oreinoides Chamb. ( ew-
foundland) . Fig. 63 epigynum ventro-caudal asp ect, fig. 64. r ight internal parts of the 
epigynum. 
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Newfoundland tbe apopbysis bas two teetb near tbe apex, in tbe Californian 
specimen only one, whicb is subapical. As tbere is only a single specimen 
known from Newfoundland and, moreover only a few specimens known from 
California, it is not easy to judge if tbe differences found are constant. If so 
I sbould prefer to regard tbe two spiders as belanging to different subspecies, 
but a subspecies cannot be named and described on a single specimen. I 
have tberefore listed tbe spider from Stephenville as Dietricl~ia hesperia 
Crosby & Bisbop (?) . 
The total length of tbe Newfoundland specimen is 1,6 mm. Length of 
carapace 0,72 mm., widtb O, o3 mm . frontal widtb 0,39 mm. First leg: Femur 
0,46 mm., patella O,Is mm., tibia 0,32 mm., metatarsus 0,26 and tarsus 0,26 mm. 
Thyreosthenius parasiticus W estr. 
This species bas been described under several names: Erigone parasitica 
Westr. 1851, Walckenaera becki Cambr. 1870, Erigone synophrys Thor. 1871, 
Monocephalus turgidus (Bl.) Hull 1932 (? non Walckenaera turgida Bl. 1841, 
discussed by H OLM 1945) and H ormathion limnatum Crosby & Bisbop 1933. 
Tbe latter synonymy was claimed by me in a recent paper (HACKMAN 1952) 
and based on a comparison of females of the species from Finland and New-
foundland. Later on Dr. GERTSCH kindly lent me a male specimen of H. 
limnatum and tbe synonymy was entirely confirmed. Tbe genus name Thyreos-
thenius Sirnon 1926 has priority before Hormathion Crosby & Bisbop 1933. 
The latter is monotypic and becomes a synonym. 
The Erigone species (figs. 78-84) 
I n their papers of 1928 CROSBY and BrsHOP give excellent figures of the 
male palpi of tbe American species of tbe genus Erigone, but unfortunately 
no figures of the internal parts of the epigyna. 
Tbe determination of tbe females in the Newfoundland material has 
therefore not been easy. Dr. GERTSCH bas sent me material of several 
American species for comparison. This bas enabled me to identify most of 
tbe species with certainty. I bave figured (figs. 78-84) tbe internal epigynum 
organs of all species in tbe ewfoundland material. One species of which 
I have not bad material for comparison, I have with some hesitation identified 
witb whymperi Cambr., previously reported from Greenland, Ellesmere Land 
and Akpatok Island. Tbe inner epigynal organs are rather like those of E. 
psychrophila Tbor. (figured by HOLM 1937, fig. 4 b) but tbe external struc-
tures agree much better with whymperi tban with psycrophila (see BRAENDE-
GAARD 1940, figs. 22, 23). 
In Erigone ephala Crosby & Bisbop I bave found some variation con-
cerning tbe receptacula of tbe female (tbe extreme types are sbown in figs. 
79, 80). 














Fig. 65-67 Spiremboh~s oreinoides Chamb. & Ivie (Newfoundland). Fig. 65 carapace, 
dorsal aspect, fig. 66 ocular area, dorsal aspect, fig. 67 carapace, lateral aspect. Fig. 68 
Hybocoptus denticulatus Emert., epigynum, made transparent, dorsal view. Fig. 69-71 
Dismodicus alticeps Chamb. & Ivie. Fig. 69 cephalothorax, lateral aspect, fig. 70 male 
palpus, ventral view, fig. 71 male palpus, tibial dinsion, dorsal aspect. Fig. 72 Dismodicus 
bijnms decemowlatus Emert. tibial division of male palpus, dorsal aspect. Fig. 73 the 
same part in D. b. bifrons Bi. Fig. 74 D. b. decemowlalus, ventro-ectal aspect of male 
palpus. Fig. 75 the same of D. b. bijro11S. Fig. 76 D. b. decemowlatus, internal parts of 
epigynum. Fig. 77 the same in D. b. bifrans. 
Eperi.gone trilobata Emerton (figs. 60-62). 
In a number of females of this species the epigynum was covered by a 
'~ 
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Fig. 78. Erigone whymperi Cambr. (?), epigynum, internal parts. Fig. 79-80 Erigone 
ephala Crosby & Bishop. Fig. 79 epigynum, internal parts, specimen from Port aux 
Basques, fig. 80 the same of specimen from Eddies Cove West. Fig. 81 Erigone dentigera 
Cambr., epigynum, internal parts. Fig. 82 Erigone blaesa Crosby & Bishop, the same 
parts. Fig. 83 Erigone aletris Crosby & Bishop., the same parts. Fig. 84. Erigone atra BI., 
the same parts. Fig. 85-89 Hilaif'a mentasta Chamb. & Ivie. Fig. 85 epigynum, caudal 
v iew, fig. 86 m ale carapace, lat eral view, fig. 87 ocular a rea of the male, front al view, 
fig. 88 epigynum ventral view, fig . 89 epigynum, internal parts. 
more or less regular brown rugose chitinous mass. In some of these specimens 
the mass formed a regular round knob (figs. 60, 61), which gave the spider 
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a Linyphiidae-like appearence. It agrees somewhat with the description and 
illustration of )>Bathyphantes)> tristis Banks (1892) from the upper Cayuga 
Lake basin. The case, however, needs further investigation. At all events it 
is obvious that tristis Banks does not belong to the genus Bathyphantes. 
The genus Collinsia Cambr .. 
HoLM (1950) has shown that the genus Coryphaeolana Strand 1914 is a 
synonym of Collinsia Cambridge 1913, which has priority. HOLM (op.c.) 
also points out that the nearctic genus Catabrithorax Chamberlin 1920 could 
probably be regarded as a synonym to Collinsia. There is no wide gap separating 
the two genera. The extreme development of the posterior tooth of the em-
bolic division of the male palpus, characteristic for Catabrithorax, begins 
already in Collinsia distincta Sim. and C. holmgreni Thor. The genus Collinsia 
contains only a few species and I have also therefore found it suitable to 
unite the two genera. The name Collinsia has priority. Catabrithorax could 
be retained as a subgenus (sensu CHAMBERLIN' 1948) . Other nearctic subgenera 
of Collinsia are then Catosus Chambr. 1948, and Stenostts Chamb. 1948. 
Collinsia palmeni n.sp. (figs 47-50) . 
~ ____:_· Total length 2,9 mm. Carapace brownish yellow. Highest point of 
carapace behind the ocular area (see fig. 48). Position of eyes is shown in 
fig. 49. Clypeus, chelicerae, labium and endites yellow-brown, stemum dusky 
yellow. Legs and palpi yellow-brown, their tibia, metatarsus and tarsus 
darker than the femur. Patella I - IV with a dorsal, subapical bristle. Tibia 
I- III with two dorsal bristles, tibia IV with only one. Abdomen grey, with-
out any distinct markings. The epigynum of the halotype is shown in fig. 50 . 
Measurements: Carapace, length 1,45 mm., width i,1o mm. Legs, I femur 
1,10 mm., I patella-tibia 1, oo mm. , IV femur 1,s5 mm. , I\! patella- tibia 
i,5o mm. 
In size and shape of carapace, sternum and in chaetotaxy of the legs 
this species resembles Collinsia (Catabrithorax) pertinens Cambr., but the 
epigynum is quite different. I have not seen any figures or specimens of Col-
linsia (Catabrithorax) probata Cambr. described from Oregon, but the short 
description given by CROSBY & BISHOP (1928 b) does not fit very weil with 
C. palmeni. 
Type locality: NEWFOUI\TDLAND: t. G e o r g es- P o r t a u 
Port : South Branch, a single female 2.7 .1949 leg. E. Palmen. 
»Erigone)> mentasta Chamb. & Ivie (figs. 5-92) 
This species, described without certain generic designation by Cn.>UI-
BERLIN . & IviE 1947 from Alaska, obviously belongs to the genus Hilaira 
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Sim. In rnany respects it is close to Hilaira excisa Carnbr., the gellerotype. 
In the ewfoulldland collection there is a female specimell which agrees 
rat her well with the descriptioll of mentasta Chamb. & Ivie. It differs sorne-
what in size: 
Carapace, length 
width 
Tibia - patella I ..... . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. ..... . 
IV ................... ...... . 
~ type, Alaska 
1,08 =· 
0,88 =· 
1 ,20 =· 
1 ,22 mm. 
~ . Newfoundland 
1,45 mm. 
1,10 mm. 
1 ,35 llllll. 
1 ,45 mm. 
The receptacula of the epigyllum are more close together in mentasta 
from Alaska (judging from fig. 37 in CHAMBERLI::-. and IviE's paper of 1947) 
than in the specimen from Newfoundland. As the descriptioll of mentasta 
is based Oll one single specimell and as there is only one female specimen in 
the material from Newfoundland, I have not wanted to describe a new species 
Oll this difference , which might be within the range of geographic variability 
of a single species. I have therefore recorded the species as Hilaira mentasta 
in this paper. 
Apart from the fernale specimen mentioned above there is a Hilaira male 
in the material which might belong to the same species. The male of Hilaira 
mentasta was not known before, but the male from ewfoundland comes 
close to H. excisa Cambr. from Europe and I have therefore associated it 
with mentasta. The male is not from the same ewfoundland locality as the 
female but they agree in size and pattern. The male was collected just moulted 
and is therefore paler in colour. The description: 
d' - Total length 2, 5 mm. (as the female) . Carapace pale yellow (after 
moulting) with dusky side margin, cephalic part (see fig. 86) more elevated 
than in the female. Size and position of eyes is demonstrated in fig. 87. Ster~ 
num alld labium dusJ..)' over yellow. Elldites and chelicerae yellow, orange-
tinged. Teeth of fang groove as in the female. Legs yellow and normal. Tibia 
IV with two setae above (as also in the female). Trichobothrium of metatarsus 
I placed 0,45 (see MILLIDGE 1951). 
The structure of the male palpus is shown in figs. 90-92. Its tibia has a 
long curved apophysis as in H. excisa. The paracymbium also showssimiliarity 
with that of excisa but differs in some details. In mentasta its distal part is 
dorsally drawn out to a narrow point (fig. 90), in excisa more clavate. 
Measurements of the male: Carapace , length 1,45 mm., width 1,10 rum. 
Tibia-patella I 1,45 mm. IV 1,6o mm. 
Locality of the male allotype: NEWFOUNDLAND: H um b er, Gaff 
Topsail 19.8.1949, leg. E . Palmen. The female specimen is from S t. Barbe, 
Lomond. I have figured its epigyllum and also the receptacular organs in 
figs. 85, 88, 89. 
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Fig. 90-92 Hilaira mentasta Chamb. Ivie, male palpus. Fig. 90 dorsal, fig. 91 ectal, 
fig. 92 ventro-ectal view. Fig. 93 H ilaiYa aquilcmia n .sp ., female carapace, lateral view. 
Fig. 94-96 HilaiYa dubia n .sp. Fig. 94 female carapace, lateral view, fig. 95 female che-
licera, fig . 96 female sternum. Fig. 97-99 Hilait'a aqttilonia, epigynum. Fig. 97 ventral 
view, fig. 98 caudal view, fig. 99 internal parts. Fig . 1 00 H ilaiYa dubia, carapace of the 
female . Fig. 101 Hilaira aquilonia, female carapace. Fig. 102-104 HilaiYa dttbia. Fig. 102 
internal parts of the epigynum, fig. 103 ocular area of female, frontal view, fig . 104 epi-
gynum, caudo-ventral view. Fig. 105-107 Hilait'a algida n .sp. epigynum. Fig. 105 internal 
parts, fig. 106 ventral view, fig. 107 caudal view. 
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Fig. 108-110 H ilaira algida n.sp. Fig. 108 epigynum, ventro-caudal view, fig. 109 female 
carapace, lateral view, fig. 110 ocular a rea, frontal yiew. Fig. 111- 11 9 P orrlwmma gertschi 
n .sp . Fig. 111 male carapace, fig. 112 male palpus, ectal ,-iew, fig. 11 3 embolic division, 
fig. 1 H male palpus, yentro-mesal view, fig . 115 ocular a rea of the male, frontal view, 
fig. 116 epigynum, ventral aspect, fig. 117 internal parts of epigynum, fig. 11 8 right recept-
acular organs, fig. 11 9 chelelicera of the male. Fig. 120 Pusillia mandibulata Emert., 
embolic division, Fig. 121 Pusillia pttsilla Sund. (Finland), embolic division. 
Hilalra algida n.sp. (figs. 105-110) 
Cf - Total length about 3 mm. Carapace light orange-browu, faint ly 
marked with dusl.7 pigment and of the usual Hilaira type. (Fig. 109). Ocular 
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size and position normal (fig. 110) . Sternum and labium dus1.."Y over orange-
brown. Chelicerae and endites orange-brown. Teeth of the fang groove of 
usual type and number (as for example, in H. garrina Chamb.). Legs and 
palpi yellow. Rind tibia with 1 seta above. Abdomen grey, spinnerets greyish 
yellow. Epigynum ventrally dusky yellow-grey, elevated. Its structure is 
demonstrated in figs. 105- 107. 
Measurements: 
Holotype 
Carapace, length .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,50 mm . 
width .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,05 mm. 
Tibia - patella I.... . . . ... . ... . .................. 1,60 mm. 
IV.......... ....... . ..... . .. . ...... 1 ,75 mm. 
2 P aratypes 
1,55 rum.-1,60 mm. 
1 ,20 mm.- 1,15 mm. 
1 ,75 Jnm.-1 ,65 mm. 
I, o mm.-1 ,85 mm. 
This species is obviously close to Hilaira garrina Chamb., described from 
Pike's Peak in Colorado. H. algida differs from the latter species in its more 
elevated epigynum . The median lobe of the epigynum in algida is wider than 
in garrina and has a characteristic median impression (in fig. with horseshoe-
shaped outlines). The receptacula are much closer tagether than in garrina 
(judging from the figure given by CHMrnERLIN, 194 , PI. VI fig. 64). H. 
algida seems also to be related to H. laeviceps L. Koch judging from the 
figures given by }ACKSON (1933, PI. II). 
Type locality: NEWFOUNDLAATD, Burg e o - La Po i 1 e: Grand 
Bruit, 13.6.1949 1 o, the halotype and one female paratype in the same sample. 
An other female paratype frorn S t. B a r b e : Lomond. 
Hilaira dubia n.sp. (figs. 94- 96, 100, 102- 104) 
~ Total length 3-3,5 rnrn. Carapace yellow-brown with diffuse dark 
pigrnent in the ocular area and at the lateral margins. Highest point behind 
the ocular area (see fig. 94). The relative size and position of eyes is seen 
in fig. 103. Sternum dusky yellow, darker at the margins. Endites and labium 
also dusky yellow. Chelicerae orange. Front margin of the fang groove with 
5 strong teeth (fig. 95), hind margin with 5 very small teeth, the basal two 
somewhat larger than the others. Legs yellow, metatarsi and tarsi darker 
than the tibiae and femora. Chaetotaxy of the legs as in other Hilaira species. 
Abdomen dark grey without distinct markings. Epigynum yellow, median 
lobe orange in the middle part, darkly pigmented on the sides. Receptacula 
showing through as round dark spots (fig. 104) . The inner parts of the epigy-
num are shown in fig. 102. 
Measurements: 
Car ap ace, length . ..... . .. . . . ............... . . . 
width . . .. . ..... ......... . ... . . ... . . 
Tibia - patella I . .. . .. . .. .. . . ..... . .. ..... . 
Tibia - patella IV . . ........ . ... . ..... . ... . . . 
H olo type, ~ 
1 ,40 mm. 
1,10 mm. 
1 ,65 mm. 
1,75 mm. 
Paratypes (~) 
1 ,sr.--1,55 mm. 
1,or.--1,20 nun. 
l ,sr.---- 1,70 mm. 
1,60--1,75 mm. 
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In the structure of the epigynum this species differs rather much from 
other Hilaira species known to me. As the male is unknown, it is not yet 
possible to insert the species in any of the groups of the genus. 
Type locality: NEWFOU:l\TDLA D, S t. Barbe: Stanford River , 
female holotype taken 11.8.1949 by E. Palmen. Paratypes from S t. Ge o r g e 
-P o r t a u P o r t : South Branch, B u r g e o- L a P o i 1 e : Grandy 
Brook, H u m b e r : Kittys Brook, S t. B a r b e : St. Barbe and G r a n d 
Fa 11 s : Victoria Lake. 
Hilaira aquilonia n.sp. (Figs. 93, 97- 99, 101) 
<j> - Total length 3,1-3,5 mm. Carapace orange-brown. Cephalic part 
elevated as usual in the genus (see fig. 93) . Size and position of eyes normal 
(Fig. 101). Sternum dusky yellow, with dark pigment at the margins. Labium 
dusky brown, but pale yellow at the front margin. Endites and chelicerae 
dark orange-brown. Front margin of the fang groove with 5 strong teeth, 
bind margin with 4-5 small denticles. Palpi and legs orange. Chaetotaxy 
of legs as usual in Hilaria. Abdomen dark grey, spinnerets dusky yellow. 
Epigynum yellow, the median part margined with dark red-brown. This 
species belongs to the glacialis group and as well as the other Hilaira species 
described here from female specimens, it is recognized mainly by the structure 
of the epigynum (figs. 97-99). 
~Ieasurements: 
Carapace, Jength . ........ . .. .. . . ... . .. . .. .... . 
width .... .. ..... . .. .. ............ .. 
Tibia - patella I ................... .. .. .. .. 
I\' .............. .. .. ........ . 




1,70 mm . 
Paratypes <j> 
1,70 mm. 
1 ,25 111111. 
1,60 mm. 
1 ,80 mm . 
Type locality: NEWFOUNDLAND, S t . Barbe: Stanford River, 
11.8.1949, female holotype and paratype from the same sample taken by 
E. Palmen. 
Spirembolus oreinoides Chamb. (?). (figs. 63- 67) 
In the ewfoundland collection there is a female specimen, which agrees 
rather well with the description of Spirembolu.s orei1wides Chamb. (1948) 
from Mount Palomar in California. The differences found seem to be of less 
importance: The carapace in the specimen from 'ewfoundland is dark reddish 
brown, in the single specimen of oreinoides from California l>light brown, 
faint ly marked with dusky)) (CH.U1BERLIX 194 , p. 546). The front teeth of 
the fang groove are in the former specimen S, in the latter 5. The structure 
of the epigynum seems tobe almost the samein both specimens. nfortunately 
Chamberlin gives no 5gure of the receptacular organs (very characteristic 
in the ewfoundland specimen, see fig. 64). The measurements of oreinoides 
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given by CHAMBERLIN do not much differ from corresponding measurements 
of tbe specimen from N ewfoundland: 
Carapace, length . ..... .............. . .... .. .... . . 
width . ...... .. ..... . ......... ..... . .. . 





1 ,00 mm. 






It seems to me tbat bere we bave to do witb a similar case to Dietriehia 
hesperia. Tbe occurrence of tbe same species in the mountains of California 
and in Newfoundland presents no impossibility. Tbe differences found migbt 
be of subspecific value but as lang as only one specimen is known from eacb 
of tbe areas, this question must be left open. 
Tbe genus Mythoplastoides Crosby & Bisbop 
As pointed out by HOLM (1950) Mythoplastoides scnnbrus Cbamb. & Ivie 
(from Alaska) is very probably identical with Enteleeara media Kulczynski 
(Europe) . Tbe two genera bave so mucb in common that I bave found it 
convenient to unite tbem into one. Enteleeara Sim. 1884 bas priority before 
Mythoplastoides Crosby & Bisbop 1933. A possible subgeneric division of 
Enteleeara sens. lat. affords further investigations. 
Tbe genus Chocorua Crosby & Bisbop 
Tbe type of this genus, euneata Emerton is extremely close to Diploeephalus 
pieinus Bl. and tbe two species must be placed in the same genus. In tbe 
European spider literature of tbe last 30 years we find pieinus Bl. inserted 
in several different genera (Savignia, Plaesiocraerus, D-iploeephahes etc.). 
I bave followed BRISTOWE (1939) and MlLLIDGE & LoCKET (1952) and used 
tbe generic name Diploeephalus Bertk. 1882 for pieinus Bl. and therefore 
also tbe name Diploeephalus euneatus Emerton. The name Choeorua is dropped 
as a synonym. 
Tbe Dismodicus species. (figs. 69-77) 
Of tbe genus Dismodieus four species bave been described from nortbern 
nearctic areas: D. decemoeulatus Emert. (1882) from ew England, D. varie-
gatus Jacks. (1937) from Greenland, D. alticeps and D. modicus by Chamb. 
& Ivie (1947) from Alaska. D. alticeps Cbamb. & Ivie is a clearly distinct 
species described from a single male specimen. This species also occurs in 
Newfoundland, being represented by one male in the material I bave bad 
for study. Tbis specimen (see figs. 69-71) agrees very weil with the des-
cription of alticeps, but it might be mentioned that the cepbalic part of tbe 
carapace is not quite as highly elevated as in fig. 29 in ClrAM:BERLIN and Ivm's 
paper. Tbe structure of tbe male palpus agrees exactly with alticeps. 
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The determination of the other Dismodicus specimens in the Newfound-
land material has caused rne much trouble. D. variegatus and modicus are 
only known as females and described on only two specimens each. There 
seems to be no sure structural character separating them from decemoculatus. 
In addition to this the European species D. bifrons Bl. (1841) belongs to the 
same complex. ]ACKSON (1937) points out that variegatus might even be a 
variety of bifrons. He states that the two variegatus specimens are rather 
larger than the average of bifrons and gives the cephalothorax length for 
variegatus as O,s mm. On the other band the corresponding measurement 
for females of bifrons in my Finnish collection is 0,9 mm.! The abdomen of 
variegatus is said to be Ionger and narrower than in bifrons, but as no exact 
measurements of the width are given in the description, this character does 
not assist much. The epigynum is similar to that of bifrons. The figure given 
by CHAllrnERLIN & Ivm for the epigynum of D. modicus is also similar to 
bifrons. The epigynum of D. decemoculatus shows a remarkable range of 
variability judging from the figures in EMERTO. s paper 1911 and that in 
CROSBY & BISHOPs paper 1933. Here the separating epigynal characters 
between variegatus and decemowlatus mentioned by ]ACKSO~ (op. c.) break 
down. 
The males of bifrons and decemoculatus differ apart from colour characteres 
only in a detail in the palpus. In decemoculatus the dorsolateral process of 
palpal tibia is wider and thinner than in bifrons (see figs. 72-75). 
There remain the female colour characters for a key of all four species 
of the complex: 
Carapace Chelicerae in front Abdomen 
D. bifrons ......... dark brown no pattern dark grey 
D. variegatt's .. .... light brown, dark variegated paler grey 
trident-shaped, 
dorsal pattern. 
D. modicus ... .. .... light orange, no pattern dark grey to black 
trident pattern 
D. decemoculaltts bright orange- no pattern dark grey to black 
-yellow, no 
trident pattern 
The female specimens of this complex from Newfoundland are rather 
variable in colour. I have split them into 5 types, which are however, not 
very distinctly separated from each other: 
Type I: Carapace reddish brown with dark suffusion, trident pattern faint. Chelicerae 
not variegated in front. Abdomen dark grey. 
Type II: Carapace dusky over reddish or yellowish brown, trident pattern more 
distinct, chelicerae faintly variegated, abdomen dark grey. 
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Type III: Carapace dusky over reddish or yellowish brown, trident pattern absent 
or very faint, chelicerae not variegated. Abdomen grey to pale grey. 
Type IV: Carapace orange-brown, trident pattem faint, represented only by a short 
dark dorsal streak. Chelicerae not variegated, abdomen pale grey to whitish. 
Type V: Carapace orange, trident pattern more distinct, chelicerae not yariegated, 
Abdomen dark grey. 
I 
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Type I approaches bifrons of Europe, type II comes close to variegatu~ 
from Greenland, type III is more or less intermediate, type IV approaches 
the typical decemoculatus and type V cannot be separated from modicus of 
Alaska. 
The epigyna show some minor variation in the shape of the cup-like middle 
part but the internal parts are similar in all the specimens from ewfound-
land. I have compared the internal argans \Yith those of bifrons from Fin-
land and found no distinct difference (see figs. 76, 77). 
Among the males in the material there is one agreeing exactly with dece-
moculatzts both in structure of the male palpus and in colour and pattern. 
The other males (4) are about as dark in colour as bifrons but the palpi agree 
better with decemoculatus. 
My conclusion of all this is that we have to do with a single polytypic 
species including decemoculatus, modicus, variegatus and bifrons. The name 
bijrons Bl. has priority as a specific name. The name decemowlattJS could be 
retained as a subspecific name for the nearctic populations of the species. 
Gongylidium tuberosum Emert. (fig. 68) 
HoLM (1945) has shown that the male of this species is identical with 
Oreonetides vaginatus Thor. He points out that the female of tuberosum belongs 
to some quite other species not known to him. Dr. GERTSCH has informed 
methat the tuberosum female is identic with Hybocoptus dentiwlatus Emerton 
described in 1915, in the same year as ltJberosum. In the type material 
of Gongylidium tuberosum from Battle Harbour in Labrador no halotype 
has been selected by EMERTON. In order to avoid confusion of nomenclature 
I design the male type as bolatype and then the name tt,beroswm Emert. 
can be dropped definitely as a synonym to Oreonetides vaginatus . There is 
a female of H ybocoptu.s denticulattts in the material from Iewfoundland and 
I have figured herein this paper the internal parts of the epigynum (fig. 6 ). 
Ceratinella brunnea Emert. 
This species belongs to a group of very closely related nearctic spider . 
The others are C. diversa (from Minnesota), C. hemethea (Georgia, Florida). 
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C. holocera (Florida), kenaba (Florida), all described by CHAMBERLIN 1948, 
and differing very little from each other, and hardly separable in the female 
sex. C. brunnea is a northern species and I have placed all the Newfoundland 
specimens under this name. The males are clearly brunnea. 
Porrhomma gertschi n.sp. (figs. 111-119) 
6 - Total length nearly 2 mm. Carapace dark yellow-brown with some 
suffuse grey markings behind the cephalic area; margin dark. Chelicerae of 
similar colour as the carapace. Endites yellow-brown. Sternum dusky yellow-
grey. Legs orange-yellow. Abdomen dark grey. Carapace of about average 
height. Clypeus nearly vertical. The position and relative size of the eyes 
is seen in figs. 111, 115. Chelicerae (fig. 119) with 3 teeth on the front margin 
of the fang groove. Chaetotaxy of legs as usual in the genus. The structure 
of the male palpus is demonstrated in figs. 112-114. 
~ - Totallength nearly 2 mm. Colouring almost as in the male. In some 
specimens the sternum is much darker. Structure of carapace and size and 
position of the eyes similar to the male. The structure of the epigynum ts 
shown in figs. 116-118. The receptacula are not showing through. 
Measurements: 66 
Carapace, lengtl1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,78-0,82 mm. 
width .. .... .. .. .. ... 0,6o-0,63 mm. 
Tiba- patella I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0,65-0,69 mm. 





Porrhomma gertschi is closely related toP. ocella Chamb. & Ivie (described 
194 7 from Alaska). It differs from ocella in the smaller size, darker colonring 
of the carapace, sternum and abdomen, and in the structure of the male 
palpus and the epigynum. The apex of the cymbium in P. gertschi is not 
seen in ectal view of the male palpus, but judging from the figure (CHA11mERLIN 
& Ivm 1947, p. 31 fig. 1) the cymbium of P. ocella is more elongated and 
easily seen in ectal view of palpus. In the embolic division there are minor 
but distinct differences between the two species. 
Type locality: NEWFOUNDLAND, H um b er: Deer Lake, the male 
holotype, the female allotype and 2 male and 4 female paratypes in the same 
sample collected by C. H . LI)l'DROTH. 
The genus Araneus Clerck. 
This large genus has recently been split by some authors into several 
genera. I have preferred here to retain the generic name Araneus in a wider 
sense. 
Theridiosoma radiosum Emert. 
This species has lang been considered identical with Theridiosoma gemmo-
sum L. Koch of Europe. ARCHER ( 1940 p. 17) writes: l>Some authorities believe 
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that this species (T. radiosum) is the same as the European T. gemmosum 
Keyserling*, but is now known to be distincb> KAsTON (1948) on the other 
hand uses the name gemmosum without discussing the matter. There are 
only females of radiosum in the material from Jewfoundland and I have 
not hitherto had access to material of gemmosum from Europe. It seems to 
me that the case needs further investigation. 
Pirata insularis Emert. 
I have not been able to find any constant difference between this species 
and the European P. piccolo Dahl. It must, however be mentioned that I 
have had only a few specimens of piccolo (from Sweden) for comparison with 
the material of P . irmtlaris from Newfoundland. The name insularis Emerton 
1885 has priority. 
The generic names Alopecosa and Pardosa. 
I have followed BaNNET (1951) and used the names Alopecosa and Pardosa 
(for Tarentula and Lycosa of many authors). 
Trochosa pratensis Emert. 
Following GERTSCH (1934) I have considered pratensis Emerton as an 
eastern North American subspecies of Trochosa terricola Thor. (nominate 
form in Europe and Siberia). T. terricola shows an interesting geographical 
variability in regard to the number of retromarginal teeth on the chelicerae. 
GERTSCH (1934) has found that the specimens from western nearctic areas 
have 2 teeth on each side as a rule and those from the eastern areas 3. In the 
northern part of the Missisippi basin the two types are about equally represen-
ted. Except that there occur specimens with two teeth on one retromargin 
(right or left) and three on the other. The nominate form, at least in Fenno-
scandia, has as a rule two teeth. In T. t. pratensis there is sometimes a fourth 
tooth on one or both sides. I have examined the ewfoundland material 
(287 specimens) in regard of these teeth and found following variation: 













~ umher of specimens 






The 10 aberraut specimens are from different parts of Newfoundland. 
* Should be L. Koch, Iapsus calami. 
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Pardosa saltuaria L. Koch. 
TAMBS-LYCHE (1940) has demonstrated that Pardosa saltuaria L. Koch 
from the Alps and P. hyperborea Thor. from Scandinavia are only races of 
one the same species, the former being the nominate subspecies. P. saltuaria 
is known also from nearctic areas (Greenland, Canada, Maine), BRAENDEGAARD 
(1946) has compared specimens from Greenland with L. s. hyperborea from 
Scandinavia and found a number of differences. He considers the Greenland 
specimens as belonging toP. s. saltuaria. The specimens in the Newfoundland 
collection (3 Ö'Ö' . 11 n 2 juvv.) agree in some characters with saltuaria from 
Greenland, in other characters not. The males have two rows of spines ventr-
ally on tarsus I as in ssp. hyperborea (these spines are lacking in the specimens 
from Greenland according to BRAE)."DEGAARD op. c.). On the other band 
in all specimens the light median band on the carapace is narrow and ex-
tends to a point in the ocular area as in ssp. saltuaria . Until I have seen ma-
terial from the mainland of Canada i am not going to give any new name 
for the populations of this species from ewfoundland. I have used here 
the name Pardosa saltuaria L. Koch without any subspecific designation. 
III. Zoogeographie aspects. 
In the percentual representation of the different families in the material 
the spider fauna of Newfoundland shows the general features characteristic 
of any boreal area in the H olarctic region. In the table below the representation 
-of the spider families (number of species in each family in the area in question 
and the corresponding percentage of total number of spider species in the 
.area) in Newfoundland, Alaska (CHAMBERLI.:-< & IviE 1947) and >>Swedish 
Lapland>  (Torne Träsk area and Sarek, HoL~ 1950, SCHENKEL 1931) are 
compared. 
It would be natural to compare at first the spider faunas of Newfound-
land and Labrador, but unfortunately this part of Canada is very little known 
.arachnologically. The nearest area weil known in this respect is New Eng-
land in U.S.A. About 85 % of the species from ewfoundland arealso known 
from the ew England States. Obviously the spider fauna of Newfoundland 
is very closely related with the fauna of Northern ew England and Nova 
Scotia. 
A zoogeographical classification of the Newfoundland spiders meets with 
many difficulties. The distribution of many nearctic spiders is still too in-
sufficiently known and it is not easy to bring together all necessary faunistic 
records in the literature. The geographical conditions in North America 
-differ considerably from those in Europe. An arctic species might, for example, 
.3 
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Newfoundland Alaska Swedish Lapland 
Theridiidae .. .. .. ..... ...... . 13 ( 7 % ) 16 ( 6 %) 8 ( 4 % ) 
Nesticidae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Linyphiidae ..... .... ...... 36 (12 %) 37 (15 %) 36 (20 %) 
Micryphantidae .. .... .... .. 68 (3 1 %) 80 (32 ° 0 ) 15 (42 %) 
Araneidae .. .... ... .. .... ... 13 ( 6 %) 14 ( 6 ~~ 1 9 ( 5 % 1 
Theridiosomatidae .. . ...... 1 
Tetragnathidae . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 3 %) 4 ( 2 % ) 2 1 % 1 
Mimetidae .... ..... .. ... .... 1 
Agelenidae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 % ) 10 4 %) 
Hahniidae . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 2 % ) 3 1 %) 
Pisauridae .................. 3 ( 1 % ) 
L ycosidae ····· ···· ····· ·· ·· 20 (10 %) 26 (10 %) 16 9 % ) 
Gnaphosidae • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 7 ( 3 %) 7 ( 3 %) 9 5 % ) 
Clubionidae ...... . .. ....... .. 12 ( 4 % ) 7 ( 3 %) 3 2 '?o) 
Xysticid ae .... .. ..... ..... .. 9 ( 4 % ) 13 ( 5 ~o) 6 3 °o) 
Philodromidae ···· ··· ·· ··· 4 ( 2 % ) 11 ( 4 '}o) 3 2 % ) 
Salticidae .. .... .. ....... ... 10 ( 5 %) 6 ( 2 ~o ) 3 2 % ) 
Dictynidae .............. .... 5 ( 2 %) 6 ( 2 % ) 5 3 % ) 
Amaurobiidae ..... . . ........ 4 ( 2 %) 5 ( 2 % l 
Other fami lies ............ 1 2 
Total number 220 species 249 species 180 species 
have an almost unbroken range in America from Alaska and Canada south-
ward into California and Colorade in high altitudes along the mountain chains. 
Only detailed records can give a true picture of the zoogeographic nature of 
each species. 
The spiders from Newfoundland obviously represent many different zoo-
geographical elements. As already mentioned the fauna has much in common 
with that of the mainland in southeast. One category more easily separated 
from the others is the arctic eine. The arctic element forms a minor part of 
the fauna; only about 4 % of the t otal number of species in the material 
belang here. I have included in the group the species designated by Hour 
(1950) as l>arktisch-hochboreal)> . The species in the present material be-
longing to the arctic group are: L epthyphantes nigriventris (?), L. t{mbraticola, 
I slandiana alata, Erigone whymperi (?), Cornicularia karpinskii, Hilaira 
herniosa, Zorne/la c~dtrigera and P ardosa /ttrcifera. 
As representatives of the arctic-boreal group in Kewfoundland the follow-
ing species may be mentioned: L epthyphanles alpinus, Oreonetides vaginatus, 
Pardosa groenlandica, P . concinna, P. saltuaria and Xysticus canaden:;is . 
There are further some species which very probably belang here, but the 
distribution of which is t oo little known. Lepthyphanles triramus may serTe 
as an example. 
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Map. I. The distribution of some a rctic and a rctic-boreal spiders in Newfoundland . 
1 L epthyphantes nigf'iventf'is, 2 L. umbraticola, 3 L. alpinus, 4 Oreonetides vaginatus, 5 I s-
landiana alata, 6 Erigone whymperi, 7 Comicularia karpinskii, 8 Hilaira herniosa, 9 Zor-
nella cultrigera, 10 Pardosa concinna, 11 P. furcifera, 12 Xystict~s canadensis. (Find local-
ities in high altitudes marked with tri angular spots). I sothermes for July (at sea-Ievel), 
taken from Gutsell 194 9. 
mainly in the northwestern peninsula (also at low altitudes), further on Gaff 
Topsail Mountain in Central Newfoundland and at low altitudes in the coastal 
areas of southern, eastern and northeastern ewfoundland. The climatic 
condi tion in these coastal areas are more arctic than in the St. Georges - Port 
au Port-Humber area. 
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l\Iap. II. Some southern elements in the spider fauna of Newfoundland. 1 Theridt•la 
sphaerula, 2 T heridion glaucescens, 3 Eperigone maculata, 4 Cornicularia minuta, 5 Eri-
dantes erigonoides, 6 Nesticus pallidus, 7 Theridiosoma radiosum, 8 Micaria longispina. 
I sothermes of July (see 1\Iap. I ). 
The species native to the different "IYoodland zones of orth America 
(the spruce-lodgepoolpine-aspen zone and the hardmaple-hemlock-
birch-ash-yellowpine zone) are not as easy to classify. It seems as if 
the latter element might be more strongly repre ented in the spider fauna 
of ewfoundland. About 50 species might belong here but there are numerous 
uncertain cases. In the former group, native to the northern woodland zone 
of N. America I have placed such species as Estrandia grandaeva, Helophora 
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ontariensis, Diplocentria bidentata, Soudinus canaliculatus, Arctosa quinaria, 
Metaphidippus montanus and Callioplus euoplus. Many more species from 
Newfoundland might belong here and I think that an investigation of the 
spider fauna of Labrador would be very desirable for clarifying this 
point. 
There are further two groups of species with wide distribution southward 
outside the above-mentioned tvvo zones. One group containing eastern Ameri-
can species, the other species known from most areas of North America. 
Both groups consist of about 20 species . 
In map II I have marked the find localities of some of the southern elements 
in the ewfoundland spider fauna. Southern elements are mainly found in 
the Port au Port-Humber-Lomond area, which has a warmer less extreme 
climate. The valleys of Southern Long Range (for example, in South Branch) 
are also favourable for southern species and the find of N esticus pallidus in 
this area is significant. 
Among the spiders from Newfoundland there are numerous species in 
common with Europe. These species will be dealt with in the in the following 
section. 
The species described in this paper as new are most probably to be found 
also elsewhere in Eastern North America. Iewfoundland can hardly have 
any endemites, at least not in the groups of aeronautic spiders to which all 
the new species belong. 
It is not very fruitful to speculate on the origin of the spider fauna of 
Newfoundland, as no !arge collections of spiders from the eastern Labrador 
coast are available for study and as we do not know to what extent animal 
of this kind have been able to survive the last glaciation period in New-
foundland. GuTSELL (1949 p. 4) writes: l>As a result of recent surveys it has 
been concluded that in Pleistocene times the whole of Newfoundland was 
completely glaciated during the latest of Wisconsin stage, and supported 
a thick ice-cap from which ice radiated in all directionS. l> FER~ALD's (1925) 
investigations of the flora, on the other hand, seem to indicate that isolated 
refuges have existed. The diplopod fauna of e"'foundland studied by PALMEX 
(1952) does not, however, show any features supporting FERXALD's theory. 
Spiders are not favourable objects for study in this connection, as the majority 
of them are able to spread effectively in a relatively short time over wide 
areas . It seems to me mostprobable that the bulk of the spider species have 
invaded Newfoundland since the Wisconsin stage of glaciation from the 
southwest as aeronauts. Dispersal by air is a very important factor affecting 
the distribution of spiders (see BRISTOWE 1939 p. 1 2-204). During the 
last few centuries transportation by man has also been a factor which must 
not be underestimated (further discussion on p. 40). 
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IV. The species common with Europe . 
In the material from ewfoundland not less than 57 species have been 
identified by me as species also occurring in Europe. I admit that some of 
the cases, in which I have had only specimens of one se.'\: for comparison 
need further confinnation (Lepthyphantes nigriventris, Argyneta decora, Cent-
romeri a bicolor, Trachynella nudipalpis). A 5 th species Araneus diadematus 
is reported from Newfoundland {WIEHLE 1931) but not present in the material 
of 1949 and 1951. There arefurther three cases of di cutable synonym:y which 
I have left open for lack of material for comparison: Crustulina borealis Banks 
- sticta Cambr. , Theridula sphaemla Hentz- opulenta \Valck., Theridiosoma 
radiosum Emert. - gemmosum L. Koch. The latter three cases are omitted 
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North America 
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N orth America 
Titan alus formicinus Northern 
Tibellus maritimus Widely distrib ., 
notinS W 








Introd. fr. Europe t o 
America by man ? 
Among the species in tbe table, tbere are 24 which have a more or less 
continuous circumpolar clistribution and could be designed as northern hol-
arctic species. Some of them are stilllittle known in regard to their occurence 
in Siberia, and tbere may be large gaps in their clistribution. 11 species are 
supposed to bave been introduced into America from Europe. It is an ack-
nowledged fact that several spiders whicb have come witb cargoes bave 
been able to establish themselves in suitable biotopes in another continent 
(BRISTOWE 1939, p. 180-182). Some synanthropic spiders, such as Tegenaria 
derhami Scop., Pholcus phalangoides Fuessly, and Theridion tepidariorum L. , 
are now nearly cosmopolitan. In tbe material from ewfoundland tbere are 
no >>true house spiders>>, but the members of the expeclition clid not especially 
search for such species and their absence from tbe material may bave no 
significance. Tbere are, bowever, a number of spiders whicb occur both in 
natural habitats and on walls and fences, and in cellars, etc. As e:s:amples 
from the Newfoundland material tbe following could be mentioned: Steatoda 
bipunctata, L epthyphantes leprosus, M eta menardi, Araneus scolopetarius and 
Salticus scenicus. The two latter species are widely clistributed in the Ne-
arctic region and it is not certain tbat they were originally introduced into 
America from Europe by man. On tbe otber band tbey could very well have 
come to Newfoundland as anthropocores from the mainland or from Europe. 
CoMSTOCK (1948 p. 501) reports of Araneus scolopetarius: >>This is the most 
common species of Aranea about builclings and other wooden structures; 
and it is sometimes exceeclingly abundant on buildings that are near water. 
It is rarely found on plants away from bouses. >> Z ygiella montana is mentioned 
by WIEHLE (1931) as a probable anthropocore in America, but its type of 
clistribution seems not to give mucb support for this opinion. 
Small spiders ocurring in Europe frequently among debris, under pieces 
of wood, etc. , i.e. in strongly culture-influenced babitats, could easily have 








Centroments bicolor and Cornicularia tmicornis bave not been recorded 
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Map. III. Species which might have been introduced by m an, or which are known to 
occur in strongly culture-influenced biotopes . 1 Steatoda bipunctata, 2 L epthyphantes 
leprosus, 3 Bathyphantes concolor, 4. Centroments bicolor, 5 Cornicularia unicornis, 6 Di-
plocephalus cristatus, 7 M eta menardi , 8 Armleus scolopetaritts, 9 M icaria pulicaria. 
foundland but not as far as I know in the mainland of North America is 
Trachynella nudipalpis. The habits of this species, however, gives no special 
reason to suppose anthropocory. 
In a paper dealing with the terrestrial Isopods of Newfoundland PALMEN 
(1951 p. 22) pointsout that this country, and the Avalon Peninsula especially, 
is one of the most favoured areas for the introduction of Old World organisms 
into orth America. All12 species of terrestrial Isopods found in Newfound-
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land are common also to Europe and a11 of them are known from the A valon 
Peninsula. All the 15 European Diplopods so far recorded from Newfound-
land (P ALMEN 1952) occur on the Avalon Peninsula, 10 of thern not taken 
in other parts of the country. On the other hand only 5 of the spider species 
supposed t o have been introduced from E urope are t aken on the A valon 
Peninsula (see rnap. III). It rnust be kept in mind that all the spider species 
in question are areonautic and cannot be expected to present the same type 
of distribution as the Isopods and Diplopods, where the methods of dispersal 
are easier to follow. 
The proportion of species in common with Europe in my list of New-
foundland spiders is as high as 26 %. It is of interest t o cornpare this with 
corresponding percentages in lists of spiders from other areas of North Ame-
rica, and I have tried to do so in the table below. 
Percentage of spp. Total nurober 
co=on with Europe of spp. listed 
~ewfoundland . .. .. . . . . . . . .. ... . 26 % 220 
New England 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 .. .. 10 % 664 
New York 8,5% 533 
Michigan 15 % 260 
Wyoming & n eighbouring 
s tates ..... ... ........... ... . . 1 7 % 137 
Alaska . .. ....................... . 20 % 249 
Georgia . ...... ........ .. . . .. .. ... . 3,5% 497 
R eferences 
KASTO~ 1948 
CROSBY & BISHOP 1928a 
CmCKERL';'G 1932-1935, 
CH. & BACOR~ 1933 
LEVI & LEVI 1951 
CHAJ\IBERI,IN & I VIE 
1947 
CllAl'>IBERI,IX & I VIE 
1944 
The areas compared are, of course, of different size and studied arachno-
logically in different degrees. The percentages decrease rapidly in a south-
ward direction. Changes of the percentage along the latitudes are of more 
interest. It could be expected that the number of species distributed from 
Europe over Siberia to North America would decrease there in an eastward 
direction. The percentages from Wyoming, ::Michigan and ew England 
indicate such a tendency. The conspicuously high percentage in ewfound-
land might support the opinion that several species (not only spiders generally 
known as anthropocores) have been introduced there from E urope in some 
or other way. 
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V. Vicariants among the spiders of N ewfoundland and 
N orthern Europe. 
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Xearly all the spider species common to Newfoundland and Europe occur 
m Fennoscandia. In the case of more or less circumpolar species one would 
expect to find racial differences by comparison of material from Newfound-
land and Fennoscandia. This is also the case in Dismodicus bifrons (see p. 29) 
and Trochosa terricola (see p. 32). In most other cases the material available 
from one or both areas concerned has been too small to detect constant minor 
racial differences. 
It is a weil known fact that it has not yet been possible to apply the prin-
ciples of >>the new systematics> to any great extent to spiders. It is quite 
probable that many closely related allopatric forms, now considered as dis-
tinct species, will turn out to be subspecies when more material is brought 
together for study. Among the close vicariant species of Newfoundland and 
Fennoscandia such cases might be found. I have already dealt with some 
cases probably belonging to this category in section II (see p. 10). 
The following pairs of very closely related species not considered in section 
II are listed here: 
Hypomrna marxi Keys. 
Hahnia cinerea Emert. 
Antistea brunnea Emert. 
Pardosa fuscula Thor. 
Haplodrassus hiernalis Emert. 
Clubiona canadensis Emert. 
Agroeca ornata Banks 
Evarcha hoyi Peckham 
Hypomrna bituberculata Wid. 
Hahnia mengei Chyz . & Kulsz. 
Antistea elegans BI. 
Pardosa atrata Thor. 
Haplodrassus moderatus Kulcz. · 
Clubiona stagnatilis Chyz. & Kulcz. 
Agroeca brunnea BI. 
EYarcha falcata Cl. 
Lepthyphantes zebra Emert. is very similar to L. flavipes BI. of Europe. 
The latter species is recorded from Denmark but I have not seen it mention-
ed in the literatme from Fennoscandia. It might further be added that Cte-
uium lyriferum Holm from northernmost Fennoscandia is replaced in New-
foundland by a group of species, Ctenium boreale Kaston, C. banksi Kaston 
and C. riparium Emert. In Alaska there occurs a species of this group, C. 
arcticwm Cham. & Ivie, which is intermediate between the three latter men-
tioned species and lyriferum. Neon nellii Peckham stands between N. robustus 
Lohmander (from Sweden) and eon retiwlatus BI., which are already diffi-
cult to separate. 
The similarity of the spider faunas of ewfoundland and orthern Europe 
is also shown in the great number of genera common to the two areas. The 
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numerous genera in the family Micryphantidae, however, still afford revision 
and there is much to be done to connect the American and European Mic-
ryphantid systematics. 
VI. Notes on the Biology of the Newfoundland spiders . 
In case of most of the species in the material the data are insufficient to 
draw phenological conclusions. In Trochosa terricola pratensis, however, the 
time for the last mault and for the egg-laying is clearly shown and the species 
is found to be biennal in Newfoundland (see p. 78). In section VII of this 
paper I have included small tables showing the seasonal distribution of the 
mature males and females (and immatures if sure identification has been 
possible) for numerous species. In some of these tables the approximate 
time for maturity is shown. It must, however, be mentioned that in case 
of species occurring only in a certain part of ewfoundland the table might 
be misleading, because of the limited time which the expedition of 1949 
could spend in the different parts of the country (for example: A valon Penin-
sula, beginning of June and late August; Northwestem peninsula, mainly 
middle of July). Prof. LINDROTH's material of 1951 filled at least some of 
the gaps. 
In several species the number of adult males in the material is un-
usually low in comparison wich the number of females. As extreme examples 
we may take Trochosa terricola pratensis: 17 ~~. 120 n and Callobius bennetti: 
1 ~ 36 ~~ . One reason is, of course, the relatively short life span of the adult 
males. It is very probable that the males of these might be more numerous 
in material collected in September or in the early spring. In the Clubiona 
species the sex ratio among adult specimens is not at al1 ~"treme: C. cana-
densis: 12 ~~. 34 ~~ . Both s~-...:es of this species are found throughout the 
summ er. 
The descriptions (in Dr. PALMiNs diary) of the biotopes where the spider 
samples were taken gives in several cases an idea of which habitat is pre-
ferred by a certain species. In section VII I have given in a few words a cha-
racteristic habitat for each as far as has been possible. In the case of a species 
taken in highly various habitats, I have not found it necessary to mention 
al1 these habitats but only their common features, if any. 
In the autecology of spiders the degree of humidity plays a very important 
part. Small microclimatic differences in this respect may remarkably influence 
the composition of the spider fauna of the different biotopes. The majority 
of the samples in the material contain a relatively small number of specie 
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and a detailed ecological classification of the spiders is m most cases not 
possible. 
Xumerous samples were taken by sifting forest litter. The largest of these 
samples are from mixed forest or groves of Abies, Picea mariana, Alnus, 
A cer and Betula . The ground vegetation in these biotopes would be very 
variable, but a common feature is the thick layer of litter. Most of the spiders 
taken from there are also represented in samples from other kinds of forests. 
Small Linyphiids and the Micryphantids predominate. More common sp ders 











Keoantistea ripari a radula 
Agroeea ornata 
'Yalmus borealis 
.-\ sifting sample from a Picea mariana - swamp at an altitude of 1400 
ft . on Gaff Topsail Mountain shows a mi..·dure of common forest litter spiders 
and arctic and subarctic species (number of specimens in parentheses): 
Ctenium fuseum (2) 
C. boreale (2) 
Lepthyphantes alpinus (1) 
Argyneta eauta (1) 
Seiastes truneatus (2) 
Diploeentria bidentata (7) 
Sisieottus montanus (2 1) 
Cornieularia auranticeps (1) 
Cornieularia karpinskii (1) 
Traehynella nudipalpis (2) 
Zornella eultrigera (1) 
Gra=onota gigas (2) 
Ceratinella brunnea (1) 
Agroeea ornata (1) 
Xystieus eanadensis (2) 
Amaurobius bennetti (1) 
The samples taken in bogs of different kinds contain rather few species 
each but altogether more than 20 species. An ecological classification of 
these based on short notes in a diary is not possible except in very few cases. 
Among the spiders living on open, stony and more or less moist ground 
(sea shores, river banks etc.) the following species appear to be abundant 
in most parts of Newfoundland: Coras montanu.s, Pardosa fuscula, P. groen-
landica and P . xerampelina. 
Under stones on drier open ground Theridion tectum, Gnaphosa muscorum 
and Zelotes subterraneus seem to be characteristic. In this connection it is 
interesting to note that Trochosa lerricola, \Yhich, at least in Fennoscandia, 
is a typical sublapidicole on drier soils, very frequently occurs in ewfound-
land (ssp. pratensis) on moist ground in shady places (maple groves etc.). 
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Among the spiders of the coastal tundra the big Saltieids of the genus 
Phidippus are characteristic especially on sunexposed stony places. 
Several of the spiders occuring in the open biotopes mentioned abO\·e 
are also found in places greatly influenced by settlements. 
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Map I V. The counties of Newfoundland. 
VII. Find records. 
In the map of Newfoundland published in 1941 by the Department of Katural Re-
sources (Crown L and and Survey Brauch) the country has been divided into a nurober 
of administrative counties. In listing the find localities of the spiders I have used the 
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names of these counties (abbreyia ted as seen below) . The Avalon Peninsula, howe,·er , 
is considered as a single county (see map I v') . 
St . Georges - Port au Port .. . .. ... . .. ..... . .... .. . ... . .. . . . 
Burgeo- L a P oile 
F ortune Bay and H ermitage . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. ... . .. . . . . 
Placent ia . .. ............ . . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .... .. . .. . .. . .. . . 
Trinity Sout h . ... .. . ....... . ....... . ... . ... .. ......... . ..... ... . 
Trinity North .. .. . . . ..... . . . ... . . .. . ..... .. . . . ....... . . . .. .... . . 
Avalon Peninsul a .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .... . .. . .... .. . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . 
St. Barbe .. .......... . .. . ..... ...... . .. . .......... .... . . . . ..... . . . 
White Bay ...... .. ....... . ... .. .... .. . . ... . . .. . . . . .. . .. ..... . . . . 
Green Bay .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ..... . ... .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . 
Grand F alls . . .. . ..... .. . . .. . . .... . .. .... .. .. ..... . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . 
T willingat e . . . . ... . . .. . . .. ... . . .. ... ..... .... .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . 
F ogo (incl. Fogo I sla nd ) . ........... . . .................. . .. . 
Bonavist a North 
Bon avist a South .. . . .. . . . .. ... . ..... . . . .. .. . . . . . . ..... ... . . . . 
Area (S of G r d. F. ) unnamed on the m ap , includ ing 
Lake St. J ohn ... . ... ......... .. . .. . ....... . . . ... ... . . . .. . . 
St. G. P . 
Bur g. 
Fort. 
PI a c. 
T r. S. 
Tr. N. 
Av a l. 
B a r b. 
W h . B. 
G r. B. 
G r d. F. 
T w ill. 
F ogo 
B o n. N. 
Bon. S . 
L. S t . J. 
Abbrevia tions of the collectors ' n ames: E . P almen- E. P ., C. H. I,indroth - C.L. 
T heridiidae 
Ctenium riparium Keys. This species has been collected by sifting leaf 
mould in humid and shady places (brook valleys, river shores, etc.). Seasonal 
distribution of adult specimens in the material: 
June July August 
1- 10 11- 20 21-30 1- 10 1"1-20 21-31 1- 10 11 - 20 21-31 
mal es 1 2 3 
females 8 4 16 
Localities: S t. G. P. : Table Mountains (1500 ft. ), South Brauch. Burg. : 
Grand Bruit, Cinq Cerf River, Grandy Brook (Burgeo) . 
Known from Quebec, Ontario, Maine, -ew Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, 
Tennessee, Michigan, Minnesota, South Dakota, Wyoming and Alaska (KAsTo~ 
194.6, CHAMEERLIN & lVIE 1947). 
Ctenium banksi Kaston. Taken in biotopes similar to those of the pre-
ceeding species. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June J uly Augnst 
1- 10 11- 20 21-30 1- 10 1 1-20 21-3 1 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
mal es 1 
females 4 4 4 1 
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Localities: S t. G. P.: South Branch, Stephenville Crossings, Burg. : 
Cinq Cerf River, Fort.: Terrenceville, H um b er: Deer Lake, B a r b.: 
Lomond, Cow Head, L. S t. ]. : Lake St. John. 
Ontario, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, New 
Jersey, Maryland, Michigan and Wisconsin (KAsTox 1946). 
Ctenium boreale Kaston . Sifted from peat in two localities: H um b er: 
Gaff Topsail 20.8.1949, 1 ~ in a Picea mariana swamp at an altitude of 
1400 ft. (E .P.), Bar b.: Cow Head 12.8.1 949, 1 ~ (E.P.). This species has 
been previously .reported from Ontario, ::\faine, New York and Michigan 
(KASTON" 1946) . 
Ctenium fuscum Emert. Among dead leaves but also under stones and 
pieces of wood on the ground in humid places of various kinds. Seasonal 
distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1--10 11--3 0 21--30 '1 --10 11--2 0 2 1--31 1--'10 11--20 2 '1--3 '1 
mal es 3 1 2 
females 3 5 7 1 1 
Localities: Burg.: Port aux Basques, Grand Bruit, Burgeo Gaff Topsail 
(1400 ft.) Ramea Island, Recontre West, H um b er: Kittys Brook, B a r b.: 
Lomond, Serpentine Mountains (above the timher line, 2000 ft.), Cow Head, 
Eddies Cove West, Doctors Hili, Daniels Harbour, \V h. B.: Bartletts River 
(Pistolet Bay) , Ha Ha Bay (Raleigh). 
Labrador, Ontario, Maine, ew Hampshi re, Vermont, Connecticut, 
New York, Michigan, Minnesota, Wyorning, Alberta and Alaska (KAsTO)f 
1946, CHAMBERLIN' & I VIE 1947). 
Cmstulina borealis Banks. Only from one locality: Bar b.: Doctors Hili, 
South Summit 29.7.1949, 2 ~~ under a stone on a heath at 1000 ft. (E. P. ). 
This species is known from the northeastern states of U . . A., \Vestern Canada, 
the Rod.)' Mountains and Alaska (CRAMIIERLIX & IVIE 1947) . 
Steatoda bipunctata L. Taken in shady places, one specimen in conifer 
forest, the three others in viliages, probably on walis or fences. 
Localities: Bar b.: Woody P oint 21.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.) , Cow Head 8.8.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.). G r d. F.: Norris Arms 24.8, 1 juv. (E.P.). T w i 11.: Twillirrgate 
4-8.7. 1951, 1 ~ (C.L. ). 
orthern ew England, most parts of Europe and in Siberia eastward 
to Kamchatka. (CHARITONOV 1932, BRISTOWE 193 , KA TOX 194 ). 
Theridztla sphaemla Hentz. In bushes and tali grass on river shores andin 
edges of pools. 
Localities: S t . G. P.: Stephenville Crossings 6.7. 1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), Spruce 
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Brook 8-9. 7. 1949, 2 <?<? (E.P.). H um b er: Steady Brook 10.7. 1949, 
2 <?<? (E.P. ). 
Known from Eastern North America ( ew York- Florida) and British 
Columbia. (KAsTON 1948) . 
Theridion tectum Keys. This sublapidicole species seems to prefer more 
or less dry ground and frequently occurs in culture-influenced places. Seasonal 
distribution of the material: 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 J- 10 1'1 - 20 21- 31 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
males ad. 1 
females ad . 3 9 2 1 
immatures " 3 
Localities: S t. G. P .: Table Mountains, South Branch, Stephenville 
Crossings, St. Fintans, Spruce Brook, B ur g. : Burgeo, H um b er: Deer 
Lake, B a r b .: Lomond, St. Barbe, Doctors Hili (above the timher line), 
Wh. B.: Griquet, Fourche H arbour, G r d . F.: Glenwood, Lewisporte, Bon . 
. : Gambo. 
Known from the northeastern st ates of U.S.A. and Southern Canada. 
Theridion aurantium Emert. In the vegetation of maple groves but also 
m leaf mould. 
S t. G. P.: South Branch 3.7. 1949, 3 <?<? , one of them with dark carapace 
(E.P.), Spruce Brook 8-9.7. 1949, 2 &-.J' 4 <?<? (E.P.). Burg.: Grandy Brook 
(Burgeo) 20.6. 1949, 1 <j1 (E.P.). H um b er: Corner Brook 11 .7. 1949, 1 <j1 
with dark brown carapace (E.P.). G r d. F.: Millertown 14.6. 1951, 1 <? (C.L.), 
Lewisporte 26-27.6. 1951 , 1 <? (C.L. ). Fog o: Tilting 29.6. 1951, 1 <? (C.L. ). 
The species is known from Eastern Canada, Northern New England, 
Wisconsin and Alaska (CHAMBERLI::-.' & I viE 1947, KASTON 1948, LEVI 1951). 
Theridion sexpunctatum Emert. In biotopes sirnilar to those of the pre-
ceeding species. 
Burg.: Recontre West (Big Bay) 18.6.1949, 1 <? (E.P.), Bar b.: Woody 
Point, Winter House 16.7. 1949, 1 subad. &' (E.P. ). 
Known from Canada, ew England, Montana, Wyoming, and Alaska 
(GERTSCH & ] ELLISON 1939, CHAMBERLI::-.r & IviE 1947, LEvi & LEvi 1951). 
Theridion (Allotheridion) montam-tm Emert. Taken only at S t. G. P.: 
South Branch 2.7.1949, 1 <j1 (C.L .). The species is known from Northern New 
England and from New York (CROSBY & BISHOP 1928a, KASTON' 1948) . 
Theridion (Allotheridion) glaucescens Becker. Collected by sweeping vegeta-
tion aroud bog pools. 
Bar b.: Woody Point, the village, 17.7.1949, 1 <j1 (E.P.). Bon. N.: Gambo 
25 .8 .1 949, 1 <? (E.P.) . 
4 
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Eastern North America, southernmost finds in the Georgia region. (CHA->I-
BERLIN' & IviE 1944, KASTON' 1948). 
Theridion (Allotheridion) murarium Emert. (?) . Three immature specimens 
taken by shaking bushes at H um b er: Steady Brook 10.7.1949 (E.P.). 
T. murarit{m occurs in Southern Canada westward to British Columbia, 
in New England, New York to Colorado, Arizona and Washington (CHICKE-
RING & BACOR::-l' 1933). 
Nesticidae 
Nesticus pallidus Emert. A cave-spider found in one locality in New-
foundland: S t. G. P.: South Brauch 3.7.1949, 1 <j> sifted from leaf mould 
on the western slope of Long Range. In the same place also another cave-
spider, Meta menardi, was found (E.P.). Nesticus pallidus is known from 
Massachusetts and from the southern states of U.S.A. The species is obviously 
rare in the North (CHAMBERLIN & Ivm 1944, K."-STOX 1948). 
Linyphiidae 
Stemonyphantes blauveltae Gertsch. A single immature specimen swept 
from the vegetation above the timher line on Doctors Hili (Bar b.) 31.7.1949 
(E.P.). This species is known from Ottawa, ew Hampshire, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, New York, Distr. Columbia, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Utah, 
Montana and Washington. (5. lineatus of BLAUVELT 1936 and KAsToN 1948, 
GERTSCH 1951). 
Pityohyphantes costatus Hentz. Found in the herbaceaus vegetation and 
on lower branches of trees. 
Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 24.6.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.) , Big Bay (Re-
contre) 17-19.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), Rare Bay 21.6.1949, 1 <j> (C.L.) . S t. G. P.: 
Spruce Brook 8-9.7 .1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). H um b er: Deer Lake 3.6.195'1, 
1 <j> (C.L.). Bar b.: Lomond 15.7.1949, 1 <j> (E.P.). 
Labrador, Nova Scotia, Maine, ew Hampshire, Connecticut, Massa-
chusetts, New York, Distr. Columbia, Virginia, orth Carolina, Tennessee, 
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin (BLAUVELT 1936, CHAMBERLIX & 
IVIE 1943, KAsTON' 1948). 
Linyphia marginata C. L. Koch. Only two specimens in the material, 
swept from the herbaceaus vegetation. S t. G. P.: t. Pintans 3---4.7.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.). Burg.: Big Bay (Recontre) 17-19.6.1949, '1 <j> (C.L .). 
The species is widely distributed in Canada and known from nearly all 
the states of U.S.A. In Europe L. marginata is reported from most countries. 
(BRISTOWE 1939, BLAUVELT 1936). 
Linyphia waldea Chamb. & Ivie. Found in various habitats: in herbaceous 
vegetation, under stones and in forest litter. 
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A v a 1.: South Side Hills (St o Johns ') 40601949, 1 er (EoPo), Holyrood 30080 
1949, 1 er (Eo Po) 0 0 H um b er.: Corner Brook 140801949, 2 ~~ (EoPo ), Deer 
Lake 30601 951, 1 er (C.Lo) o Fog o: Seidom 30 701951, 1 ~ (CoLo)o B o no No: 
Gambo 250801949, 2 ~~ (EO PO )O 
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Distr. 
Columbia, North Carolina, Michigan and Ohio (L. clathrata of BLAUVELT 1936)0 
Pusillia mandibulata Emerto Most specimens collected in moist meadowso 
A v a 1.: Cape Broyle 80601949, 1 ~ (EoP o), Waterford Bridge 50601949, 6 ~~ 
(EO PO) , Holyrood 100601949, 1 ~ (CoL o), 300801949, 1 ~ (EoPo), Hogans Pond 
60601 949, 2 ~~ (E OP O)O H um b er: Deer Lake 250701951, 1 ~ (COLO) O G r do Fo: 
Victoria Lake 11-130601951, 1 ~ (C.Lo)o Millertown 1006°1951 , 1 ~ (COLO ), 
B o no No: Gander 20601949, 1 er (EoPo)o 
The Newfoundland specimens belong t o the nominate subspecies, \Yhich 
is distributed from northeastern orth America t o the Rocky Mountains 
where it is replaced by other subspecies and in the Northwest by the very 
close related species P o bonita Chambo & Ivieo 
Estrandia grandaeva Keyso Shaken from the lower branches of trees and 
from bushes, also sifted from forest litter. 
S to Go P o: Spruce Brook 8 0701949, 1 er 1 ~ (EO PO )O B a r bo: Lomond 15070 
1949, 1 ~ (EOPO), Eddies Cove West 300701949, 1 ~ (EOPO)O W h o Bo: Bartletts 
River 190701949, 2 ~~ (C.L. )o 
Known from Labrador, Nova Scotia, Alberta, Alaska, Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, orth Carolina and Tennesseeo In 
the southern part of its range on high mountai ns, eogo taken at altitudes of 
2000 fto and higher in the mountains of Massachusettso (Eo nearctica of BLAU-
VELT 1936, CHAMBERLIN' & IviE 1947, KASTON 1948)0 In the Qld World 
this species is found in Kamchatka (Linyphia tridens, SCHEN'KEL, 1930) and 
in Northern Fennoscandia (FORSSLUXD 1945)0 
H elophora insignis BI. Only one sample in the material contains this 
species: B o no No: Gambo 250801949, 1 ~ 2 juvo swept from the vegetation 
in mi..xed forest (EOPO )O 
Known from Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, W Terr. of Canada, Alaska, 
Maine, ew Hampshire, Massachusetts, ew York, ew Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Michigan and Utah (BLAUVELT 1936, CHAMBERLIN & IVIE 1947)0 
Widely distributed in the Palearctic region, a comrnon species in Fenno-
scandiao 
H elophora ontariensis Emerto On open wet ground among litter and debriso 
T ro So: Come by Chance 270801949, 1 ~ (EoPo)o Bar bo: Sto John Island 
30801949, 1 ~ (EoPo)o G r do Fo : Millertown Junction 220801949, 1 ~ (CoL o), 
oms Arms 240801949, 1 ~ (EoPo)o B o no No: Gambo 260801949, 1 ~ 
(CoLo )o 
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Ontario, \Vestern Canada, The Rocky Mountains, Alaska and from New 
York: Beaver River Flow (BLAUVELT 1936, CHAMBERLIN & Ivm 1947). 
Lepthyphantes leprosus Ohl. A single female taken in A v a 1.: H olyrood 
30.8.1949, in culture-influenced hiotope (E.P.). Known from Nova Scotia, 
New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, Rhode Island, Michigan and Ohio 
(ZORSCH 1937, KASTON 1948). A common and widely distrihuted spider in 
Europe. 
L epthyphantes zebra Emert. All specimens in the material are females. 
They were collected hy sifting dead leaves in shady places hut were also 
found under stones. Seasonal distrihution: 
June 
1--10 11--20 21--30 
females 3 
July 
1--10 11--20 21--31 
5 
August 
1--10 11--20 21--31 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Tahle Mountains (at 1500 ft.), South Branch, 
Bur g.: Cinq Cerf River, Recontre West, H umh e r : Corner Brook, Bar h.: 
Lomond, Cow Head. 
Quehec, Ontario, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont, ew York, 
Michigan, North Carolina, Tennessee, Alherta, British Columhia, Washington 
and Alaska (ZoRSCH 1937). 
L epthyphantes alpinus Emert. Occurs in Newfoundland not only in moun-
tains hut also in river valleys at low altitudes. Collected hy sifting litter in 
conifer forests. 
Bur g.: Grand Bruit 13.6.1949, 1 <j1 (E.P.), H umher: Kittys Brook 
18.8.1949, 1 <f (E.P .), Gaff Topsail 20.8.1949, 1 <j1 in a Picea mariana swamp 
at 1400 ft. (E.P.) . Bar h.: Stanford River 11.8.1949, 1 <j1 (E.P.), Doctors Hili 
29.7.1949, 1 <f in the uppermost coniferous forest zone (E.P.). Wh. B.: H a 
Ha Bay (Raleigh) 18.7.1949, 1 <j1 (C.L.). 
Known from Quehec, Alherta, Maine, ew Hampshire, Vermont, Georgia, 
Colorado and Alaska. Only at higher altitudes in the south of its range. (ZoRSCH 
1937, CHAMBERLIN & lVIE 1944, 1949). 
L epthyphantes subalpinus Emert. Known hefore from ewfoundland: 
A v a 1.: Baccalieu Island (Zorsch 1937). Two females in the material of 1949, 
H umher: Kittys Brook 18.8.1949, Alnus thicket (E.P.), B a r h. : Serpen-
tine Mountains 17.7.1949, above the timher line (E.P. ). 
Known further from Quehec, Ontario, :rew Harnpsilire and ew York 
(ZORSCH op.c.). 
L epthyphantes calcaratus Emert. Two finds of this rare spider: Bar h. : 
Eddies Cove West 2.8.1949, 1 <j1 among litter in Picea-Ahies forest (E.P .), 
Doctors Hili 31.7.1949, 1 ~ ahove the timher line (C.L.). Known hefore only 
from Quehec (ZORSCH op.c.). 
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Lepthyphantes bihamatus Emert. One female taken by sifting litter in an 
Abies-Picea-Alnus thicket above the tide zone on the shore at Burg.: Grand 
Bruit 26.6.1949 (E.P.). Reported by ZoRSCH (op.c.) only from Quebec. 
Lepthyphantes triramus Chamb. & Ivie. Two females, by sifting litter in 
shady places. Burg.: Recontre West 18.6.1949 (C.L.) and A v a 1.: Hogans 
Pond 6.6.19Li9 (E.P.). The species was only previously known from the NW 
Territories of Canada and from Alaska (CHAMBERLI::>r & IviE 1947). 
Lepthyphantes nigriventris C. L. Koch (?). One female not differing essent-
ially from the Swedish specimens I have had for comparison. Bar b.: Doctors 
Hill 29.6.1949, sifted from litter in the uppermost forest zone (E.P.). L. nigri-
ventris is an arctic species previously kno\\"n from Siberia and the northern-
most parts of Fennoscandia (HOLM 1950). 
Lepthyphantes umbraticola Keys. Sifted from moss and litter in a river 
valley, in a conifer forest and in a ~yrica-Kalmia-Carex bog. 
Burg.: Grand Bruit 13.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bar b.: Cow Head 10.8.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.), Port Saunders 5.8.1948, 1 ~ (E. P. ). 
The species is known from Labrador, Alberta, Alaska, Greenland, Iceland, 
Scotland, Northermost Fennoscandia, Spitzbergen and from the Alps 
(BRAENDEGAARD 1946, CHAMBERLix & Ivm 1947, HoLM 1950, ScHE::>rKEL 
1950). 
Bathyphantes pullatus Cambr. Taken by sifting litter in a Carex bog, in 
a wet meadow and in forests. 
Burg.: Grand Bruit 24.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). T r. S.: Come by Chance 
27.8.1949, 2 n (E.P.). A v a 1.: Waterford Bridge 5.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bar b.: 
Cow H ead 12.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). 
Known previously from Alaska and \Vyoming (LEVI & LEVI 1951) in 
the earctic region. Widely distributed in the Palearctic region, a common 
species in Fennoscandia. Reported by CHARITO:::-rov (1933) from U.S.S.R. 
only from Leningrad and Kamchatka. 
Bathyphantes concolor Wid. One of the more common Linyphiids in New-
foundland. Occurs among litter and under stones in shady moist places. 7 of 
the 15 samples containing this species are from culture-influenced biotopes. 
Seasonal distribution of adult specimens: 
June July August 
1- 10 11-20 21-30 1- 10 11 - 20 21- 3 1 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
mal es 5 2 4 
females 12 3 2 12 
The material is not big enough to give a clear picture of the life cycle, 
but the higher numbers of adults on the beginning and end of the summer 
indicate that this species hibernates as the adult. 
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Localities: S t. G. P.: St. Fintans, Piccadilly, Spruce Brook, Burg.: 
Burgeo, A v a 1.: Holyrood, Waterford Bridge, Hogans Pond, South Side 
Hills (St. Johns') , H um b er: Cooks Brook, Corner Brook, Bar b.: Woody 
Point. 
The species is known from Eastern Canada and New England and from 
most countries in Europe. 
Bathyphantes brevipes Emert. The species has been identified by Dr. 
GER'l'SCH. The spider is taken among litter and under stones on various types 
of ground. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
Jtme July August 
1- 10 1'1- 20 21-30 '1- 10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 2'!-31 
mal es 2 2 
femal es 4 1 7 5 2 
Localities: S t . G. P.: Table Mountains (at 1500 ft.), Burg.: Port au.x: 
Basques, Grand Bruit, Ramea Island, A v a 1.: Hogans Pond, H um b er: 
Deer Lake, B a r b.: Woody Point, Doctors Hili (up to 1000 ft .), Doctors 
Brook, Flowers Cove, Wh. B.: Bartletts River, Cooks Harbour, Quirpon, 
G r d. F.: Victoria Lake, Bon. S.: Terra Nova. 
Alaska and the Pacific coast area of U.S.A. (according to CHAl\rnERLIN & 
I vm 1947). Not reported from New England. 
Bathyphantes pallidus Banks. Among litter and under stones in various 
biotopes. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 '1- 1 0 11-20 21-31 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
mal es 2 1 1 1 
females 3 2 2 4 5 
Localities: S t . G. P.: Table Mountain (1500 ft.), South Branch, Spruce 
Brook, H u m b e r : Kittys Brook, B a r b.: Cow Head, Port Saunders, 
Daniels Harbour, Doctors Hili (above the timher line), St. John Island, 
Wh. B.: Quirpon, Fourche Harbour. 
Widely distributed in Canada, eastern and western states of U.S.A., and 
Alaska (CHAMBERLIN & Ivm 1947). 
Bathyphantes sp. (pr. reprobus Kulcz. ). Sifted from leaf mould in shady 
places. Burg.: Grand Bruit 13.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P. ), H um b er : Deer Lake 
3.6.1951, 1 ~ (C.L.). G r d. F.: Badger 22- 25.6.1951, 1 <f (C.L.). 
Bathyphantes brevis Emert. All specimens found among dead leaves at 
the margins of moor ponds. 
S t. G. P.: South Branch 4.7.1949, 1 <j> (E. P .) , H um b er: Deer Lake 
30.5.1951, 1 <j> (C.L.) . B a r b. : Cow Head 8 .. 1949, 1 <j> (E.P.}. G r d. F.: 
Badger 22-25.6.1951, 1 <j> (C.L.). 
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New England and Michigan (CHICKERIKG 1933, KAsToN 1948). 
Bathyphantes gracilis Bl. Bar b.: St. Barbe 26.7.1949, 1 ~ under a stone 
on the sea shore (E.P.). G r d. F. Badger 22-25.6.1951, 1 ~ (C.L.). 
Not previously reported from North .A.merica. Widely distributed in the 
Old World: British Isles, Fennoscandia, Central and East Europe, Siberia 
eastward to Kamchatka (BRISTOWE 1939). 
Bathyphantes rufulus n.sp. Swept from herbaceaus vegetation in various 
biotopes. Fort.: Pushthrough 24.6.1949, 1 ~ . the holotype (E.P.). Bar b.: 
Lomond 15.7.1949, 1 6 2 ~~ (E.P.), Eddies Cove West 30.7.1949, 1 6 (E.P.). 
G r. B.: Springdale 20.6.1951, 2 n (C.L .). 
Oreonetides vaginatus Thor. Found at Bar b.: Doctors Hill 29.7.1949, 
I 6 2 ~~ under stones and among litter above the timher line (E.P.). This 
boreo-arctic species is known from Labrador, the mountains of New Hamp-
shire and New York, Wyoming, Utah, Western Canada, Alaska, Greenland, 
the Faroes, the British Isles, Northern Fennoscandia, Siberia, Kamchatka, 
the Pyrenees, the Alps and the Carpathians (CROSBY 1937, CHAMBERLIN & 
IVIE 1943, 1947, BRAEXDEGAARD 1946, HOL)f 1945). 
Oreonetides fla vescens Crosby. Taken by sifting litter above the highwater 
line in Burg.: Grandy Brook 24.6.1949, 1 6 2 ~~ (E.P.). The species is de-
scribed from New York State (CROSBY 1937) . 
M eioneta sp. (rurestris group). Taken by sifting in marshy places. B a r b.: 
Port Saunders 5.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), Eddies Cove West 2.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). 
Argyneta cauta Cambr. Among litter in shady places. 
S t. G. P.: Spruce Brook 9.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P .). Burg.: Grand Bruit 24.6. 
1949, 4 n (E.P.). A v a 1.: Cape Broyle 8.6.1949, 1 6 (E.P.). Bar b.: Doctors 
Hill (600 ft.) 29.7.1949, 3 n (E.P.). Wh. B.: Ha Ha Bay (Raleigh) 18.7. 
1949, 1 ~ (C.L.). 
In Eastern Canada, Massachusetts, and Michigan (A. olivacea of EMERTO~, 
CHICKERING and KAsTo:-<) further in Iceland, the British Isles, Fennoscandia 
and the mountains of Central Europe (BRISTOWE 1939, MILLER 1947, HOLM 
1950) . In Fennoscandia a northem species. 
Argyneta decora Cambr. (?). H um b er: Gaff Topsail (1400 ft .) 20.8. 
1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Wh. B.: Cooks Harbour 22.7.1949, 1 ~ (C.L.). A . decora is 
known from the British Isles, northernmost parts of Fennoscandia and from 
the mountains of Central Europe (BRISTOWE 1939, MILLER 1947, HOLM 1950) 
Centromerus bicolor Bl. This species is found in ewfoundland in the 
herbaceaus vegetation near the ground on the coastal tundra and in a Kalmia 
bog. Burg.: Grand Bruit 18.6.1949, 3 ~~ (E.P.), A v a 1.: Hogans Pond 
6.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Not previously known from orth America. In Europe 
in the British Isles, the Faroes, Fennoscandia, Central Europe and Russia 
(BRISTOWE 1939). 
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Centromerus sylvaticus Bl. In leaf mould in shady places. B ur g.: Grandy 
Brook 24.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bar b.: Cow Head 10 .. 1949, 1 ~ (E.P. ). 
Eastem Canada, Massachusetts and ew York , in the Old \Vorld in the 
British Isles, Fennoscandia, Central Europe, European and Asiatic Russia 
to Kamcbatka (BRISTOWE 1939, KASTON' 1948). 
Centromerus persolutus Cambr. A single male sifted from debris in a river 
shore thicket in Burg.: Grandy Brook 24.6.1949 (E.P. ). Known from Que-
bec, New England, Michigan and New York (CROSBY & BrsHOP 1928a, 
CHICKERING 1934, CROSBY & ZORSCH 1935). 
Centromerus cornupalpis Cambr. One female sifted from litter in a conifer 
thicket by a rivulet in Burg.: Grand Bruit 13.6.1949 (E.P.). Known from 
New England, Michigan and Wyoming (KASTON' 1948, LEVI & LEvr 1951). 
Centromerus longibulbus Emert. Sifted from leaf mould in shady place6 . 
Burg.: Grandy Brook 24.6.1 949, 1 <j> (E.P. ), Recontre West 1 .6.1949, 1 <{ 
(C.L.) . Bar b.: Cow H ead 10.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P. ). 
Known from Massachusetts and New York (KASTOK 194 ). 
Centromerus lat-idens Emert. Among dead leaves, under stones and pieces 
of wood in various biotopes. Only females in the material: 
females 
June 
1-10 '11-20 21-30 
6 
July 
1-10 11-20 2 1-3 1 
1 3 6 
August 
1-10 11-20 21--3 1 
3 2 
Localities: S t. G. P. : South Branch, Burg. : Grand Bruit, Burgeo, 
Bar b.: Cow H ead, Daniels H arbour, St. Barbe, St. John Island, Wh. B.: 
Bartletts River, G n:l. F.: Millertown Junction, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
ew England and New York (CROSBY & Br HOP 192 a, KASTON' 1948) . 
M icryphantidae 





1--10 11--20 21--30 
Jnly 
1--10 11--20 2 1--31 
August 
1--10 11-20 21--3 1 
3 
8 3 
Localities: S t. G. P. : South Brauch, Bur g.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo). 
H um b er: Cooks Brook, Corner Brook, Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Cow Head, 
G r d. F. : Millertown Junction, Bon. .: Gambo. 
Known from Massachusetts and Eastern Canada. (K..~ TOX 194 ). 
Eulaira concava Emert. Taken by sifting moist mo s and litter. B ur g.: 
Grand Bruit, coastal tundra, 13.6.1949, 1 Ö' (E.P. ), Grandy Brook (Burgeo). 
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24.6.1949, 1 6 (E.P.). Known from Quebec, Massachusetts, Vermont, Con-
necticut and New York (CHAMBERLI:.-<' & IviE 1945). 
Eulaira microtarsa Emert. Bar b.: Doctors Hill 29.7.1949, 5 ~~ sifted 
from forest litter (E.P.), St. Barbe 26.7.1949, 1 6 1 ~ under a stone on the 
sea shore (E.P.). Known from New Hampshire, New York, Wyoming, Colo-
rado and Utah (CHAMBERLIN' & IviE 1945, LEVI & LEvr 1951). 
Diplocentria bidentata Emert. This species is found in moss and debris. 
Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1- 10 11- 20 21- 30 1-10 11-20 21-3 1 1- 10 11 - 20 21 - 31 
mal es 1 
females 2 6 5 8 
Localities: S t. G. P .: Table Mountains, Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo), 
Recontre West, H um b er: Corner Brook, Gaff Topsail (1400 ft .), Bar b. : 
Cow Head, Doctors Hili, Wh. B.: Cooks Harbour, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
Labrador, Quebec, Alberta, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Vermont, New York, Michigan, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Alaska (CHAM-
BERLIN & IviE 1945), in the Old World in Great Britain, Fennoscandia, 
France, Switzerland and Czechoslovak:ia. In orthern Fennoscandia D. 
bidentata is one of the commonest spiders in moss and litter and is nearly 
eurytopic (HOLM 1950). Judging from the samples from Newfoundland it is 
less abundant there. 
Diplocentria corynetes Chamb. & I vie. One female taken by sifting litter 
in the uppermost forest zone of Doctors Hill (Ba r b.) 29.6.1949 (E.P.). 
Known previously only from two localities in ew York State (CHAMBERLIN 
& I viE 1945). 
Scironis tarsalis Emert. Bar b.: Stanford River 11.8.1949, 1 6 sifted 
from moss and litter in an Alnus-Abies thicket (E.P.) . Known from Massa-
chusetts, Vermont, New York (BISHOP & CROSBY 1938, KASTON' 1948). 
Scylaceus obtusus Emert. Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 24.6.1949, 
1 ~ taken by sifting leaf mould in a maple grove (E.P.). Known previously 
from Alberta and Colorado (BrSHOP & CRoSBY 1938). 
Tapinocyba simplex Emert. In leaf mould and litter. Seasonal distribution 
of adults: 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21 - 30 1-10 11-20 21- 31 1-10 11-20 21-31 
mal es 3 4 
females 4 8 8 
Localities: S t. G. P.: South Brauch, H um b er: Cooks Brook, Corner 
Brook, Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Cow Head, Doctors Hili, St. Barbe, G r d, F .: 
Millertown Junction, Bon. .: Gambo. 
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Known from Quebec, Maine, New H ampshire, Massachusetts, Vermont , 
New York (CROSBY & BISHOP 1933, CROSBY & ZORSCH 1935). 
Tapinocyba scopulifera Emert. One female takenon the margin of a moor 
pond in Picea glauca forest in Bar b. : Cow Head 8.7 .1949 (E.P.). The species 
has previously been reported from Massachusetts and New York (CROSBY 
& BISHOP 1933). 
Tapinocyba lindrothi n.sp. One female taken by sifting litter in a conifer 
forest at the W-slope of Long Range at South Brauch (S t. G. P.) 3.7.1949 
(E.P.) . 
Tapinocyba exigua n.sp. A single female found by sifting litter in a birch 
wood in G r d. F.: Millertown Junction 22. 8.1949 (E.P.) . 
Dietrichia hesperia Crosby & Bishop. A single male specimen from S t. 
G. P.: Stephenville 29.10.1947 taken by ROBERT TRAuE. As pointed out iln 
p. 17 the specimen differs in one palpal character from the Californian type 
material of this species. 
Thyreosthenius parasiticus Westr. Sifted from moist litter in sbady places. 
A v a 1.: Hagans Pond 3.6.1949, 3 ~~ (E.P .). G r d. F.: :rorris Arms 23.8.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.). 
In Connecticut, New York, Wisconsin and in the Old World in Iceland, 
the British Isles, Fennoscandia, France, Central Europe. ( H ormathion limnatum 
of KAsTON' 1948 and LEVI & LEVI 1951, HOLM 1950). 
I slandiana alata Emert. Bar b. : Serpentine Mountains 17.7.1949, 3 && 
1 ~ under stones at about 2000 ft. on the NE slope of the mountain (E.P.). 
Daniels Harbour 22.7.1949, 10 ~~ under stones and pieces of wood on a sterile 
sea shore (E.P.). 
Known from Arctic Canada, Mountains of ew England, Wyoming, 
Alaska, Swedish Lapland (HOLM 1945, LEVI & LEVI 1951). 
Erigone atra Bl. Under stones and among grass on sea shores, river banks 
and in damp meadows. 
S t. G. P.: Table Mountains 29.6.1949, 1 <j> (E.P.). Burg.: Port aux 
Basques 28.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). H um b er: Deer Lake 30.5.1951, 1 <j> (C.L.). 
Bar b.: Cow Head 10.8.1949, 2 && 2 ~<j> (C.L.), Port Saunders 5-6.8.1949, 
1 cJ (E.P.), Doctors Brook 31.7.1949, 2 && 1 <j> (E.P.), Flowers Cove 23.7 .1949, 
1 <j> (C.L.). 
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Maine, ew Hampshire, Massachu-
setts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Alaska, The British Isles, 
Fennoscandia, Central Europe, European and Asiatic Russia and the Arctic 
lslands. (CROSBY & BISHOP 1928b, CHAMBERLIX & lVIE 1947, K.ASTON 1948, 
HOLM 1950). 
Erigone dentigera Cambr. In similar biotopes as the preceeding species, 
but also in bogs. 
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Fort.: Terreceville 14.8.1951, 1 61 <j> (C.L .). Burin: Grand Bank 
1.8.1951, 1 6 (C.L.). H um b er: Cooks Brook, Curling 15.8.1949, 1 6 (E.P.). 
Bar b.: Cow Head, St. Pauls' 10.8.1949, 1 6 (E. P. ), Cow H ead Harbour 
7.8.1949, 1 6 (E.P. ). Stanford River 9.8.1949, 1 6 (E. P.). Wh. B.: Raleigh 
17.7.1949, 2 <j><j> (C.L.). G r. B. : Springdale 20.6.1951, 2 66 (C.L. ). Bon. N . 
Gambo 26.8 .1 9!19, 2 66 (E.P. ). 
Known from Ontario, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
Illinois, Florida, Montana, Colorado, Alaska (CROSBY & BrsHOP 1928, CHAM-
BERLI~ & lviE 194.7) . 
Erigone blaesa Crosby & Bishop. Found in great number under wrack 
on sandy beaches, but also under stones and logs in other damp situations. 
S t. G. P. : South Branch 2.7.1949, 1 6 1 <j> (E.P. ), Piccadilly 7.7.1949, 
l <j> (C.L.). Burg.: Port aux Basques 30.6.1949, 2 66 10 <j><j> (E.P .), Grand 
Bruit 19.6.1949, 4 66 2 <j><j> (E.P. ), Burgeo 20.6.194.9, 31 66 57 <j><j> among 
wrack (E.P.). A v a 1.: Trepassey 7.6.1949, 1 6 (E. P.). Wh. B. : Raleigh 
17 .7. 1949, 2 66 (C.L.). 
Taken in Miquelon (1951 C.L.) and known previously from Labrador, Mas-
sachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Ohio, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Montana, Colorado, Alaska and the Pacific Coast area of U.S .A. (CROSBY & 
BISHOP 192 b, CHAMBERLIK & lVIE 194.7). 
Erigone aletris Crosby & Bishop. In various open damp biotopes under 




1--10 11--20 21--30 
2 6 
July 
1--10 '11 --20 21--31 
2 6 2 
August 
1--10 11--20 21--31 
1 
1 3 2 
Localities: S t. G. P.: South Branch, Burg.: Port aux Basques, Fort.: 
Terrenceville, B ur in : Grand Banks, T r. S.: Come by Chance, A v a 1.: 
Holyrood, St. J ohns', H um b e r : Corner Brook, Deer Lake, B a r b.: Lomond, 
\V h . B. : Bowaters Rare Bay, Great Harbour Deep, G r. B.: Springdale, 
Fog o: Tilting, T r. .: Port Rexton. 
Known from Maine, Massachusetts and ew York (CRosnv & BrsHOP 
1928b). 
Erigone whymperi Cambr. (?). Habitats similar to those of the previous 
spec1es. 
A v a 1. : Waterford Bridge 5.6.1949, 1 <j> (E.P.). H um b er: Gaff Topsail 
19.8.194.9, 1 <j> (E.P.). Bar b.: Doctors Hili 29.6.194.9, 1 <j> taken above the 
timher line (E. P. ), Flowers Cove 25.7.1949, 1 <j> (E.P. ). Wh. B .: Cooks Har-
bour 16.7.1949, 1 <j> (C.L. ), Bowaters Rare Bay 14..7.1949, 1 <j> (C.L.). 
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E. whymper-i is known from Akpatok (north of Labrador). Ellesmere 
Land and Greenland (BRAENDEGAARD 1946). 
Erigone ephala Crosby & Bishop. Collected on sandy beaches under heaps 
of wrack, also taken in other damp Situations. 
S t. G. P.: South Branch 2- 3.7.1949, 1 cJ 2 ~~ (E.P.). Burg.: Grand Bruit 
19.6.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P .), Burgeo 20.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.) . H um b er: Cooks 
Brook 15.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bar b.: Cow Head 10 . . 1949, 1 6 (E.P.), Eddies 
Cove West 28.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). 
Taken in St. Pierre Island (1951 C.L.) and known previously from ~Iaine , 
Massachusetts and ew York (CROSBY & BISHOP 1928b). 
Eperigone maculata Banks. Sifted from leaf mould in shady places. S t . 
G. P.: South Branch 3.7 .1949, 3 ~~ (E.P.). Bar b.: Lomond 15.7.1949, 1 <;> 
(E.P.). 
This species is known from Maine, ew Hampshire, Connecticut, ew 
York, Distr. Columbia, Pennsylvania, Virginia, orth Carolina, Georgia , 
Florida, Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi, Illinois, 1Iinnesota, Missouri, 
Arkansas and Kansas (CROSBY & BrSHOP 192 b, CHAMBERL:c-< & IviE 1944). 
Eperigone contorta Emert. Taken in Carex bogs and Picea glauca swamp. 
Bar b.: Cow Head 8.8.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P.), Eddies Cove West 2.8.1 9~9, 1 Q 
(E.P .). G r d. F.: Millertown 10.6.1951, 1 cJ (C.L.). 
Known from Massacbusetts and New York (CRosBY & BrsHOP 1928b). 
Eperigone trilobata Emert. Sifted from litter in shady places. 
S t. G. P. : Soutb Branch 3.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Burg.: Cinq Cerf River 
16.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Fort.: Pass Island 25.6.1949, 1 ~ (C.L.). Bar b.: 
Woody Point 21.7 .1949, 1 ~ from a biotope influenced by settlements (E.P.). 
G r d. F.: Millertown Junction 22.8.1949, 1 ~ from a rnixed forest (E.P.) . 
Known from Quebec, Maine, New Hampshire, Massacbusetts, Connecticut, 
New York, Distr. Columbia, Virginia, Georgia, Illinois, Missouri and British 
Columbia (CROSBY & BISHOP 1928b) . 
Collinsia pertinens Cambr. Under stones and heaps of wrack on sea shores. 
Burg.: Port aux Basques 30.6.1949, 1 cJ (E.P. ). A v a 1.: Biscay Bay .6. 
1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), Cape Broyle 7.6.1949, 1 ~ (C.L .) , 
Known previously from l\.faine (CROSBY & Br HOP 1928b). 
Collinsia clypiella Chamb. Taken in a salt marsh and in a flooded moor. 
H um b er: Deer Lake 30.5.1951, 5 cJ ~~ (C.L.). Bar b.: Cow Head 
10.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.) 
Known previously from Colorado, Idaho, tah and \ yoming (CHAMBERLIX 
1948). 
Collinsia stylifera Chamb. Bar b.: Doctors Hili 29.7.1 949, 2 ~~ found 
under stones on a mountain heath at 1000 ft. (E.P.). 
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Known from Alaska, Utah, Oregon, evada and California (CHAMBERLIN 
1948). 
Collinsia palmeni n.sp. One female takenon a river bank at S t. G. P.: 
South Brauch 2.7 .1949 (E.P .). 
Hilaira herniosa Thor. A single female taken at Wh. B.: Raleigh 17.7. 
1 9~8 (C.L.). This arctic species is known from Arctic Canada, Siberia, Northern 
Fennoscandia and from the Alps (H OLM 1945, 50). 
Hilaira mentasta Chamb. & Ivie. H um b er: Gaff Topsail 19.8.1949, 
1 cJ among litter at the margin of a moor pond (E.P.). Bar b. : Lomond 
14.7.1949, 1 '? sifted from forest litter (E. P. ). The species is previously known 
only from Alaska (CHAMBERLIK & Ivm 1947). 
Hilaira algida n.sp. Sifted from forest litter beside rivulets. Bu r g.: 
Grand Bruit 13.6.1949, 2 n (E. P .) . Bar b.: Lomond 15.7.19!19, 1 '? (E.P.). 
Hilaira dubia n.sp. Under stones in damp situations, also sifted from 
forest litter. 
Bur g.: Rose Blanch 27.6.1949, 1 '? (E.P. ), Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 26.6. 
1949, 2 n (E.P.), H u 111 b er: Kittys Brook 18.8.1949, 1 '? (E.P.), Bar b.: 
Stanford River 11.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), St. Barbe 26.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), G r d . F. : 
Yictoria Lake 11- 13.6.1951 , 1 '? (C.L. ). 
Hilaira aquilouia n.sp. Sifted from moss in an Alnus-Abies thicket. B a r b.: 
Stanford River 11.8.1949, 2 n (E.P.). 
Spirembolus oreinoides Chamb. (?). A single female taken at H u 111 b er : 
Kittys Brook 18.8.1949 by sifting thick layers of litter in an Alnus-Populus-
Salix thicket (E.P.). 
5. oreinoides has previously been reported only from Mt. Palomar in 
California (CHAMBERLIN 1948) . 
Soudinus canaliculatus Emert. Most specimens were taken by sifting 
moss and litter in forests. Only females in the material: 
females 
June 
1--10 11--20 21--30 
5 
July 
1--10 11--20 21--3 1 
3 
August 
1--10 11--20 21--31 
2 
Localities: S t. G. P .: Table Mountain (at 1500 ft .), South Brauch, B u rg.: 
Port atL'l: Basques, Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Recontre West, H um b er : 
Gaff Topsail, Bar b.: Lomond, Stanford River. 
Known from Saskatchewan and Colorado (CROSBY & BISHOP 1936) . 
Tu11agyna debilis Banks. One male specimen sifted from roots of dune 
plants on the sand dunes at Burgeo (Bur g.) 26.6.1949 (E.P.). 
This species is known from ~Iassachusetts and Michigan (CHICKERIN'G 1935, 
KASTOX 1948). 
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Sisicottus montanus Bmert. Under stones and among litter m vanous 
biotopes. Seasonal distribution of adult specimens: 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1- 10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 21-3 1 
mal es 1 1 5 
females 3 8 16 
Localities: A v a 1.: Hogans Pond, H um b er: Gaff Topsail (at 1400 ft.), 
B a r b .: Doctors Hill (above the timher line), Wh. B.: Cooks Harbour, 
Ha Ha Bay (Raleigh). 
Labrador, Quebec, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia , 
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Vermont, ew York, Utah, Colorado, 
Wyoming, Washington and Alaska. A mountain species in the southern 
parts of its range (BISHOP & CROSBY 1938). The Newfoundland specim~ns 
belong to the nominate race of this species. 
Trachynella nudipalpis Westr. In forest litter in shady places, maple 
groves, etc. The material contains only females: 
females 
June 
1-'10 1'1-20 21-30 
5 
July 
1-10 11-20 21-31 
2 I 3 
August 
1- 10 11-20 21-31 
6 I 
Localities: S t. G. P.: South Brauch, Burg.: Grand Bruit, Grandy Brook 
(Burgeo), Recontre West, H um b er: Cooks Brook, Corner Brook, Gaff 
Topsail (at. 1400 ft.) , B a r b.: Lomond, Stanford River, Doctors Hili, Bon. 
N.: Gambo. 
Not known before from orth America. In Iceland, Faroes, the British 
~sles, France, Fennoscandia, Central and Bastern Burope (BRISTOWE 1939). 
W alckenaera vigilax Bl. Taken by sifting debris on salt marshes in the 
tidal zone. Bar b.: St. Pauls at Cow Head 10.9.1949, 2 ~~ (C.L.), St. John 
Island 3.8.1949, 2 ~~ (B.P.). 
Known from New Hampshire, Connecticut, ew York, Virginia, Illinois, 
Missouri, Ohio and Washington and in Burope from Great Britain, France, 
Finland, Central and Bastern Buropean countries (CRO BY & BrsHOP 1931, 
BRISTOWE 1939). 
Cornicularia minuta Bmert. Among leaf mould in maple groves. H u m b e r: 
Corner Brook 16.8.1949, 1 ~ (B.P .). Bar b.: Lomond 15.7.1949, 2 ~~ (B.P.), 
Glenbournie 18.7.1949, 1 ~ (B.P.). 
Known from New Hampshire, Connecticut, ew York, ~ew Jersey Minne-
sota and Missouri (CROSBY & BISHOP 1931). 
Cornicularia cuspidata Bl. Sifted from leaf mould and debris in shady. 
places. 
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Burg.: Port aux Basques 1.7.1949, 1 <f (E.P. ), Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 
24.6.1949, 1 <f (E.P.). Bar b.: Doctors Hili 29.7.1949, 1 <f (E.P.). Wh. B.: 
Bartletts River 20.7.1949, 2 <f<f (C.L.). 
Known fromMt. Marey in ew York State (C. brevicula Crosby & Bishop) 
from Iceland, the British Isles, France, Korthern and Central Europe and 
from Kamchatka (BRISTOWE 1939). 
Cornieularia karpinskii Cambr. H um b er : Gaff Topsail 20. 8. 1949, 1 <f 
from a Picea mariana swamp (E.P.), Wh. B.: Ha Ha Bay (Raleigh) 18.7.1949, 
2 <f<f among leaf mould on a rock close to the shore (C.L.). 
This arctic species is known from Labrador, Greenland, Iceland, Northern 
Fennoscandia, Spitzbergen, Switzerland, Siberia and Kamchatka (BRAENDE-
GAARD 1946). 
Cornieularia unieornis Cambr. Sifted from leaf mould in shady places. 
Burg.: Cinq Cerf River 16.6.1949, 1 <f (E.P.). H um b er: Deer Lake 30.5. 
1951, 5 <f<f (C.L.). Bar b.: Cow Head 8.8.1949 1 <f (E.P.). 
Not recorded before from North America. Known from the British Isles, 
France, Northern and Central Europe and from European Russia (BRISTOWE 
1939). 
Cornieularia aurantieeps Emert. One female from H um b er: Gaff 
Topsail 20.8.1949, sifted from litter in a Picea mariana swamp at 1400 ft. 
(E.P.). Known from Massachusetts and ew York (CROSBY & BrsHOP 1931) . 
Tigellinus trieornis Emert. (?) One female, probably this species, from 
A v a 1.: Hogans Pond 6.6.1949 from a peat bog (E.P.). Known from New 
Hampshire (CROSBY & BrSHOP 1931). 
Enteleeara abrupta Emert. Sifted from moist forest litter in shady places. 
Burg.: Port atL'C Basques 1.7.1949, 1 <f (E .P .), Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 
24.6.1949, 2 ~6 3 <f<f (E.P.). H um b er: Corner Brook 11.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). 
Known from Massachusetts and ew York (CROSBY & BrSHOP 1933). 
Enteleeara exigua Banks, Fort. Pushthrough 24.6.1949, 3 <f<f from the 
sphagnumetum of a bog pond (C.L .) . Known from Connecticut and New 
York (Mythoplastoides exiguus of CROSBY & BISHOP 1933) . 
Minyriolus eastaneus Emert. Pound under stones and sifted from litter 
in shady places; in several samples from maple groves. Seasonal distribution 
of the adult specimens: 
June July August 
1- 10 11- 20 2'1-30 1- 10 11 - 20 21-3 1 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
males I 
females 2 2 2 ~ o) 
Localities: S t . G. P.: Spruce Brook, Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo), 
A v a 1.: Waterford Bridge, Hogans Pond, Bar b.: Lomond, Doctors Hili, 
St. Barbe, Wh. B.: Great Harbour Deap, Bon. .: Gambo. 
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Known from New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Jew York and Wisconsin 
(CROSBY & BISHOP 1933, LEVI 1951). 
Eridantes erigonoides Emert. One female from S t . G. P.: Stephenville 
Crossings, Harrys River 6.7. 1949, taken by sweeping bushes in a Populus-
Sali..'\:-Alnus thicket in the river valley (E.P. ). 
This species is known from Ontario, ew Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, New York, New J ersey, Illinois, Maryland, Ohio, Distr. Columbia, 
Virginia, Tennessee, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas (CROSBY & BrSHOP 
1933). 
Diplocephalus cuneatus Emert. Collected by sifting forest litter shady 
places, maple groves , etc. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1-'10 11-20 21-30 1-10 1"1- 20 21-3 1 1-10 11- 20 21-3 1 
mal es • 2 
females 2 2 2 6 5 
Localities: S t . G. P.: Spruce Brook, Burg.: Cinq Cerf River, Grandy 
Brook (Burgeo), H um b er: Cooks Brook, Corner Brook, Kittys Brook, 
Wh. B .: Bartletts River, G r d. F.: Millertown Junction. 
Known from Quebec, Ontario, New H ampshire and New York (CRosBY 
& BISHOP 1933) . 
Diplocephalus cristatus BI. Among debris, under stones and pieces of 
wood. Most samples containing this species are from biotopes strongly in-
fluenced by settlements. Seasonal distribution of adult specimens: 
June July August 
'1 - 10 11- 20 21-30 1- 10 11-20 21-31 1- ·10 11-20 21-3 1 
mal es 2 3 2 
females 7 4 3 1 
Localities: S t. G. P .: Piccadilly, Spruce Brook, Burg.: Rose Blanch, 
Grand Bruit, Cinq Cerf River, Ramea Island, A v a 1.: Holyrood, Waterford 
Bridge, St. J ohn's, H um b er: Corner Brook, Deer Lake, Bar b.: Woody 
Point, Lomond. 
Known from Ontario, Massachusetts, New York and Wisconsin (KASTON 
1948, LEVI 1951). In the Old World: in most countries of Europe, in Asiatic 
Russia eastward to Kamchatka, further in orth Africa and ew Zealand 
(BRISTOWE 1939) . 
Dismodicus bifrons decemoculatt•s Emert. Sifted from litter in various 
biotopes, also shaken from bushes. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1- 10 11-20 2 1-30 1- 10 11-20 2 1-3 1 1- 10 11-20 2 1-3 1 
mal es 5 
females 8 3 3 4 " 
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Localities: S t. G. P.: Table M:ountains, South Brauch, Spruce Brook, 
Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Recontre West, A v a 1.: Holyrood, Water-
ford Bridge (8 specimens all dark in colour), H u m b e r : Corner Brook, 
Deer Lake, Bar b. : Lomond, Cow Head, St. Barbe, Wh. B.: Griquet, Fourche 
Harbour. 
Canada, Northern ew England, ew York, Alaska (modicus Chamb. & 
Ivie), Greenland (variegatus Jacks.) . The nominate subspecies is known from 
Iceland, the British Isles, North and Central Europe, European and Asiatic 
Russia. (CROSBY & BrsHOP 1933, BRISTOWE 1939). 
Dismodicus alticeps Chamb. & Ivie. One male from Burg.: Recontre 
West 17.6.1949, in a sample collected in the bottom of Big Bay and on a 
treeless heath (C.L.). Known previously only from Alaska (CHAMBERLI::-< & 
IvrE 1947). 
Hypomma marxi Keys. S t. G. P.: South Brauch 2.7.1949, 1 Cf (E.P .). 
Bar b.: Cow Head 11.8.1949, 1 Cf (C.L.). G r d. F .: Victoria Lake 11.6.1951, 
2 Cf'f (C.L.). 
This species is known from Lake Superior, Massachusetts, New York and 
Washington (CROSBY & BISHOP 1933). 
Hybocoptus denticulatus Emert. One female from Wh. B.: Ha Ha Bay 
{Raleigh) 18.7.1949, found among moss and litter on a rock near the shore 
(C.L.). Known from Labrador, Alberta and Utah (CROSBY & BrsHOP 1933) 
(see also p. 33 in this paper). 
Zornella cultrigera L. Koch. One female from a Picea mariana swamp 
at 1400 ft. on Gaff Topsail Mountain (H um b er) 20.8.1949 (E.P.). Known 
from Canada, New England, Utah, Alaska, \'ancouver Island, Fennoscandia 
and Siberia (CROSBY & BISHOP 1933, HOLM 1950) . 
Oedothorax montiferus Emert. Under stones and among litter in various 
biotopes. Only females in the material: 
females 
June 
1--10 11--20 21--30 
2 
July August 
1--10 11-20 21-3 1 1--10 11-20 21--31 
9 3 3 
Localities: S t. G. P .: South Brauch, Piccadilly, Burg.: Grand Bruit, 
Cinq Cerf River, B a r b.: Serpentine l.Iountains (2000 ft.), Glenbournie, Flo-
wers Cove, Wh. B .: Raleigh. 
Known from New England, New York and M:ichigan (CROSBY & BrsHOP 
1928a, CHICKERI::-<G 1935, KASTO::-< 1948). 
Grammonota pictilis Cambr. S t. G. P.: South Brauch 3.7 .1949, 1 Cf (E.P.), 
Spruce Brook 8-9.7.1949, 3 Cf~ shaken down from bushes near the river 
(E.P.). G r d. F.: Victoria Lake 13.6.1951, 1 Cf (C.L.). 
The species is known from South Labrador, ova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, 
5 
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Manitoba, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, South Dakota and Wyoming 
(BISHOP & CROSBY 1932, LEVI & LEVI 1951). 
Grammonota gigas Banks. Taken in various biotopes: on the coastal tundra 
(Kalmia-Ledum-Sarracenia Vegetation), on a river bank, in a Picea mariana 
swamp, etc. 
Burg.: Grand Bruit 14.6.1949 1 ~ (E.P.), Cinq Cerf River 16.6.1949, 1 ~ 
(E.P.), Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 24.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). H um b er: Gaff 
Topsai120.8.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P. & C.L.). Bon. .: Gambo 25.8.'1949, t ~ (E.P.). 
Known from Quebec, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York and 
Iowa (BISHOP & CROSBY 1932, CROSBY & ZüRSCH 1935). 
Grammonota maritima Emert. One female from \V h. B.: Bartletts River 
20.7.1949, sifted from debris by a partly dry rivulet (C.L.). This species is 
known from Eastern Canada (BISHOP & CROSBY 1932). . 
Souessa spinifera Cambr. Sifted from forest litter in shady places. Ouly 
females in the material: 
females 
June 
1--10 11--20 21--30 
2 
July 
1--10 11--20 21--31 
1 
August 
1-- 10 11--20 21--31 
Localities: Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Bar b.: Cow Head, Stau-
ford River, St. Barbe, Bon. .: Gambo. 
Known from Massachusetts, New Jersey and Iowa (CRoSBY & BISHOP 
1936). 
Trichopterna mengei Simon. One female from Wh. B.: Cooks Harbour 
22.7.1949, sifted from debris on the slope of a hill (C.L. ). Known from Ontario, 
Massachusetts and New York (Pelecopsis excavatum of CROSBY & BrsHOP 
1931) and in the Old World from the British I sles, France, Sweden and Fin-
land (BRISTOWE 1939, HOLM '1945). 
Ceraticelus similis Banks. One female taken in B a r b.: Cow Head 10.8 
1949 by sifting litter from a saltmarsh (C.L. ). Known fro:n ew Englaud, 
New York, Distr. Columbia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Georgia (CROSBY & BrSHOP 
1925, CHA..111BERLIN & IVIE 1944). 
Ceraticelus laetabilis Cambr. According to CROSBY & BISHOP (1925) this 
species is found almost exclusively by sifting in moderately dry woods. 
The present material has been sifted from forest litter, but no e.>:act account 




1--10 11--20 21--31 
I 6 
3 11 
Localities: H um b er: Corner Brook, Kitty Brook. G r d. F.: :\Iiller-
town Junction, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
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This species is previously recorded from Newfoundland from S t. G. P.: 
Stephenville Crossing and Spruce Brook by Emerton (CROSBY & BrSHOP 
1925) . Further finds of C. laetabilis are from Quebec, Ontario, New England, 
New York, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, ~lissouri, Minnesota, South Da-
kota, Manitoba and Alberta (CRosnv & BrsHOP op.c.). 
Ceraticel·us fissiceps Cambr. Sifted from forest litter (in nearly all the 
samples from maple groves) but also taken by sweeping vegetation in various 
biotopes. Seasonal distribution of the adult specimens: 
Junc July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1- 10 11- 20 21 - 31 1- 10 11-20 21-:l l 
mal es 1 I 2 2 1 
females 1 3 y 2 ., .. 
Localities: S t . G. P.: Spruce Brook, Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo) , 
A v a 1.: Holyrood, H um b er: Corner Brook, Bar b.: Glenbournie, CmY 
Head, G r d. F.: Millertown Junction, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
This is a common species in Bastern Canada, ew England and Kew 
York and occurs southward as far as North Carolina and westward as far 
as 1 ebraska (CROSBY & BrsHOP op.c., CHICKERIXG 1933). 
Ceraticelus atriceps Cambr. Sifted from forest litter and beaten from 
bushes in a river valley. S t. G. P.: Spruce Brook 9. 7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), 
Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 24.6.1949, 1 ~ (E .P.). 
Known from Quebec, Ontario, New England, New York, Pennsylvania, 
Distr. Columbia, Virginia, North Carolina, ~fissouri and Ohio (CRosnv & 
BISHOP 1925). 
Ceratinella brunnea Emert. Sifted from moss and litter in shady places 
(thickets and forests of various kinds). Seasonal distribution of adults: 
Junc July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21-31 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
mal es 1 1 4 3 
fcmales 2 5 2 2 
Localities: S t. G. P.: South Brauch, Burg.: Cinq Cerf River, Grandy 
Brook (Burgeo), Recontre West, A v a 1.: Holyrood, H um b er: Gaff Topsail 
(see p. 45), Bar b.: Cow Head, Doctors Hili (below the timber line), Flowers 
Cove, G r d . F.: Millertown Junction, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
Known from Labrador, Quebec, Ontario, ew England, New York, 
orth Dakota and Wyoming (CROSBY & BrSHOP op.c., CHAMBERLIN 1948). 
M aso sundevalli Westr. Among forest litter. H u m b e r : Gaff Topsail 
20.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), Bar b.: Cow Head 10 . . 1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), G r d. F.: 
~1illertown Junction 22.8.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P.), Bon. .: Gambo 25.6.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.) . 
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Known from Bastern Canada, the New England states and Alaska (CHA111-
BERLDt & Ivm 1947). In the Old World: The British Isles, Fennoscandia, 
France, Central and Southern Europe, European and Asiatic Russia east-
ward to Kamchatka (BRISTOWE 1939). One of the commonest Micryphantids in 
Fennoscandia. 
Porrhommagertschi n.sp. H um b er: DeerLake30.5.1951, 3 66 5 n (C.L.). 
Araneidae 
Meta menardi Latreille, taken in S t. G. P.: South Branch 3-4.7.1949, 
1 <j? 2 juvv. in the ravines of Codroy River (E.P.). 
Known from New England and Indiana, and in the Old World from the 
British Isles, most countries of the European Continent (hitherto not from 
Finland), Algeria and Madeira (BRISTOWE 1939, KAsTox 1948). 
Metepeira palustris Chamberlin & Ivie. One female swept from the herb-
aceaus vegetation of a wet meadow at H um b er: Kittys Brook 18.8.1949 
(E.P.) . Known from Nova Scotia, Maine Wisconsin and orth Dakota (CHAM-
BERLIN & IVIE 1942, LEVI 1951) . 
Cyclosa com·ca Pallas. Shaken or swept from bushes or the lower branches 
of trees (preferably coniferous) . 
S t. G. P.: South Branch 3.7.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.) . H um b er: Corner 
Brook 16.8.1949, 2 juvv. (E.P.), Steady Brook 10.7.1949, 2 66 (E.P.). Bar b.: 
Glenbournie 18.7.1949, 2 juvv. (E.P.), Cow Head 10.8.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.), 
Eddies Cove West 30.7 .1949, 1 <j? (E.P.). 
Widely distributed in the Holarctic Region: ewfoundland, Canada, 
Alaska, North and Central U.S.A ., almost the whole of Europe, Asiatic Russia 
and Algeria. (BRISTOWE 1939, CHA111BERLIN & IVIE 1947). 
Singa variabilis Emerton. In the herbaceaus vegetation of various bio-
topes: coniferous forest, Sphagnum bog, Kalmia moor. All specimens in the 
material are immature. B a r b.: Cow Head 10.8.1949, 2 juvv. (E.P.), Eddies 
Cove West 2.8.1949, 2 juvv. (E.P .) . G r d. F.: :Niillertown Junction 21.8.1949, 
1 juv. (E. P.). 
Eastern and Western North America (C1IAMBERLIX & Ivm 1947). 
Zygiella montana C. L. Koch. One female found under loose bark of Picea 
in Bar b.: Doctors Brook 31.7 .1949 (E.P.). 
Known from Nova Scotia, the northern states of ew England, Michigan, 
Montana and Alaska, in the Old W orld in the mountains of France and Central 
Europe (WIEHLE 1931, GERTSCH & ]ELLISO- 1938, CHAMBERLIX & Ivm 1947) . 
Araneus diadematus Clerck. ot in the material of 1949 and 1951, but 
mentioned by WIEHLE (1931 p . 75) from :rewfoundland. Found in Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island and Greenland. Widely distributed in the Old World: 
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known from most European countries (also in Iceland), further in Asiatic 
Russia eastward to Kamchatka {WIEHLE 1931, BRISTOWE 1939, KASTON' 
1948). 
Armteus solitarius Emerton. One male from Bon. N.: Gander 1.9.1949, 
swept from bushes at Gander Lake (E.P.). Known from New England and 
New York (CRoSBY & BISHOP 192 , KASTO::--< 1948). 
Araneus corticarius Emerton. Pound under loose bark and among litter 
in conifer forest. 
A v a 1. : Waterford Bridge 5.6.1949, 1 subad, <jl (E.P.). Bar b.: Eddies 
Cove West 30.7.1949, 1 <jl (E.P.). Bon. J.: Gambo 25.8.19!!9, 1 <jl (E.P .). 
Eastern Canada, New England, ~Iichigan, Wisconsin and Alaska (CHAM-
BERLI::--< & IviE 1947, LEVI 1951). 
Araneus cornutus Clerck. The ecology of this common spider is so \Yell 
known t hat it requires no further comment (see for ex. KASTOX 1948 p. 





l --10 11--20 21--30 
2 
July August 
1--10 11--20 21--3 1 1-- 10 11 --20 2·1--3 1 
Maturity is attained late in tbe summer. Hibernation as adults or m 
young instars. 
Localities: S t. G. P.: St. Fintans, Spruce Brook, Burg.: Port aux: 
Basques, Grandy Brook, Fort.: Terreceville, A v a 1.: Holyrood, H um b er: 
Gaff Topsail. Bar b.: Serpentine l\lountains, Cow Head, Port au Choix, 
Eddies Cove West. G r d. F.: :Millertown Junction, Victoria Lake, Grand 
Falls, Glenwood. T w i 11.: Twillinggate, F o g o : Tilting and Seldom, Bon . 
. : Gander, Gambo, Bon.: Terra Nova, T r. .: Port Rexton. 
In most parts of Canada, U.S.A., Europe and Northern Asia. One of the 
commonest Araneids in Fennoscandia. 
Araneus patagiatus Clerck. Only in mo samples of the material: A v a 1.: 
Waterford Bridge 5.6.1949, 1 juv. from a moist forest meadow (E.P.). Bar b.: 
Doctors Hili 31.7.1949, 1 <jl swept from tbe vegetation above the timber line 
(C.L.). 
Mentioned from Newfoundland by \VIEHLE (1931). In Canada the most 
common round-web spider {EMERTox 1919), but in ew England less common 
than comuta {KASTOX 194 ). Distribution in the Holarctic Region ahnost 
the same as for E. cornuta. 
Araneus scolopetarius Cleck. Only in one sample: H um b er : Howley 
11.7.1949, 1 ~ <jl juv., culture-influenced biotope (C.L. ). 
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This species is widely distributed in Torth America and Europe, but 
appears to be more southern than the two preceeding species. Least common 
of the three in New England. Not taken in Finland. 
Araneus trifolium Hentz. This spider seems to prefer the vegetation in 
more or less marshy places (KASTON 1948 p. 258) . Also in culture-influenced 
biotopes. Seasonal distribution of the material: 




1- 10 11-20 2·1- 30 
5 
July August 
1- 10 U - 20 21-3 1 1- 10 11- 20 21 - 31 
The life cycle appears tobe the samein ewfonndland and New England 
(see KASTON' loc. cit.). 
Localities: Burg.: Recontre West, T r. S.: Come by Chance, S t. G~ P.: 
Spruce Brook, H um b er: Corner Brook, Bar b .: Lomond, Cow Head. 
A widely distributed and common nearctic species: Canada, New Eng-
land and southward to Alabama, M:ichigan, tbe Rocl.ry Mountains, the Pacific 
Coast area, and Alaska (CHAli'IBERLIN & Ivm 1947). 
Araneus displicatus Henz . Collected by sweeping bushes and tall grass. 
As t ypical biotopes for this species AReHER (1940 p. 12) mentions ravine 
woods and forest slopes, biotopes considered as >>transition from mesic t o 
xeric communities>> . At least 6 of the 10 samples from Newfoundland con-
taining this species are from biotopes of the above mentioned type. No males 
in the material. ' 
J 
June July August 
1- 10 11-20 2 1-30 1- 10 11-20 21-3 '1 1-10 11-20 21- 3 1 
feruales, ad. 1 2 3 1 1 
immatures 1 1 3 
Localities: A v a 1.: Signal Hilis (St. J ohns), S t. G. P.: South Branch, 
Spruce Brook, H um b er: Steady Brook, Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, 
Kilied Evil Mountain, Eddies Cove West, Wh. B.: Bartletts River, G r d . F .: 
Millertmvn, Bon. _N.: Gander. 
Canada, New England southward to Alabama and Georgia, Wyoming, 
Alaska. In the Old World in England, H olland, Germany, Sweden, Southern 
Russia and the Alps {WIEHLE 1931, AReHER 1940, CHAMBERLIN & IviE 
1944, 1947, DE ]ONG 1949, L EVI & L EVI 1951, :M.rLLIDGE & LüCKE'J' 1952). 
A rare species in Western and Iorthern Europe, but common in orth 
America . 
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Theridiosomatidae 
Tlzeridiosoma radiosum Emerton. Shaken from bushes and sifted from 
litter. As pointed out by KASTO:-< (1948) it prefers damp and shady biotopes. 
In Alabama this species is characteristic of flood-plain woods (ARCHER 1940). 
S t. G. P.: South Brauch 3.7.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P.), Spruce Brook 8-9.7.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.). 
One of the southern elements of the spider fauna of Newfoundland. Occurs 
on the mainland in New England and southward to Georgia (see also p. 36). 
T etragnat hidae 
Pachygnatha brevis Keyserling. In damp situations, among litter on river 
banks, in caricetum of moor ponds. 
l'!Iay June July August 
30-31 1-10 11-20 21-30 '1- 10 11-20 21-31 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
males, ad. 5 3 
females, ad. 6 1 5 2 1 
immatures - 3 8 5 
Localities: Burg.: Cinq Cerf River, S t. G. P.: South Brauch, St. Fin-
tans, T r. S. : Come by Chance, H um b er: Deer Lake, Wh. B .: Hampden, 
G r d. F.: Victoria Lake, Bar b.: Cow Head. 
Known from Southeastern Canada and ortheastern U.S.A. 
Tetragnatha laboriosa Hentz. Collected by sweeping tall grass m river 
valleys and other humid biotopes. 
Localities: Burg.: Grand Bruit 16. 6. 1949, 1 juv. (E.P.), Recontre West 
17-19. 6. 1949, 13 cM 6 ~~ (C.L. ). S t . G. P.: South Branch3.7 .1949, 1 juv. 
(E.P. ), Table l\1ountains 29.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), H um b er: Kittys Brook 
18.8.1949, 1 0' (E.P. ). Bar b.: Stanford River 11.8.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P.). 
Known from Nova Scotia, Ontario, the Rocky Mountains and nearly 
all states of U.S.A., east of them, Alaska, California, Mexico, Panama and 
Porto Rico (SEELEY 1928, CHA)fBERLIX & IVIE 1947). 
Tetragnatha extensa Linne. Collected by sweeping tall grass and bushes 
in humid biotopes, border of moor ponds etc. 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 21-31 
mal es, ad. 9 6 1 1 
females, ad. 11 6 2 1 
immatures 9 3 10 2 3 
Maturity is obviously attained in the end of June. 
Localities: B ur g.: Burgeo, Grandy Brook, Recontre West, Fort.: 
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Pushthrough, S t. G. P.: Table Mountains South Brauch, St. Fintans, A v a 1: 
\Vaterford Bridge, Hagans Pond, H um b er: Steady Brook, Corner Brook, 
Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, Cow Head, Port au Choix, Eddies Cove 
West, St. Barbe, G r d. F .: Badger Victoria Lake, Millertown, Fog o : Seldom. 
In SEELEYs monograph on Tetragnatha (1928) T. extensa has not been 
separated from T. versicolor Walck. and many of the records given concern 
the latter species. CHAMBERLIN' & IviE (1947) list both species from Alaska 
and mention T. extensa as common to Alaska, Eastern and Western Canada, 
the Rocky Mountains and New England. KASTOX (194 ) on the contrary 
does not list at all this species from New England. 5CHEXKEL (1950) states 
that he has not been able to separate males of extensa and versicolor but 
mentions some minor difference in the female chelicera. T. extensa is further 
known from Greenland, the whole of Europe, Madeira, the Azores, Korth 
Africa, Siberia, Irak, Armenia, Japan, China and ew Zealand. 
T etragnatha elongata Walckenaer. In vegetation near water. 
Localities: S t . G. P.: South Brauch 3.7.1949, 1 <; (E.P .), St. Fintans 
3-4.7.1949, 2 juvv. (E.P.), Stephenville Crossings 6.7.1949, 1 ~ 2 juvv. 
(E.P.), Spruce Brook 8-9.7.1949, 1 ~ 1 <; (E.P.) , H um b er: Steady Brook 
10.7.1949, 4 juvv. (E.P.), Deer Lake 18.8.1949, 1 <; (C.L. ). Bar b.: Stanford 
River 11.8.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.). G r d. F .: Lewisporte 26.6.19S1, 1 ~ (C.L.). 
Known from Ontario and from rnost parts of .S.A. (not in Alaska), 
Mexico to South Arnerica (SEELEY, 1928) . 
Tetragnatl~a vermiformis Emerton (?). One immature specimen taken. 
Bon. N.: Gambo 25.8.1949, in the herbaceos vegetation of an Abies-Picea-
Acer-Alnus thicket (E.P.). T. vermiformis is known from Ontario, Massachu-
setts, Connecticut, New York, Michigan, Wisconsin and ebraska (SEELEY 
1928, CHICKERING & BACORN 1933, KASTON 194 , LEVI 1951). 
Tetragnatha caudata Emerton. One immature specimen from S t. G. P.: 
St. Pintans 3.7.1949, taken in a Carex bog (E.P.). Known from South Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and from Eastern U.S.A.: ew England - Florida (SEELEY 
1928). 
Mimetidae 
Ero canionis Chamberlin & Ivie. One female taken in H um b er: Deer 
Lake 3.6.1951 (C.L.). Reported by KAsTo:-< (194 ) from Connecticut. 
Agelenidae 
Coras montamts Emerton. Most specimens found under stones and pieces 
of wood on grassy soil (culture-influenced biotopes) and on more barren 
ground on open shores, sorne specimens are found under loose bark of dead 
trees and a single juv. by beating bushes. 
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June July August 
1- 10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 21-31 
males, ad. 1 
females, ad. 2 5 2 3 2 
immatures 2 3 2 2 3 
Maturity is obviously attained in August, the adults hibernate and the 
females live to the middle of July. 
Localities: Burg.: Grand Bruit, Cinq Cerf River, Recontre West, Fort.: 
Pushthrough, Gaultois, A v a 1.: Brigus Junction, Holyrood, Spaniards Bay, 
Waterford Bridge, Cape Broyle, S t . G. P.: South Brauch, Piccadilly, H um-
b er : Corner Brook, Steady Brook, Kittys Brook, B a r b.: Woody Point, 
Lomond, Cove Head, Doctors Brook, Wh. B.: Paquet, G r d. F.: Red Indian 
Lake, Jorris Arms, Gauder Airport, Bon. . : Gambo, T r. N.: Shoal 
Harbour. 
Listed by CHICKERING (1933) from Newfoundland. Further known from 
Ontario , the Lake Superior region, Connecticut and ew York (CHICKERING 
op.c., KASTON 1948). 
Agelenopsis utahana Chamberlin & Ivie. This species is taken by sweeping 
herbaceaus vegetation in various biotopes and also found among debris and 
p ieces of wood in places strongly influenced by man. 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 21-31 
males, ad. 2 
females, ad. 3 2 4 
immatures 2 2 4 3 
Maturity is attained in the second half of July or later in the summer. 
Localities: S t . G. P.: South Branch, Stephenville Crossings, Burg.: 
Grand Bruit, T r. S.: Come by Chance, A v a 1.: Hogans Pond, Cape Broyle, 
H um b er: Corner Brook (in the town), Cooks Brook, Deer Lake, Bar b. : 
Lomond, Kittys Brook, Doctors Hili (above the timher line), St. Barbe, 
Wh. B.: BartleUs River, G r d. F.: Victoria Lake, Norris Arms, Lewisporte, 
Glenwood, Bon. N .: Gauder Airport, Gambo, T r. N .: Shoal Harbour. 
Known from New Hampshire, Maine, fassachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode 
Island, New York, N. Carolina, Manitoba, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana, 
Wyoming, Washington and Alaska (CHAMBERLIN 1941, 1947, LEVI & LEvr 
1951). 
Cryphoeca rnontana Emerton. This species was taken by sifting litter in 
forests and in shady brook valleys. The female adults at least are found 
throughout the summer. 
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Localities: S t . G. P .: Table Mountains, South Branch, Spruce Brook, 
Burg.: Grand Bruit, Grandy Brook, A v a 1.: Waterford Bridge, H um b er: 
Corner Brook, Cooks Brook, Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, Woody Point, 
Glenbournie, Cow Head, Eddies Cove West, Bon. .: Gambo. 
Known from Quebec, Northern New England, ew York and Connecticut 
(EMERTON 1909, CROSBY & ZüRSCH 1935, KASTON 1948). 
Hahniidae 
H ahnia cinerea Emerton. Only in two samples in the material: G r d . F.: 
Millertown junction 22.8.19491 (! 4 ~~ 2 juvv. sifted from leaf mould in birch 
forest: (E.P.). Bon. N.: Gambo 5 {!(!, 32 ~~. sifted from litter in forest, 
Abies, Picea, Ainus, Acer, Betula) (E.P.). 
Known from Quebec, Ontario, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, orth Carolina, Michigan, 
Oklahoma, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Florida (ssp. seminola Gertsch), and 
Alaska (GERTSCH 1934 b). 
Artistea brunnea Emerton. Among moist moss in shady thickets, on moors 
(in Sphagnum). 
Localities: Burg.: Grandy Brook 24.6.1949 4 ~~ (E.P.), H um b er: 
Gaff Topsail 19.8.1949 1 ~ (E.P.), Bon. N.: Gambo 25.8.1949, 2 {!(! 1 ~ 
(E.P.). 
Known from Maine, New Hampshire, ew York, Minnesota and Alaska 
(GERTSCH 1934 b). 
N eoantistea agilis Keyserling. Found und er stones and logs in various 
biotopes. 
S t. G. P.: Piccadilly 7.7.1949 1 cJ 1 ~ (E.P.), Burg.: Grand Bruit 11.6. 
1949 2 ~~ (E.P.), H um b er: Deer Lake 18.8.19491 ~ (C.L.), Bar b.: Woody 
Point 17.7.1949 3 ~ .;? 1 juv. (E.P.) , Eddies Cove West 28.7. 1949 1 (! 1 juv. 
(E.P.). - Some immature specimens from Cinq Cerf River and from the 
Serpentine Mountains might probably belang to this species. 
N. agilis is previously known from ewfoundland (GERTSCH 1934 b) and 
further from Lake Winnipegosis in Canada, Maine, Vermont, :rew H ampshire, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, ew York, New Jer ey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
Illinois, North Carolina, Kentucky, Ohio, Florida, Texas and ew Mexico. 
N eoantistea riparia ssp. radula Emerton. Obviously a common spider in 
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Kewfounclland and occurring like the preceeding species, m highly varied 
biotopes (forests, brook valleys, bogs, open marshes, turf ground, sandy 
~ hores). Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1- 10 11- 20 21-30 1- 10 11- 20 21-3 1 "1 - 10 11- 20 ~1-3 1 
m al es 1 3 3 1 2 
females 6 15 8 2 20 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains, South Brauch, B ur g.: Port 
atL....: Basques, Grand Bruit, Recontre West, T r. S.: Come by Chance, H um-
b er: Steady Brook, Corner Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, Woody Point, Cow 
Head, Eddies Cove West, Wh. B.: Pacquet, G r d. F.: Millertown Junction, 
\ ' ictoria Lake, Bon. .: Gander, Gambo. Some immature specimens from 
Cooks Brook, Kittys Brook, Daniels Harbour, Raleigh and Bartletts River 
might belang here. 
N . 1'. radula is known from Southern Labrador, Ontario, Lake Winni-
pegosis, James Bay (latitude 51 o .), Maine, ew Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, New York, ew Jersey, Virginia, orth Carolina, Tennessee, 
Illinois, Michigan. The nominate ssp. occurs in Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, 
\Vashington, Alberta and California (GERTSCH 1934 b). 
Pisauridae 
Dolomedes fu.lvatronotatus Bishop. The three specimens in the material 
" ·ere swept from the vegetation (Menyanthes-Drosera) of bogs. The species 
has been identified by Dr. GERTSCH. 
Localities: Bar b.: Lomond, East Brook 15.7.1949 1 ~ (E.P.). G r d. F.: 
:'11illertown 10.6.1951, 1 immature ~ (C.L. ), Lewisporte 26-27.6.1951, 1 
immat. ~ (C.L.). 
Known previously only from Illinois. 
Dolomedes scopularis C. Koch. This species is found in bogs and on moist 
river shores. 
Localities: Burg.: Rare Bay 21.6.1949 1 ~ (C.L.), H um b er: Corner 
Brook 16.8.1949 3 juvv. (E.P.), G r d. F.: orris Arms 24.8.1949 5 juvv. 
I pul!. (E.P.), Lewisporte 26.6.1951, 1 ~ with egg cocoon (C.L.), Bon. N.: 
Gambo 25-26.8.1949, 3 juvv. 1 pull. (E.P. ). 
Known from ew York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, ~Iichigan, and Minnesota, 
tah and Idaho. CHAMBERLIX & IVIE (1946) mention further that most 
of the localities given for D. triton and sexpunctatus north of 40o N. lat. pro-
bable refer to scopularis. 
Dolornedes vittatus Walck. In the vegetation of Ledum-Kalmia moors but 
a lso in other kinds of moors in caricetum. 
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T r. S.: Come by Chance 27.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), A v a 1. : Hogans Pond 
6.6.1949, 1 ~ 2 juv. (E.P.), H um b er: Corner Brook 16.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P .) . 
Distributed on the mainland from the northeastern st ates of U.S.A. south-
ward to Georgia (CHAMBERLIN & IviE 1944, KASTOX 1948). 
Lycosidae 
Pirata minutus Emert. A singlemale taken in S t. G. P.: South Branch 
3.7 .1949, on the margin of a rivulet (E.P.). This species is known from the 
southern states of New England, ew York and Nlichigan (CHICKERI).'G 1933). 
Pirata montanus Emert. B a r b.: Lomond: .Killed Evil Mountain 13.7.1949, 
1 ~ among litter in a maple grove (E.P.), and East Brook 14.7.1949, 2 ~~ 
under logs on a stony shore (E.P .). The species is known from the mountains 
of New England, New York, Pennsylvania and Utah (CHAMBERLIN 1908). 
Pirata bryantae Kurata. The single specimen in the material, a female, 
found under a log on the shore of East River near St. Barbe (Ba r b.) 26 . 
7. 1949 by Dr. Palmen has been identified by Dr. GERTSCH. The species is 
described from Canada. 
Pirata piraticus Cl. This species, one of the most common Lycosids in 
Newfoundland, occurs in various moist biotopes and not only in Sphagnum 
bogs like some other species of the genus. Seasonal distribution of the material: 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1- 10 11-20 21-31 ·J-10 11-20 21-3 1 
males, ad. 3 4 4 16 12 5 
females, ad. 6 15 10 35 28 25 20 12 15 
immatures 20 5 3 '17 8 '19 47 48 I i 
The females are found throughout the summer, but it seems as if the 
majority of them attain maturity in the end of June, like the males. ub-
adults occur mainly in the material from the early part of ] une but also 
in late August . 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains, South Branch, St. Fintans, 
Stephenville Crossings, Spruce Brook . Bur g.: Port aux Basques, Cinq Cerf 
River, Burgeo, Grandy Brook, Rare Bay, Pushthrough, T r. S.: Come by 
Chance, Goobies, A v a 1.: P lacentia, Whitbournie, Brigus Junction, Holyrood, 
Hogans Pond, Waterford Bridge, Cape Broyle, Biscay Bay. H um b e r : 
Cooks Brook, Corner Brook, Steady Brook, Deer Lake, Gaff Topsail, 
Bar b.: vVoody Point, Lomond, Cow H ead, Daniels Harbour, Port au Choix, 
E ddies Cove West, St. ] ohn I sland, Doctors Brook, St. Barbe, Flowers 
Cove, Wh. B. :Bartletts River, Englee. G r. B.: Springdale. G r d. F.: l\1illertown 
Junction, Norris Arms, Glenwood. T v i 11.: Twillingate. Fog o: Tilting. 
B on. N.: Gander , Gambo. B o n. S .: Terra Tova. T r. N. : Port Re:s:ton. 
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Canada and most parts of U.S.A., almost the whole of Europe, Algeria , 
Siberia and New Zealand. (BRISTO\VE 1939). 
Pirata insulm·is Emert. In moist moss along the margins of bog ponds 
and rivulets. Seasonal distribution: 
m ales, ad. 
fem ales, ad. 
immatures 
June 













Localities: S t . G. P.: South Branch, St. Fintans, Burg.: Grand Bruit, 
Cinq Cerf River, Fort.: Pushthrough, A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, H um b er : 
Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Woody Point, Eddies Cove West, Wh. B.: Bartletts 
River, G r d. F.: Norris Arms, Bon, .: Gander, Bon, S.: Terra Nova. 
New England, New Pennsylvania (CHA)1BERLIN 1908, KASTON 1948). 
Pirata piccolo Dahl, considered here as synonymaus ·with insularis, is known 
from Northern and Central Europe. 
A lopecosa aculeata Cl. The specimens from r ewfoundland were taken in 
various kinds of biotopes, in forests, Kalmia bogs, on river banks and in 
mountains at an altitude of 500-1500 ft. 
S t. G. P.: Table Mountain 29.6.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.), Bur g.: Port aux 
Basques 28.6-1.7.1949, 3 66 (E.P.). Bar b.: Killed Evil Mountain 13.7.1949, 
1 Cf (E.P.), Eddies Cove West 2.8.1949, 1 Cf 3 juvv. (E.P .). H um b er: Gaff 
Topsail 19-20.8.1949, 1 Cf (C.L.), G r d. F.: Millertown Junction 22.8.1949, 
1 Cf (E.P.), Glenwood 23-24.8.1949, 1 Cf (C.L.). Bon S.: Terra Nova 28. 
7.195'1, 1 Cf 1 juv.(C.L.). 
Canada, Maine, New York, Michigan, the Rocky Mountains, Alaska, most 
parts of Europe and Siberia. (CHAMBERLIN & Ivm 1947). 
Arctosa quinaria Emert. The mostabundant species of this genus in New-
foundland. It is found in various moist biotopes, in bogs, on river banks, wet 
meadows and in conifer forest. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
June July August 
1--10 11--20 21--30 1--10 11--20 31--21 1--10 11--20 21--31 
mal es 2 1 
femalesl 3 9 2 6 3 5 
Presumably the majority of the spiders attain maturity in July. Fernales 
with egg cocoons were taken in the second half of July. 
Locaüties: S t. G. P.: South Branch, B ur i n : Grand Bank, T r. S.: 
Come by Chance, H u m b e r : Corner Brook, Gaff Topsail, B a r b.: La-
mond, Cow Head, Stanford River, Port au Choi..x, Eddies Cove West, St. 
John Island, Flowers Cove, St. Barbe, \V h. B.: Raleigh, St. Anthony, 
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Englee, G r d. F .: Victoria Lake, Glenwood, Grand Falls, T w i 11.: Twillin-
gate, Fog o: Seldom, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
Canada, northern parts of :Kew England, the Roc1..·y ~Iountains, and 
Alaska (CHAMBERLIN & Ivrn 1947). 
Arctosa emertoni Gertsch. This species seems to prefer Sphagnum bogs 
but was also taken in other habitat , e.g. shady places in woodlands, and 
under stones on shores. Seasonal distribution of the material: 
June July August 
1- 10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21-31 1- 10 11 -20 2 1- :l1 
males (ad.) 3 
females (ad.) ·• 
subadults 2 2 2 ~ 
Localities: S t. G. P.: South Branch, Burg.: outh Branch, Recontre 
West, G r. B.: Springdale, G r d. F.: Gaff Topsail, :Millertown, Victoria 
Lake, Fog o: Tilting, Bon. N .: Ga mbo, L . S t . J.: Lake St. John. 
Eastern Canada and New England ( KAsTo~ 194 ). 
Arctosa virgo Chamberlin. A single male taken in a Sphagnum bog m 
Burg.: Grandy Brook 25.6.1949 (E .P. ). Reported from New England by 
KAsToN (1948). 
Arctosa alpigena Dol. A single immature specimen taken in Corner Brook 
16.8.1949 in a Sphagnum bog (E.P.) . This species is known from Canada, 
Alaska, the Rocky Mountains, Arizona, Eastern Greenland, Iceland, the 
British Isles, Fennoscandia, Denmark, Germany, Poland, the Alpine countries, 
the Murman coast, and Western Siberia (CHAMBERL.D< & IVIE 1947, BRAEXDE-
GAARD 1946, HOLM 1950). 
Trochosa terricola pratensis Emert. This is obviously one of the common-
est spiders in Newfoundland and distributed all over the country (see map. V). 
The European nominate form seerus to prefer drier soils, but ssp. pratensis 
also occurs abundantly lD humid habitats. easonal distribution of the 
material: 
June July Augu t 
1- 10 '11-20 21-30 1- 10 11-20 2 1-3 1 1-1 0 11-20 2 1-3 1 
adult males 3 1 1 3 2 6 
subadult males 2 3 9 8 8 5 
last moult of males .............................. 
females, old (eggs 
layed) 6 5 8 13 18 15 4 r. 
eggs not 
layed 10 '10 4 2 5 4 4 
subadult 6 2 9 12 3 :.> 
last moult ······································· 
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younger instars : 
> 6 mm. 







The period of mating probably begins in May and might and earlier than 
indicated in the table. The young ones, at least those hatched in July might 
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Map V. The distribution of Trochosa terricola pratensis in Newfoundland. 
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grow to a totallength of about 6 mm. before the winter. In the late summer 
of the following year these spiders attain maturity (in a morphological sense). 
Then they hibernate a second time and mating takes place after hibernation. 
This interpretion agrees weil with theNewfoundland material and the duration 
of the life cycle of Trochosa terricola pratensis is then, 2 years. In Fennoscandia 
T. terricola is also biennal. 
Trochosa terricola Thor. has a circumpolar distribution. The nominate sub-
species is known from most parts of Europe and from Asiatic Russia east-
ward to Kamchatka. In North America there are two subspecies: ssp. orophila 
Chamb. & Gertsch occuring in Alaska, Western Canada and in the Rocky 
Mountains, ssp. pratensis Emert. in Eastern Canada and the ortheastern 
States of U.S .A. The populations of this species from Newfoundland and 
Fennoscandia belang to the end links of the chain and show some differences 
in morphological as well as ecological characters. 
Pardosa moesta Banks. The few specimens in the material were taken on 
various habitats, usually on open ground. 
Localities: Burg.: Burgeo 20-26.6.1949, 3 <j><j> (E.P.), Fort.: Pass 
Island 25 .6.1949, 1 <j> (C.L .), Bar b.: Cow Head 8.8.1949, 2 <j><j> (E.P.), G r d. F.: 
Red Indian Lake 7.6.1951, 2 c!c! (C.L. ). 
Canada, New England, Wyoming and Alaska (CILUIBERLI>:' & IviE 1947, 
LEVI & LEVI 1951). 
Pardosa lapidicina Emert. The specimens are found under stones on 
peat ground, on clay banks and among rocks in ::nountains. 
Burg.: Cinq Cerf River 14-16.6.1949, 3 juv. (E.P. ). Bar b.: Killed 
Evil Mountain 13.7.1949, 1 <j> (E.P.). Serpentine Mountains 17.7.1949 1 <j> 
at an altitude of 2000 ft. (E.P.), Flowers Cove 23-27.7.1949, 3 juv. (E.P. & 
C.L.). G r d. F.: Badger 25.6.1951, 1 <j> (C.L.), Bon. .: Gander Airport 
2.6.1949, 2 juv. , 1.9.1949, 4 juv. (E.P.) . 
Canada, New England, ew York, Rhode Island, ew Jersey, Distr. 
Columbia, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Arkansas, \Vyoming and 
Texas (CHAMEERLIN 1908, LEVI & LEVI 1951). 
Pardosa furcifera Thor. Taken only in the northernmost parts of ew-
foundland. Habitat: stony seashores and peat ground. 
Localities: Bar b.: Daniels Harbour 22-23.-.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.), Flowers 
Cove 23- 27 .7.1949, 4 <j><j> , 3 juv. (E.P. ). \ h. B.: Cooks Harbour 15.7.1949, 
3 <j><j> (C.L.), Griquet 15.7.1949, 3 <j><j> (C.L. ), Quirpon 15.7.1949, 1 <j> (C.L. ). 
Labrador, Alaska, Greenland and leeland (BRAEXDEGAARD 1946, CHAM-
BERLIN & I VIE 1947). 
Pardosa concinna Thor. B a r b.: Cow- Head .. 1949, 1 <j> fro:n a Picea 
glauca swamp (E.P.). G r d. F.: :Jfillertow-n Junction 21. .1949, 1 <j> probably 
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belonging to this speeies (epigynum somewhat aberrant), taken on stony 
ground (E.P.). 
Canada, Northern New England, \Vyoming and Alaska (CHAMBERLN & 
Ivm 1947, LEvr & LEvr 1951) . 
Pardosa fuscula Thor. One of the more emnmon Pardosa speeies in New-
foundland. Taken in various habitats: on open stony ground, under stones 
and pieces of wood in plaees influenced by settlements, on moors and river 
banks. Seasonal distribution of mature speeimens in the material: 
June July August 
1-10 11 - 20 21-30 1- 10 11- 2() 21-3 1 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
mal es 16 
females .. 3 14 10 I'• 4 4 2 
Loealities: S t. G. P.: Table :Oiountains (at 1500 ft.), South Braneh, St. 
Fintans, St. Davids, Burg.: Port au."- Basques, Reeontre West, Big Bay 
(Reeontre), A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, Rum b er: Corner Brook, Rowley, 
Bar b.: Lomond, \Voody Point, Cow Read, Stanford River, Eddies Cove 
West, Daniels Rarbour, St. John Island, Flowers Cove, Wh. B.: Bowaters 
R are Bay, Fonrehe Rarbour, G r d. F.: ~Iillertown Junction. 
Canada, the Roeky Mountains and Alaska (CHAMBERLDl' & IviE 1947). 
Pardosa groenlandica Thor. A relati\·ely eommon spider on stony shores 










1- 10 11-20 21-31 1-10 11-20 21-31 
3 2 2 
Maturity is presumably attained already in 1Iay and the adult females 
are found throughout the summer. 
Loealities: S t. G. P.: Pieeadilly, Stephenville Crossings, St. Davids, 
St. Fintans, B ur g.: Grand Bruit, Burgeo, Cinq Cerf River, Fort.: Terrenee-
ville, A v a 1.: Trepassey, Cape Broyle, Biscay Bay, Rolyrood, H um b er: 
Deer Lake, Rowley, B a r b.: Eddies CoYe West, Port au Choix, St. ] ohn Island, 
Wh. B.: Cooks Rarbour, Raleigh, Bowaters Rare Bay, G r. B.: Springdale, 
G r d. F.: Norris Am1s, T w i 11.: T";llingate, Fog o: Fogo Island, Bon. N.: 
Gander, Gambo. 
Canada, l\liquelon (1951 C.L.), 1'\ew England ( Jorthern states), Wyoming, 
1\fontana, Arizona, Alaska, Greenland and leeland (BRAE~DEGAARD 1946, 
Ca.v.rnERLIK & Ivm 1947, LEvr & LEn 1951). 
P ardosa ntackenziana Keys. The specimens were taken in moist places 
in woodlands, from the margins of Sphagnum bogs and river banks. Seasonal 
distribution of the adult specimens: 
6 
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m al es 
fem ales 
June 
1- 10 11 -20 21-3U 
July 
1-1 0 11- 20 21-3 1 
2 
Maturity is probably attained in July. 
August 
1- 111 11-20 21-31 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Stephenville Crossings, H um b er: Steady Brook, 
Bar b.: Lomond, Cow Head, Daniels Harbour, Eddies Cove 'Vest, Doctors 
Brook, St. Barbe, G r d. F.: Millertown Junction. 
Canada, New England, New York, the Rocky ~Iountain , _-\rizona and 
Alaska (CHAMBERLIN 1908, CHAMBERLIX & IviE 1947). 
Pardosa xerampelina Keys. On stony ground on shores and in open bio-
topes influenced by Settlements, less frequently in forest. Seasonal distribu-
tion of mature specimens in the material: 
m al es 
females 
June 
1- 10 11- 20 21-30 
2 
10 
J uly .-\ugust 
1- 10 11- 20 21-3 1 1- 10 11 -20 21-31 
10 12 4 
Maturity is presumably attained as early as May. Adult females are found 
throughout the summer. 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains, South Branch, Piccadilly, Spruce 
Brook, Burg.: Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Cinq Cerf River, Hare Bay, Re-
contre West, T r. S.: Come by Chance, A v a 1.: Whitbournie, Waterford 
Bridge, Hogans Pond, Holyrood, Cape Broyle, H um b e r : Cooks Brook, 
St eady Brook, Deer Lake, Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, Cow Head, Eddies 
Cove West, Daniels Harbour, Stanford River, Wh. B.: Paquet, G r d. F.: 
Millertown J unction, Millertown, orris Arms, Lewisporte. 
Canada, New England, New York, Illinois, the Rocky ~fountains and 
Alaska (CHAMBERLIN 1908, CHAMBERLIX & IVIE 1947). )>Essentially a northern 
and mountain species)> (CHAMBERLH< op. c.). 
Pardosa saltuaria C. L. Koch. This species is taken on various kinds of peat-
land; only two of the samples containing saltuaria are from open peat bogs, 
the typical biotope of P. saltttaria hyperborea Thor. in Fennoscandia (PALM-
GREN 1939 p. · 52) . Seasonal distribution of adult specimens: 
June July August 
1- 10 11-~0 21-30 1- 10 11- 20 21-3 1 1- 10 Jl-20 21-31 
mal es 2 
females 1 2 1 2 1 2 
Localities: Burg.: Port aux Basques, Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Recontre 
West, Tr. S.: Come by Chance, A v a 1.: Hogans Pond, H um b er: Gaff 
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Topsail, Bar b.: Woody Point, Cow Head, Eddies Cove West, Flowers 
Cove, Wh. B.: Bartletts River, G r d . F .: }Iillertown Junction. 
P. saltuaria (incl. ssp. hyperborea) is known from Eastern Canada, Northern 
New England, Greenland, Fennoscandia, the Central European mountains 
a.nd the Pyrenees (BRAEXDEGAARD 1946). 
Gnaphosidae 
Gnaphosa muscorum L. Koch. This species is found under stones in more 




1--10 11--20 21--30 
1 
July August 
1--10 11--20 21--3 1 1--10 11--20 2 1--3 1 
2 
2 
Localities: B ur g.: Grand Bruit, Fort.: Pushthrough, Bur in: Grand 
Bank, B a r b.: Killed Evil Mountain, W h. B.: Raleigh, Bartletts River, 
G r d. F.: Millertown Junction. 
Known from Eastern Canada, New York and other eastern states of 
U.S.A. and westward to Colorado, New il1:exico, Utah and California (CH.>\M-
BERLI)< 1922). In the Old World: in Iorthern and Central Europe, in U.S.S.R. 
eastward to Jenissej (REIMOSER 1919, CHARITO)l'OV 1932). 
Gnaplwsa parvula Banks. Under stones and pieces of wood in very moist 
places, borders of moor ponds, etc. Seasonal distribution of adults: 
mal es 
females 
June July August 




Localities: Fort.: Terrenceville, H um b er: Kittys Brook, B a r b.: 
Port au Choix, Eddies Cove \Vest, G r d. F.: Victoria Lake, Glenwood, Bon. 
N.: Gambo, Bon. S.: Terra ova, L. S t. J .: Lake St. John. 
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, ew York, Virginia and 
Wyorning (CHAMBERLIN' 1922, KASTOX 1948, LEVI & LEVI 1951). 
Haplodrassus signifer C.L. Koch. S t. G. P.: South Brauch 2.7.1949, 
1 <f (C.L .). G r d. F.: Millertown Junction 21. .1949, 1 <f 1 juv. from a Kalrnia 
bog (E.P.). 
Distributed throughout the U.S.A. and Canada, further in Greenland 
and most parts of the Palearctic region. In spite of its occurrence in sub-
tropical areas also (Palestine and Irak) BRAEXDEGAARD (1946) considers the 
species as boreal. 
H aplodrasst's hiemalis Emert. Taken by sifting leaf mould in forests and 
swamps but also found under stones in culture-influenced open biotopes. 
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S t . G. P.: Spruce Brook 8.7.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P. ). Bar b .: Cow Head 10.8_ 
1949, 1 ~ (E.P.), Stanford River 9-11 .8.1949, 2 ~~ (E.P. ), G r d. F.: Miller-
town Junction 22.8.1949, 1 juv. (C.L.). B on. .: Gauder 2.6.1949, 1 <! 1 juv. 
(E.P.), Gambo 25.8.1949, 1 juv. (E.P. ). 
Mentioned from Newfoundland by CHAMEERLDi (1922) . Known further 
from New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Vermont, ew York, ew Jersey and 
Colorado (CHAMBERLIN' 1922, 1936. K.ASTON 1948). 
Orodrassus vastus Chamb. & Ivie. In conifer forest under loose bark of 
fallen trunks. Bar b s.: Eddies Cove West 30.7- 2.8.1949, 1 ~ 2 ~~ (E.P. ), 
Doctors Brook 31.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Recorded by CHAID!ERLIX (1922) only 
from Washington. 
Drassodes neglectus Keys. Found under stones in various biotopes (Kalmia 
moor, conifer forest, sandy shore, culture-influenced open ground). 
Burg.: Port au..x Basques 30.6.1949, 1 juv. (E.P. ), Grand Bruit 19.6.1949, 
1 ~ (E.P.) . H um b er: Corner Brook 10.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P. ). Bar b.: Cow 
Head 7.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). G r. B. : Springdale 20-21.6.1951, 1 g (C.L.). 
T w i 11.: Tvillingate 4--8.7.1951, 2 ~~ (C.L.). Fo g o: Fogo 29.6.1951, 1 ~ 
(C.L.). G r d. F .: Norris Arms 24.8.1949, 1 juv. T r. .: Port Rexton 30.7. 
1951, 1 juv. (C.L.). 
Known from Canada, New England, New York, North Central States. 
and westward to Utah and Colorado (CHAMEERLIN 1922). 
Zelotes subterraneus C.L. Koch. More common than any other Gnaphosid 
in Newfoundland. Under stones and pieces of wood in various habitats. Pre-
sent in several samples from culture-influenced biotopes. Seasonal distribu-




1--10 11--20 21--30 
12 
July August 
1--10 11--20 21--3 1 1--10 11--20 21--3 1 
2 
2 3 
Localities: S t. G. P. : South Brauch, Table Mountains, St. Davids, St. 
Fintans, Burg.: Port am;: Basques, Grand Bruit, Grandy Brook (Burgeo) , 
Recontre West, A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, Holyrood, H um b er: Corner Brook, 
K.ittys Brook, Gaff Topsail, Bar b .: Lomond, Woody Point, Serpentine 
Mountains, Cow Head, Eddies Cove West, Port an Choix, St. J ohn Island, 
Port Saunders, Wh. B.: Raleigh, G r. B.: ippers Harbour, T w i 11.: Twil-
lingate, G r d. F.: Millertown, l\fi.llertown Junction, Red Indian Lake, Norris. 
Arms. 
Canada and most parts of U.S.A., more in the north (CHAMBERLIX & 
Ivm 1947, KA.sTON 1948). Most parts of Europe (not in the British Isles! ). 
Siberia and Turkestan (REIMOSER 1919). 
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Clubionidae 
Clubiona riparia L. Koch. Beaten from the vegetation or sifted from dead 
leaves in maple groves and other shady places. Also in mountains (1500- 2000 
ft.) in Poterium canadense - Osmunda regalis vegetation. One specimen 





1--10 11--20 21--30 
5 2 
July August 
1-- 10 11 --20 21--31 1--10 11--20 2 1--3 1 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Table ~Iountains, Burg.: Port au..x Basques, 
Grand Bruit, Cinq Cerf River, Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Recontre West, 
A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, H um b e r: Corner Brook, Deer Lake, Bar b.: La-
mond, Serpentine Mountains, Cow H ead, Stanford River, G r d . F .: Badger, 
B o n . N.: Gambo. 
Known from Canada, New England, ew York, the Rocky Mountains 
and Alaska (CHAMBERLIN & IviE 1947). 
Clubiona bryantae Gertsch. In the herbaceaus vegetation of bogs, at the 
border of snow layers at 1500 ft. (Table ::\Iountains) and in Picea mariana 
swamps . 
S t . G. P. : Table Mountains 29.6 .1949, 1 6 (E.P.) . Bur g.: Port au..x 
Basques 1.7.1949, 1 6 1 ~ (E.P.) . H um b er: Gaff Topsail 20.8.1949, 1 ~ 
(E.P.). Bar b .: Eddies Cove West 29.7-2.8.1949, 1 6 1 ~ (E.P. ), St. Barbe 
26.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Wh. B.: Raleigh 17-18.7.1949, 1 6 (C.L. ). T w i 11.: 
Twillingate 3.7.1951 , 1 ~ (C.L.). Fo g o: Seidom 3.7.1951, 1 Cf (C.L.). G r d. F.: 
Badger 22-25.6 .1951, 1 6 (C.L.). 
Reported by KASTOK (194 ) from ew England and Michigan. 
Clubiona obesa Hentz. t. G. P.: Spruce Brook 8.7.1949, 1 Cf taken in a 
brook valley (E.P.). H um b er: Deer Lake 30.5.1951, 1 Cf in a flooded bog 
(C.L.). Listed by CRosnv & BISHOP (1928 a) from ew York and by KASTON 
(1948) from New England. 
Clubiona mixta Emert. A single female taken on Twillingate Island 
(T w i 11.) 8.7 .1951 (C.L.). Known from ew England (KAsTON op.c.). 
Clubiona canadensis Emert. Under loose hark of conifers (Picea glauca 
and P. mariana), in forest litter, under stones and pieces of wood an open, 
culture-influenced ground, in the herbaceaus vegetation of bogs, etc. Adult 
specimens found throughout the summer: 
J une 
1--10 11--20 21--30 
mal es 1 2 1 
females 3 5 
July 
1--10 11--20 21--31 
1 1 3 
4 6 9 
August 
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Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains, South Branch, Stephenville 
Crossing, Spruce Brook, Bur g.: Grand Bruit, Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Big 
Bay (Recontre West), A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, Waterford Bridge, H um b er: 
Deer Lake, Gaff Topsail, Bar b.: Killed Evil Mountain, Cow Head, Eddies 
Cove West, Doctors Brook, Doctors Hili, Daniels Harbour, Port au Choix, 
Wh. B.: Bartletts River, Raleigh, St. Anthony, Fourche Harbour, G r d. F.: 
Badger, Millertown Junction, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
Known from Canada, New England, ew York, the Rocky Mountains, 
Alaska and the northern part of the Pacific coast area of U.S.A. (CHAMBERLI::-< 
& Ivm 1947). 
Clubiona norvegica Strand. In the vegetation and under pieces wood on 
sandy ground (sea shores, river banks) but also in saltmarsh and bog. Seasonal 




'1- '10 11-20 2'1-30 
3 5 
July 
'l-10 11-20 21-31 
12 
August 





Localities: S t . G. P.: South Branch, Burg.: Port au..-...: Basques, Grand 
Bruit, Burgeo, H um b er : Deer Lake, Wh. B. : Cooks Harbour, Raleigh, 
Griquet, Fourche Harbour. 
I have seen no nearctic records of this orth European species in the 
literature, but Dr. GERTSCH has informed me in a letter that no·rvegica is 
already known from North America. 
Clubiona kulczynskii De Less. Under loose bark and in forest litter, but 
also in herbaceaus vegetation in shady places. 
S t. G. P.: Spruce Brook 9.7 .1949, 1 <j> (E.P.). Burg.: Recontre West 
15-20.6.1949, 1 <j> (C.L.), Bar b.: Eddies Cove West 30.7.1949, 1 <j> (E.P.). 
Wh. B.: Bowaters Rare Bay 14.7.1949, 1 <j> (C.L.). 
Wyoming (C. intermontana of GERTSCH 1933, LEVI & LEVI '1951), orthern 
Fennoscandia, the Alpsand the Carpathians (MILLER '1951) . 
Clubiona abbotii L. Koch. Mainly found by sifting leaves in shady places. 










1-10 11-20 21-3 1 1-10 11-20 21-3 1 
1 2 
Obviously this spider reaches maturity in August and hibernates as the 
adult. 
Localities: Burg.: Cinq Cerf River, Grandy Brook (Burgeo), Recontre 
West, A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, Waterford Bridge, H um b er: Corner Brook, 
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Kittys Brook, Bar b. : Cow H ead, G r d. F.: Millertown Junction, 
Bon. N.: Gander, Gambo. 
Taken in Miquelon (1951 C.L. ). Further known from New England, 
New York and Montana (CROSBY & BrsHOP 1928 a, GERTSCH & ]ELLISOX 
1939, KASTON 1948) . 
Clubiona furcata Emert. The species has been identified by Dr. GERTSCH. 
Taken in damp situations. 
H um b er: Gaff Topsail 19.8.1949, 1 (J from a Kalmia bog, 20.8.1949, 
1 (J from a Picea mariana swamp (E.P.). B a r b.: Cow H ead 12.8.1949, 1 ~ 
sifted from moss of a bog (E.P.). 
Described from Canada: Saskat oon . 
A groeca ornata Banks. Among forest litter (in several samples from maple 
groves) . Also in bogs. Only females and immature specimens in the material: 
females, ad . 
immatures 
June 
1--10 11 --20 21--30 
2 
July 
1-- 10 11 --20 21--31 
August 
1-- 10 11 --20 21--3 1 
1 
:l 
Localities: B ur g.: Grand Bruit, H um b er : Cooks Brook, Corner 
Brook, Kittys Brook, Gaff Topsail, Bar b. : Lomond, Cow Head, Wh. B.: 
BartJetts River, G r d. F. : Victoria Lake, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
Known from Quebec, Ontario , Alberta, rew Hampshire, Vermont, Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Utah and California (KASTON' 1938) . 
Micaria pulicaria Sund. Under stones, loose bark and among litter in 
woods but also in culture-influenced biotopes. Seasonal distribution: 
June July August 
1--10 '11 --20 21--30 1--10 •11--20 21--31 1--10 11--2 () 21--31 
males, ad . 1 2 
females, ad. 4 2 3 2 1 2 
immatures 2 2 
Localities: Fort. : Pass Island, Bur in : Grand Bank, T r. S.: Some by 
Chance, A v a 1.: Cape Broyle, Spaniards Bay , H um b er: Deer Lake, Bar b. : 
Woody Point, Eddies Cove West, Doctors Hili, Port Saunders, Port au Choix , 
T w i 11.: Twillingate, F o g o : Fogo. 
Taken in St. Pierre and Miquelon (1951 C.L. ). Known from ew England 
and Michigan (M. montana of KASTOX 1948) and in the Old World from 
most parts of Europe and from Siberia eastward to Kamchatka (BRISTOWE 
1939) . 
Micaria longispina Emert. A single female sifted from litter in a maple 
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grove at the foot of Killed Evil Mountain (B a r b .) 13.7.1949 (E.P. ). This 
species is known from Massachusetts, Wisconsin and Florida (KASTOK 1948, 
LEVI 1951). 
X ysticidae 
Misumena vatia Cl. Collected by sweeping grass and weeds in vanous 
biotopes. Seasonal distribution: 
m ales, ad. 
females, ad . 
immatures 
June 



















Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains, St. Fintans, Spruce Brook, 
Burg.: Port am: Basques, A v a 1.: Holyrood, H um b er: Steady Brook, 
Corner Brook, Kittys Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, Glenbournie, Stanford River, 
Cow Head, G r d. F. : Millertown, Badger, Bon. .: Gander, T r. N. : Shoal 
Harbour. 
Known from Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta, British Columbia, Alaska, nearly all states of U.S.A. and further 
from most countries in the Palearctic region (GERTSCH 1939, CH...o.MBERLI)( & 
IVIE 1947, BRISTOWE 1939). 
Coriarachne ve;sicolor Keys. Under loose bark of dead trees. H um b er: 
Steady Brook 10.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bar b.: Doctors Brook 31.7.1949, 1 ~ 
(E.P.). 
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Manitoba and the United States east of the Rocky 
Mountains (GERTSCH 1939, CHMIBERLIN' & IVIE 1947). 
Oxyptila americana l3anks. Sifted from moist leaf mould in deciduous 
woods, also found under stones. 
A v a 1.: South Side Hills (at St. Johns')4.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). G r d. F.: 
Badger 22.6.19511 juv. (C.L .), Glenwood 23-24.8.1949, 1 ~ (C.L.), Bon. 
Gambo 25.8.1949, sifting sample containing 15 ~~ 23 ~~ (E.P.). - Two 
immature specimens from Corner Brook (H u m b e r) and Millertown J unc-
tion (G r d. F .) might belong to this species. 
Labrador (Lance atL'{ Loupes 1951 C.L.), Ontario, Manitoba, New Hamp-
shire, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, ew York, Ohio, Michigan, Minne-
sota and Nebraska (GERTSCH 1939). 
Oxyptila bryantae Gertsch (?). One just-moulted female, probable this 
species, taken in Bar b .: Port au Choix 5 .. 1949, from the margin of a bog 
pond (E.P.) . 0 . bryantae is known from Quebec, Manitoba, Connecticut, 
New York, Maryland and Minneseta {GERTSCH 1939) . 
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Xysticus triguttatus Keys. Burg.: Recontre West 15-20.6.1949, 1 <? 
\C.L.). Fog o: Seldom 3.7.1951, 1 ($ (C.L.) . This species is known from Ca-
nada and the United States east of the Rod .. )' Mountains (GERTSCH 1939) . 
X ysticus diseursans Keys. The specimens were taken by sweeping bushes 
and herbaceous vegetation in various biotopes. 
S t. G. P.: South Branch 2.7.1949, 1 <? (C.L.), Burg.; Port aux Basques 
30.6.194.9, 1 (! from the dunes near Grand Bay (E.P.), Bar b.: Port au Choix, 
4.8.194.9, 1 juv. (E.P.). Fog o: Tilting 29.6-1.7.1951, 1 <? (C.L.). 
ova Scotia, British Columbia, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, Alabama, Missisippi, Colorado, 
Utah, Idaho, Washington, Arizona, evada and Mexico (GERTSCH 1939). 
Xysticus elegans Keys. In peat bogs and on river banks. H um b er: 
Corner Brook 16.8.194.9, 1 just-moulted <? (E.P.). Bar b.: St. Barbe 26.7. 
1949, 1 subadult (! and 2 other immature specimens (E.P .). Bon. .: Gambo 
28.8.194.9, 1 (! (E.P.).- Some immature specimens from Kittys Brook (H um-
b e r), St. J ohn Island (B a r b.) and Garn bo (B o n. . ) probably belong to 
this species. 
Known from Canada and the United States east of the Rocky Mountains 
{GERTSCH 1939). 
Xysticus emertoni Keys. Among the herbaceous vegetation on grassy soil. 
Fort.: St. Albans 26.6.1949, 1 <? (C.L.). G r d. F.: Red Indian Lake, Harbour 
Round 7.6.1951, 1 <? (C.L.), Millertown 14.6.1951, 1 ($ (C.L.), Badger 22-25. 
6.1951, 1 cJ (C.L.). 
Known from Quebec, Ontario, ~anitoba, ew Hampshire, Massachu-
setts, New York, Distr. Columbia, Minnesota, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, 
Colorado, Georgia, Texas and New Mexico (GERTSCH 1939, LEVI & LEvr 1951). 
Xysticus canadensis Gertsch. Sifted from litter on a river shore and in a 
Picea mariana swamp at 14.00 ft. H um b er: Gaff Topsail 20.8.1949, 1 <? 
and 1 immature specimen (E.P.). \V h. B.: Bartletts River 20.7.1949, 1 
immature specimen (C.L. ). 
Known from Labrador (Battle Harbour), Alberta and the White Mountains 
m ew Hampshire (GERTSCH 1939). 
Philodromidae 
Philodromus pemix Bl. Collected on sandy sea shores. Bar b.: Lomond 
Bonne Bay 15.7.1949, 1 immature specimen (E.P.) . Eddies Cove West 28.7. 
1949, 2 <?<? (E.P.), St. John Island 3 .. 1949, 1 <? (E.P.). Bon. S.: Terra Nova 
26-28.7.1951, 1 immature specimen (C.L.). 
Known from Eastern Canada, Tew England and Alaska (CHAMBERLIN' 
& IVIE 1947). 
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Philodromus rufus Walck. Shaken from bushes in maple groves and other 
deciduous woods. 
S t . G. P.: South Branch 3.7.1949, 1 ~ 2 juv. (E.P.), Spruce Brook 19.7_ 
1949, 7 ~~ (E.P.). H um b er: Steady Brook 10.7.19!19, 5 ~~ (E.P. ), Bar b. : 
Glenbournie 19.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P .), Woody Point 16. 7.1949, 1 ~ (E. P. ). G r. B.: 
Halls Bay 22 .6.1951, 1 ~ (C.L.). L. S t. J.: Lake St. John 27.7. 1951, 1 juv_ 
(C.L.). 
Southern Canada , most parts of the United States, Alaska, Southern and 
Central Europe, England, South Sweden, European and Asiatic Russia. 
Tunis and Algeria (BRISTOWE 1939, CHAMBERLI~ & lviE 1947). 
Thanaüts formicinus Oliv. (?). Only immature specimens found on the 
ground in various biotopes. 
H um b e r: Corner Brook 16.7.1949, 1 subad. ~ (E.P.), Kittys Brook 
19.8.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.). Wh. B.: Cooks Harbour 16.7.1949, 1 juv. (C.L.)-
G r d. F .: Millertown Junction 22.8.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.) . Bon. S.: Terra 
Nova 28-29.7.1951, 2 juv. (C.L.). 
T ibellus maritimus Menge. The specimens were collected in various bio-
topes (marshes, meadows, open stony ground) by sweeping herbaceous vege-
tation. There are no adult males in the material. The seasonal distribution 
of adult females and immature specimens: 
June July August 
1-10 11-20 21-30 1-10 11- 20 21-3 1 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
females, ad . 1 2 2 1 
immatures 2 3 3 G 
Localities: S t. G. P.: St. Fintans, Spruce Brook, H um b er: Deer Lake. 
Kittys Brook, Gaff Topsail, Bar b.: Eddies Cove West , Wh. B.: Raleigh, 
Bartletts River, G r. B.: Springdale, G r d . F.: Badger, Millertown Junction. 
Fog o: Seldom, Bon. N.: Gambo. 
In Canada, the Rocky Mountains, Alaska and the states of U.S.A. east 
of the Rocky Mountains, most parts of Europe and in Asiatic Russia (CHAM-
BERLIN & lVIE 1947, HOLM 1950). 
Salticidae 
Salticus scenicus L . A single male found under a stone on Signal Hills 
at St. John's (A v a 1. ) 28.8.1949, (E.P.). Common over much of orth America 
and Europe; North Africa (PECKHAM & P EC.KHA:II 1909, BRISTOWE 1939). 
Neon nellii Peckham. This species was taken by sifting litterat the margin 
of a Kalmia bog at Hogans Pond (A v a 1. ) 6.6.1949, 1 ct 6 ~~ 2 juv. KnO\vn 
from Quebec, Ontario, the Canadian Rocky Mountains, :rew England, New 
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York and Washington State (PECKHAM & PECKHAM 1909, CROSBY & ZORSCH 
1935). 
Sitticus palustris Peckharn. Taken by sweeping herbaceaus vegetation 
around bog ponds and sifted from litter in other rnoist biotopes (river banks, 
sea shores, etc.). 
S t. G. P.: Stephenville Crossing 6.7.194.9 1 ~ (E.P.). Burg.: Cinq Cerf 
River 16.7 .1%9, 1 ~ (E.P.) , Fort.: Terrenceville 13-14.6.1951, 1 cJ (C.L.). 
H um b er: Corner Brook 16.8.194.9, 1 cJ (E.P.), Deer Lake 25.7.1951, 1 cJ 
(C.L.). Bar b.: Eddies Cove West 30.7.194.9, 1 ~ 1 juv. (E.P.), St. John 
Island 3.8.194.9, 1 cJ 1 juv. G r d . F.: Badger 22- 25.6.1951, 1 juv. (C.L .). 
Known from Anticosti Island, Lake Winnipegosis, Alberta, Maine, Mas-
sachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Michigan and Wisconsin (PECKHAM & 
PECKHAM 1909). 
Sitt-icus striatus Ernert. Collected by sweeping vegetation at the 
edges of bogs. 
H u rn b er: Kittys Brook 18.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P .). Bar b.: Port au Choix 
5.8.1949, 1 cJ 1 ~ (E.P.). Wh. B.: Bartletts River 19-20.7.1949, 1 juv. (C.L.). 
Known frorn Maine, Massachusetts, ew York and Wisconsin (CROSBY 
& BISHOP 1928a, LEVI 1951). 
Evarcha hoyi Peckham. Arnong the herbaceaus vegetation in various 
biotopes. 
Burg.: Recontre West 17- 19.6.1949, 1 ~ (C.L.). A v a 1.: Cape Broyle 
7.6.194.9, 1 ~ (E.P.). H um b er: Corner Brook 16.8.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). G r. B.: 
Springdale 20.-21.6.1951, 1 ~ (C.L.). 
Ottawa, New England, ew York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, 
S. Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, Arizona and California (PECKHAM 
& PECKHAM 1909, CHICKERIXG 1933, GERTSCH & }ELLISON 1939, LEVI & 
LEVI 1951). 
M etaphidippus montanus Ernert. Collected by sweeping bushes and sifting 
dead leaves in various biotopes. Seasonal distribution of the adult specirnens: 
June July August 
1-10 11 - 20 21-30 1-10 11- 20 21-31 1-20 11-20 21-31 
mal es 2 3 2 
females 2 2 1 
S t. G. P.: Table Mountains, South Brauch, Spruce Brook, Burg.: 
Recontre 'Nest, H u rn b er: Steady Brook, Bar b.: Lornond, Cow Head, 
G r d. F.: Millertown Junction. 
Bastern Canada, New Hampshire, Michigan, orth Carolina (in rnountains) 
and Montana (PECKHAM & PECKHAM 1909, CHICKERING 1933, GERTSCH & 
}ELLISON 1939). 
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Metaphidippus flavipedes Peckham. Collected by sweeping or beating in 
river valleys or other places with rich vegetation. 
S t. G. P.: South Branch 2-3.7 .1949, 2 n (E.P.), Spruce Brook 8- 9.7. 
1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). H um b er: Kittys Brook 18.7.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bar b. : 
Lomond 15.7.1949, 1 juv. (E.P.). 
Known from Labrador, Maine, New York and Michigan (PECKHAM & 
PECKHAM 1909, CROSBY & BISHOP 1928 a). 
Phidippus purpuratus Keys. On sun-exposed rocks and under stones on 
the coastal tundra. Some specimens are taken on dry culture-influenced open 








1--10 11--20 21--3 1 1--'1 0 11--20 21--31 
1 
Localities: Burg.: Grand Bruit, Recontre West, G r. B.: Springdale, 
T w i 11.: Twillingate, Fog o : Tilting, G r d. F.: orris Arms. 
Bastern three-fourths of U.S.A. from Utah and Nebraska (CHICKERING 
1933). 
Phidippus princeps Peckham. A single male taken 14.6.1949 (E.P.) on 
the coastal tundra between Grand Bruit and Cinq Cerf River (B u r g.). 
Known from Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia 
and South Carolina (PECKHAM & PECKHAM 1909, KAsTON 1945, 1948). 
Phidippus whitmanii Peckham. One female found in Recontre West 
(B ur g.) near the village 15.6.1959 (C.L.), tagether with P. P~trpuratus. 
Known from New Hampshire, Connecticut, ew York and Wisconsin {PECK-
HAM & PECKHAM 1909, KASTON 1945, 1949). 
Dictynidae 
Argenna obesa Emert. Two females found among litter on the shore at 
Grand Bank (Bur in) 3.8.1951 (C.L.). Reported from ew England {KASTON 
1948). 
Dictyna annulipes Bl. Swept from the herbaceaus vegetation. B ur g.: 
Grandy Brook (Burgeo) 2.6.1949, 1 ~ (E.P.). Bon .: Gander 2.6.1949, 
1 juv. (E.P .). The species is known from Canada, New England, the Rocky 
Mountains and Alaska (D. muraria of CHAMBERLIN & IviE 1947, LEVI & 
LEVI 1951). 
Dictyna bostoniensis Emert. One male and one female swept from the 
vegetation on the shore of ]oe Glodes Pond at Millertown Junction (G r d. F.) 
21.8.1949 (E.P.). Known from ew England and Georgia (CHAMBERLIN & 
lviE 1944, KASTON 1948). 
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Dictyna brevitarsa Emert. A single male (identified by Dr. GERTSCH) 
a nd taken in Millertown Junction (G r d. F .) 21.8.1949; in the same sample 
as the preceeding species (E .P .). Known from Eastern Canada, New England, 
Xew Jersey, Michigan, I daho and Alaska (GERTSCH & Ivm 1936, CHAM-
DERLl" & lVIE 194.7). 
Dictyna ph·yla:r Gertsch & Ivie (?). Taken in bogs. H um b er: Kittys 
Brook 18.8.1949, 1 subad. rJ and 1 subad . ~ (E.P.), Gaff Topsail 19.8.1949, 
J subad. rJ from a Kalmia bog (E.P. ). D. phylax is known from Alberta, 
Wyoming and Minnesota (GERTSCH & l viE 1936, LEvr & LEvr 1951). 
A maurobiidae 
Callobius bennetti Bl. This is obviously a common species in Newfound-
land and probably distributed all over the country. Pound under stones 
and pieces of wood, under bark of fallen trunks, and also by sifting dead 
leaves. Seasonal distribution: 
June July A ugust 
1- 10 11-20 21-30 1- 10 11-20 21-31 1- 10 11-20 21-31 
males, ad . 1 
females, ad. 2 5 3 4 3 9 7 2 
immatures 1 9 25 18 12 16 16 2 21 
Localities: S t. G. P. : Table Mountains (at 1500 ft .), South Brauch, 
Spruce Brook, Burg.: Port aux Basques, Grand Bruit, Cinq Cerf River, 
Burgeo, Ramea I sland, Recontre West, Fo rt.: Pass Island, Pushthrough, 
A v a 1. : Holyrood, H um b er : Steady Brook, Kittys Brook, Gaff Topsail 
(at 1400 ft.), B a r b.: Lomond, Cow Head, Stanford River, Daniels Harbour, 
Port au Choix, Eddies Cove West, Doctors Brook, Wh. B.: Bartletts River, 
Fourche Harbour, Great Harbour Deep, G r d. F. orris Arms, B o n. N.: 
Gauder Airport, Gambo. 
Known previously from ewfoundland and further from Anticosti Island, 
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Manitoba, Maine, ew Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Tennessee, Indiana, Wisconsin 
and Iowa (CHAMBERLIN 194.7). 
Walmus borealis Emert. Collected by sifting dead leaves in shady places. 
easonal distribution: 
June Jul y August 
1- 10 11-20 21-30 1- 10 11-20 21-31 1- 10 11- 20 21-31 
males, ad. 
females, ad. t, 1 22 
immatures 2 '12 32 5 10 5 41 
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Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains (at 1500 ft .), South Branch, 
Spruce Brook, Burg.: Grand Bruit, Grandy Brook (Burgeo) , H um b er: 
Cooks Brook, Bar b.: Lomond, Cow Head, Stanford River, G r d. F. Miller-
town Junction, Bon. N.: Gander Airport, Gambo . 
Known previously from Newfoundland and further from Quebec, Ontario, 
Manitoba, Maine, Massachusetts, Jew Hampshire, Vermont, New York 
(CHAMBERLIN 1947, KASTON 1948). 
Callioplus euoplus Bisbop & Crosby. Found under stones and logs and 
among litter on moist ground. 
June July August 
1- 10 11- 20 21-30 1-10 11-20 21-3 1 1- 10 11- 20 21-31 
m ales, ad. 
females, ad. 1 9 4. 2 3 5 
imm atures 5 9 25 23 3 16 
Localities: S t. G. P.: Table Mountains (at 1500 ft.), South Branch. 
Burg.: Grand Bruit, Cinq Cerf River, Grandy Brook (Burgeo), H um b er: 
Kittys Brook, Gaff Topsail (1400 ft.), Bar b.: Lomond, Glenbournie, St. 
Barbe, Wh. B.: Bartletts River, G r d. F. : Millertown Junction, Bon. N.: 
Gander Airport, Gambo. 
Known from Quebec and Maine (BISHOP & CROSBY 1935, CHAMBERLIX 
1947). 
Callioplus t1:bialis Emert. Under stones and logs, but also in forest litter. 
There are no adult males in the material. 
June Jul y 








1-1 0 11-20 2'1-31 
1 
2 29 
Localities: S t . G. P.: South Branch, Spruce Brook, Bur g.: Port aux 
Basques, H um b er: Cooks Brook, Corner Brook, Gaff Topsail, B a r b.: 
Lomond, Glenbournie, Cow Head, Stanford River, Doctors Hili (at about 
800ft.), Doctors Brook, Wh. B .: Bartletts River. 
Known from Quebec and from the mountains of ew Hampshire, Massa-
chusetts, Vermont and New York (CROSBY & ZoRSCH 1935, CHAMBERLIX 
194 7, KASTON 1948). 
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Summary. 
In the present paper 220 species of spiders are recorded from Ne\dound-
land . Following species are described as new: 
Bathyphantes rufulus n.sp. c3" 'i? 
Tapinocyba lindrothi n.sp. ~ 
Tapinocyba exigua n.sp. 'i? 
Collinsia palmeni n.sp. ~ 
Hilaira algida n.sp. ~ 
Hilaira dubia n.sp . ~ 
Hilaira aquilonia n.sp. ~ 
Porrhomma gertschi n.sp. c3" ~ 
>Erigone>> mentasta Chamb. & Ivie has been placed in the genus Hilaira 
and a male, probably belanging to this species, is described. 
Following new synonymies are stated (synonyme in parentheses): 
Estrandia grandaeva Keys. (Linyphia tridens Schenkel). 
Dismodicus bifrons Bl. (D. decemoculatus Emert., D . variegatus Jacks., 
D. modicus Chamb. & Ivie). 
Argyneta cauta Cambr. (A. olivacea Emert.) . 
Pirata insularis Emert. (P. piccolo Dahl). 
Micaria pulicaria Sund. (M. montana Emert. ). 
The generic names Bathyphantoides, Catabrithorax, Choconta and Mytho-
plastoides are dropped as synonymes in favour for Bathyphantes, Collinsia , 
Diplocephalus and Entelecara. 
Jew for the Nearctic Region are Bathyphantes gracilis Bl., Centromerus 
bicolor Bl. , Trachynella nudipalpis Westr. and Comicularia unicornis Cambr. 
In addition to them there are two less certain cases: Lepthyphantes nigriventris 
L. Koch and Argyneta decora Cambr. 
58 of the spider species from Newfoundland occur also in Europe. 11 of 
these are supposed to have been introduced into Newfoundland by man . 
Some other zoogeographical aspects of the spider fauna are discussed. Data 
concerning phenology and habitat are given for numerous species. 
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